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Zusammenfassung
Jedes Jahr wird eine große Menge an Staub über den Nordatlantik von Nordafrika in
die Karibik transportiert. Trotz der Fortschritte, die in den vergangenen Jahrzehnten im
Verständnis und der Modellierung dieses Prozesses erzielt wurden, bleiben noch viele Un-
sicherheiten. In dieser kumulativen Dissertation werden die bei der SALTRACE - Kam-
pagne (Juni - Juli 2013) durchgeführten flugzeuggetragenen Doppler Wind Lidar (DWL)
Messungen, Large Eddy Simulationen und das globale Modell MACC verwendet, um ver-
schiedene Aspekte des Staubtransportprozesses zu untersuchen und die aktuellen Model-
lierungsmöglichkeiten zu bewerten.
Als Teil dieser Dissertation wird ein neuartiger Kalibrierungsalgorithmus für die Bestim-
mung von quantitativen Aerosolrückstreuungs- und -extinktionskoeffizienten aus DWL-
Messungen eingeführt. Diese Methode beruht auf der gleichzeitigen Messung des atmo-
sphärischen Volumens durch das flugzeuggetragene DWL und ein bodengebundenes Aero-
sol Lidar. Diese Methode wird mit dem satellitengetragenen Lidar CALIOP und boden-
gebundenen Lidarmessungen validiert. Zusätzlich wird eine Reihe von Verbesserungen bei
vertikalen Windauswertealgorithmen diskutiert und deren Auswirkung auf die Retrieval-
genauigkeit mittels zweier verschiedener Verfahren abgeschätzt.
Basierend auf diesem erweiterten DWL-Datensatz, der simultane Rückstreuungs- und
Windmessungen umfasst, werden verschiedene Prozesse des Staubtransports aus der Saha-
ra untersucht. Die Messungen in der Nähe der Kap Verden Inselgruppe und Barbados zeigen
die Anwesenheit von Schwerewellen hervorgerufen durch die Orographie der Inseln. Diese
Messungen werden zusammen mit der in-situ Wind und Partikelanzahldichte, den Lar-
ge Eddy Simulationen und der Wavelet-Analyse verwendet, um die Hauptcharakteristiken
der beobachteten Schwerwellen und deren Wechselwirkung mit der Sahara-Luftschicht zu
bestimmen. Schließlich wird versucht, unter Nutzung der gewonnenen DWL- und CALIOP-
Messungen den Sahara-Staub Transportprozess während der SALTRACE Kampagne im
globalen MACC-Aerosolmodell zu reproduzieren, um dessen Vorhersagequalität zu bewer-
ten. Ein Vergleich und eine Analyse der gemessenen und simulierten mittleren Wind- und
Staubverteilungen in den westafrikanischen und karibischen Regionen wird vorgestellt. Drei
Fallstudien, die verschiedene charakteristische Merkmale behandeln, wie der African Ea-
sterly Jet und die Staubtransportmodulation durch die African Easterly Waves, werden
im Hinblick auf zukünftige Kampagnen und die Assimilierung der Datenprodukte für die
zukünftigen ESA-Satellitenmission Aeolus und EarthCARE diskutiert.
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Abstract
Every year a large amount of dust is transported over the north Atlantic ocean from North
Africa into the Caribbean region. Despite the progress made during the last decades
in the understanding and modeling of this process, many uncertainties still remain. In
this cumulative thesis, the airborne Doppler wind lidar (DWL) measurements performed
during the SALTRACE campaign (June-July 2013), large eddy simulations and the global
atmospheric composition model MACC are used to study different aspects of the dust
transport process and evaluate the current modeling capabilities.
As part of this work, a novel calibration algorithm for the retrieval of quantitative
aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients from the DWL measurements is introduced.
This calibration procedure relies on the simultaneous measurement of the same atmospheric
volume by the airborne DWL and an aerosol ground-based lidar. This method is then
validated with satellite lidar CALIOP and ground-based lidar measurements. Additionally,
improvements in vertical wind retrieval algorithms are discussed and their impact on the
retrieval accuracy estimated by means of two different methods.
Based on this extended airborne DWL dataset, which includes simultaneous backscat-
ter and wind measurements, different processes associated with the Saharan dust transport
are investigated. Measurements carried out in the Cabo Verde and Barbados regions re-
vealed the presence of island-induced gravity waves. These measurements are used in
combination with in-situ wind and particle number density retrievals, large eddy simula-
tions, and wavelet analysis to determine the main characteristics of the observed waves and
their interaction with the Saharan Air Layer. Finally, DWL and CALIOP measurements
are used to evaluate the capabilities of the MACC global aerosol model to reproduce the
Saharan dust long-range transport process during SALTRACE. A comparison and analysis
of the measured and simulated average wind and dust distributions in the West African
and Caribbean regions is presented. Three case studies covering different characteristic
features, like the African Easterly Jet and the dust transport modulation by the African
Easterly Waves, are discussed with an outlook to future campaigns and the assimilation of
the data products for the ESA’s future satellite missions Aeolus and EarthCARE.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Climate change has gained increasing relevance during the last decades, becoming one of
the main focus areas of research in the field of atmospheric sciences. According to fifth In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assesment report (AR5) (IPCC, 2013),
the global surface temperature increased by 0.85±0.2 ◦C during the period comprehended
between 1880 and 2012. This change is very likely driven by an unbalance in the Earths
radiative budget product of the strong increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere during the last century. Despite the progress made during the last
decades in our understanding and quantification of the Earths radiative budget, big uncer-
tainties associated with the radiative forcing of aerosols, clouds and their interaction still
remain. As can be seen in Fig. 1.1, the IPCC estimations presented in the AR5 exhibit
the largest uncertainties on the aerosol and precursors section, with values above ±50 %
for the mineral dust and aerosol-cloud interaction contributions.
Along with its role in the Earth’s radiative budget, aerosols can also strongly affect the
air quality (Kulmala et al., 2011), visibility (Weinzierl et al., 2012) and ecosystems (Baker
et al., 2003). Despite the different nature of the processes involved in these fields, their
understanding and modeling require an accurate characterization of the aerosols micro-
physical properties (e.g. size, shape, chemical composition) and spatial distribution, which
in turn, is strongly coupled to the atmospheric circulation and dynamic processes.
Atmospheric aerosols are solid or liquid particles suspended in the atmosphere with
diameters ranging between tens of nanometers and hundreds of micrometers. While the
sources can be classified as anthropogenic and natural, the generation process is cataloged
as primary or secondary depending on whether the aerosol was emitted as a particle or
resulted from combination of gaseous precursors. The aerosol microphysical properties are
widely variable and strongly related with the emission source, which in turn leads to a
strong variability in the optical properties, radiative forcing effect and impact in human
health. Different aerosol classification schemes based on different sets of properties can
be found in the literature. The classification introduced by the AR5 defines five main
aerosol types: inorganic species (sulphate, nitrate, ammonia and sea salt), organic species,
black carbon (carbonaceous material formed from the incomplete combustion of fossil and
biomass fuels), primary biological particles and mineral species (mainly dust).
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Figure 1.1: Radiative forcing for the period 1750-2011 corresponding to each atmospheric
component and associated uncertainties. NMVOC are non-methane volatile organic com-
pounds. ERFaci is ERF due to aerosol-cloud interaction. Reproduced from (IPCC, 2013).
In contrast to greenhouse gases, which introduce a net warming effect, aerosols can
either warm or cool the atmosphere and Earth‘s surface depending on their type, vertical
and horizontal distribution (Fig. 1.1). In the same way, the impact of aerosols on air quality
or visibility is strongly variable and dependent on their composition and concentration.
Although some of these factors can be studied separately, for example, by analyzing the
aerosol chemical composition of in-situ samples or transport patters by means satellite
observations, there is an increasing need to quantify the the effect of feedback processes
between atmospheric dynamics, aerosol concentration and microphysical properties.
While large particles with a diameter larger than 20 µm are expected to settle within
a few hours due to the effect of the gravitational force, sub-micron particles can reside in
the troposphere for weeks and therefore be subject to long-range transport (Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1998). This different vertical speed experienced by aerosols of different sizes and
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shapes introduces a link between the transport speed of an air mass and the size distribu-
tion of the advected aerosols. Additionally, recent studies indicate that other dynamical
processes like convective mixing (Gasteiger et al., 2016) and gravity waves (Chane Ming
et al., 2016) can enhance the turbulent mixing, partially counteracting the effects of the
size selective deposition. As a result, an accurate estimation of the aerosol mass transpor-
ted between two regions requires not only the knowledge of the concentration of aerosols in
the source and the horizontal wind field between the source and the sink regions, but also
a accurate characterization of other dynamical processes (e.g. gravity waves, convection,
turbulent mixing). In a similar way, as the advected aerosols interact with the atmosphere,
they can undergo a series of physical and chemical transformations known as aging. Aged
aerosols can exhibit changes in their optical properties (Groß et al., 2015) and efficiency
as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), adding more complexity to the process. Although
simplified, these examples illustrate the need for a comprehensive approach to accurately
characterize aerosol processes, and thus provide the base to improve our understanding
and modeling capabilities.
1.1 Saharan dust
Among aerosols, mineral dust plays a distinctive role. Mineral dust are soil particles
suspended in the atmosphere which are typically composed of a mixture of oxides and
carbonates. Approximately 30 % of the atmospheric optical depth (AOD) corresponds to
airborne dust (Tegen et al., 1997). Most of the Earths dust sources are located in the
Northern Hemisphere within what Prospero et al. (2002) named global dust belt, which
extends during summer from the West coast of Africa into Central Asia. In the Southern
Hemisphere, some relatively week and sparse sources can be identified in Australia and the
south of Argentina. Dust emissions can have natural or anthropogenic origin. The relevance
of agricultural land use, changes in the surface water and industrial processes (e.g. cement
production) in the dust global emissions is still under debate. While some early studies
(Tegen and Fung, 1995) indicated that up to half of the total emissions originate from
anthropogenically modified soils, some later studies showed a large discrepancy depending
on the applied model (Tegen et al., 2004; Mahowald et al., 2004), with values ranging from
10 % to 50 %. These differences in the estimations are likely to arise from the limited
accuracy of the available emission data sets (Mahowald et al., 2002).
The Saharan desert, with an area of about 9 million km2, is the largest dust source by
surface and emitted mass. While sporadic reports about the influence of the Saharan desert
close to the West African coast can be found since the mid 19th century (Darwin, 1846), first
systematic observations of the Saharan dust long-range transport across the Atlantic date
from the late fifties and sixties (e.g. Junge, 1956; Delany et al., 1967; Prospero, 1968). Based
on the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX) observations in
1969, Carlson and Prospero (1972) presented a first conceptual model of the Saharan Air
Layer (SAL) structure and its relation with the African easterly waves (AEWs). With the
Global Atmospheric Research Program Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), new know-
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ledge about the radiative characteristics of the SAL was gained (Carlson and Caverly,
1977). GATE observations provided also the opportunity to develop a new three dimen-
sional conceptual model (Karyampudi, 1979) able to combine the different features involved
in the long-range transport process. A scheme of this conceptual model is presented in Fig.
1.2, while its main characteristics are discussed in the following paragraphs. On this basis,
many validation and additional studies were conducted, including the African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA) and Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE),
where different aspects of this conceptual model were validated (Karyampudi et al., 1999).
Figure 1.2: Saharan Air Layer conceptual model during summer. Reproduced from
Karyampudi (1979).
According to Mahowald et al. (2005), between 50 % and 70 % of the global dust emis-
sions are originated in the Saharan desert, while global model studies situate its annual
emissions between 200 Tg and 3000 Tg (Huneeus et al., 2011). The emissions, although
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highly variable from day to day, follow a pronounced seasonal pattern linked to the os-
cillation of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and African Easterly Jet (AEJ)
positions (e.g. Tsamalis et al., 2013). During boreal winter, when the ITCZ and AEJ
are in their most southerly position, dust sources located in the southern Sahara and the
Sahel region are especially active. The dry northeasterly trade winds, known as Harmat-
tan winds, transport the dust into the Gulf of Guinea, where it meets the biomass burning
aerosols coming from equatorial Africa. The dust is then further transported into South
America by trade winds in a shallow layer below 1.5-3 km (Schepanski et al., 2009) topped
by biomass burning aerosols. As the ITCZ and AEJ move northward during the summer
months (Fig. 1.2), the increasement of vegetation and soil humidity limits the emission
potential of the Sahel and southern sources at the same time that higher insolation and
convective activity enhance the upward mixing of dust in the northern Sahara, reaching
altitudes of up to 6 km (Messager et al., 2010). When this dry and warm dust laden air
mass is advected towards west and leaves the African continent it is undercut by the moist
and relatively cooler trade winds, which leads to the formation of an elevated dust layer
lower bounded by a strong inversion at approximately 850 hPa. The SAL is character-
ized by a quasi-constant potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio. Close to
the African continent, the SAL is topped by a second inversion at approximately 550 hPa
(Prospero and Carlson, 1981; Nalli et al., 2005). This inversion results from the higher
temperatures exhibited by the SAL compared to the surrounding tropical atmosphere.
The strong moisture and temperature gradient between the Gulf of Guinea and the
Saharan Desert leads to the generation of a strong geostrophic wind called AEJ (Cook,
1999). Long term observations of the AEJ (Burpee, 1972) situate the AEJ at latitudes
between 5◦ N and 10◦ N at an altitude of approximately 3 km. Recorded wind speeds range
between 10 and 25 ms-1. The AEJ plays a prominent role in the West African and tropical
Atlantic weather systems as well as in the Saharan dust long-range transport. Convective
activity and barotropic and baroclinic instabilities in the AEJ are usually identified as the
main cause for the formation of AEWs (e.g. Wu et al., 2012). These west-propagating
disturbances, characterized by a period of between 3-6 days, have been recognized as
precursor for the generation of tropical storms (Thorncroft and Hodges, 2001) and as key
components in the modulation of the mesoscale convective tropical activity (Janiga and
Thorncroft, 2016).
Although there is an ongoing discussion about the nature of the interaction between the
AEWs and the Saharan dust, most studies (e.g. Jones et al., 2003; Knippertz and Todd,
2010) indicate a correlation between these waves and the variability observed in the amount
of generated and transported dust over North Africa. On the other hand, contradictory
results can be found regarding the radiative effect of the Saharan dust on the dynamics
and strength of these disturbances. While some studies indicate that the dust strengthens
the AEWs (e.g. Jones et al., 2004), others show the opposite effect (e.g. Jury and Santiago,
2010) or an effect dependent on the spatial relationship between the waves and the dust
plume (Hosseinpour and Wilcox, 2014).
The interaction of the AEJ with the south edge of the SAL, leads to the advection of
dust westwards. As the dust is further transported west, the SAL becomes thinner and its
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altitude decreases (Tsamalis et al., 2013). During the long-range transport across the At-
lantic, the dust is subject to dry and wet deposition processes which lead to a reduction in
the SAL dust concentration. The relative importance of this deposition mechanisms is still
under debate and varies according to the location (Prospero et al., 2010; Huneeus et al.,
2011), being the wet deposition dominant in the regions close to the ITCZ. Additionally,
and according to Maring et al. (2003), the observed change in the Saharan dust size distri-
bution after long-range transport cannot be explained by assuming a Stokes gravitational
settling model. Instead, a lower settling velocity has to be assumed, which is compat-
ible with turbulent mixing processes occurring during the transport(Gasteiger et al., 2016;
Denjean et al., 2016). Since deposition and mixing processes typically occur in scales not
captured by global modes, measurements and high-resolution models are required in order
to understand this processes and thus improve their parameterization.
Figure 1.3: Overview of the different dust processes and impacts. Source: World Meteor-
ological Organization - Sand and Dust Storm Warning Advisory and Assessment System
The environmental influence of the dust is not only limited to radiative effects (Fig.
1.3). According to recent estimations (Yu et al., 2015), approximately 28 ± 20 Tg of
Saharan dust is deposited every year in the Amazon basin. An important part of these
emissions originate in the Bodélé depression, located in Chad. This source, a former lake
bed, is rich in phosphorus. The deposited dust serves then as source of phosphorus for the
rainforest, which is vital for the tree growth process. Along its long range transport, part of
the Saharan dust is deposited into the Atlantic Ocean. Recent studies (e.g. Jickells et al.,
2005) indicate that the deposited mineral dust, rich in iron, phosphorus and nitrogen, serve
as source of nutrients for the development of plankton blooms. Plankton works not only
as food for marine life, but also as regulator of the carbon dioxide exchange equilibrium
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between atmosphere and oceans.
The impact of the SAL in the tropical cyclogenesis is a long lasting and controversial
topic. While first hypothesis (Karyampudi and Carlson, 1988) indicated a positive impact
of the SAL in the growth of AEWs into tropical storms, recent studies (e.g. Evan et al.,
2006; Lau and Kim, 2007) report more complex interactions between the Saharan dust
and the development of tropical storms, with a series of different mechanisms of negative
and positive influence. For example, Lau and Kim (2007) argue that the attenuation of
the incoming solar radiation reaching the North Atlantic surface in 2006 by an increased
dust presence compared to 2005 generated a rapid cooling of the ocean. This situation led
to unfavorable conditions for the development of the hurricanes during 2006. Simulation
studies presented in Zhang et al. (2009) indicate a complex role of the Saharan dust as
CCN in the tropical cyclone evolution. Dust can either weaken or strength the tropical
cyclone evolution depending on the age of the hurricane.
Although the interest on the effects of the Saharan dust emissions on the human health
and air quality increased during the last decades, our knowledge is still relatively low.
Because the dust can be subject of long-range transport, dust affects not only the source
region, in West Africa, but also the Mediterranean and the Caribbean regions. Currently
available studies, although limited in number and mostly far from the dust source (e.g.,
Europe and America), indicate a relation between the dust events and an increment in the
number of diseases and mortality (Longueville et al., 2012). The mechanisms in which dust
affects human health can be catalogued as direct and indirect. Direct effects include respir-
atory and cardiovascular diseases associated with the inhalation of fine mineral dust. These
effects are highly dependent on the particles concentration, size and chemical composition.
On the other hand, dust can affect humans indirectly, acting as transport mechanism for
pathogens like bacteria, fungus and viruses (Griffin, 2007).
1.2 SALTRACE
The Saharan Aerosol Long-range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction Experiment
(SALTRACE) aircraft field experiment (http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/saltrace) conduc-
ted between 10 June and 15 July 2013 (Weinzierl et al., in press). It was designed as a
closure experiment to address open scientific questions related to the Saharan dust-long
range transport. The experiment combined ground-based, airborne, and satellite obser-
vations together with models and long-term observations in order to provide new insights
into the long-range transport mechanisms, the aging processes that affects the dust in its
travel across the Atlantic and its interaction with clouds. SALTRACE was a German initi-
ative, with the participation of institutions and scientist from different countries, including
Germany, Spain, France, Cape Verde, Barbados, Puerto Rico and the USA. This interna-
tional effort is framed in the context of previous studies conducted during the first Saharan
Mineral Dust Experiment (SAMUM-1) in 2006 (Heintzenberg, 2009) and second Saharan
Mineral Dust Experiment (SAMUM-2) in 2008 (Ansmann et al., 2011) campaigns, which
focused on the characterization of the Saharan dust in the African West coast, close to the
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emission source. Shortly before SALTRACE, during the period comprehended between
29 April and 23 May 2013, a 1-month transatlantic cruise was carried out by the Met-
eor research vessel. The cruise started at 60◦ W and ended at 20◦W, close to the west
coast of Africa. During this travel, the SAL dust vertical distribution was measured by
a combination of instruments, including a shipborne lidar (Kanitz et al., 2014). Between
15 February and 8 March 2014 (SALTRACE-2), ground-based lidar measurements were
conducted in order to characterize the optical properties and vertical distribution of the
dust-smoke mixture arriving Barbados during winter time. Then, between 19 June and 12
July 2014 (SALTRACE-3), measurements under conditions similar to those corresponding
to SALTRACE were carried out in order to investigate the inter-annual variability of the
dust properties and distribution.
The main SALTRACE ground-based observation site was located in Barbados. Since
Barbados is the easternmost island in the Caribbean, the long-range transported dust
can be studied before being affected by other natural or anthropocentric emissions. Ad-
ditionally, the availability of a 50-year Saharan dust long-term record (Prospero et al.,
2014) allows to situate the SALTRACE measurement period in the context of the year
to year dust variability. Measurements at Barbados were performed in two different loca-
tions. At the campus of the Caribbean Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology (CIMH)
(13.14◦ N, 59.62◦ W), the ground-based aerosol Portable Lidar System (POLIS) (Groß
et al., 2015; Freudenthaler et al., 2015) and backscatter extinction lidar-ratio temperat-
ure humidity profiling apparatus (BERTHA) (Haarig et al., 2015) were deployed together
with sun-photometers. On the east coast of Barbados, at Ragged Point Station (13.16◦ N,
59.44◦ W), a sun-photometer and several instruments for in-situ measurements were in-
stalled in order to characterize the dust microphysical and optical properties after the
long-range transport process and before being influenced by the Barbados island emis-
sions. Additional measurements where conducted in Cabo Verde, close to the dust source,
and Puerto Rico.
Together with the ground-based observations, airborne measurements were performed
by the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) Falcon 20 research aircraft. The
aircraft was equipped with a coherent Doppler wind lidar (DWL), a dropsonde launcher
and a set of in-situ instruments for the retrieval of microphysical and optical properties,
as well as samplers to conduct further on-ground particle analysis. A list of SALTRACE
instruments and datasets used in this study is presented in Appendix A.
During the campaign, a total of 31 research flights where performed, with most of them
conducted close to the West coast of Africa and in the Caribbean region. An overview of
the SALTRACE flight patterns and ground-based observation sites is presented in Fig. 1.4.
During the observation period comprehended between 10 June and 15 July five dust out-
breaks and the passage of the tropical storm Chantal were observed. The DWL deployed
on-board the Falcon carried out 75 hours of measurements, providing first-time simultan-
eous extinction and wind measurements corresponding to different features associated with
the West African climate system and the Saharan dust long-range transport process.
The wind observations corresponding to flights conducted close to the west Africa coast
will allow a better characterization of the AEJ, the AEWs and their interaction. Since
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Figure 1.4: SALTRACE flight tracks (red) and ground based observation sites (black stars).
No data is available in the flight sections indicated with a dashed line.
simultaneous wind and extinction coefficient measurements are rare, the measurements
retrieved from the DWL during SALTRACE provide valuable information for the analysis
of wind-dust interactions as well as for the evaluation of regional and global aerosol models.
The airborne vertical wind measurements conducted in the Cabo Verde region and on the
lee side of Barbados will allow to continue the island effect investigations started during
SAMUM-2 (Engelmann et al., 2011). High resolution vertical wind measurements are used
in this study, in combination with Large Eddy Simulations (LES), to analyze the possibility
of island-induced enhanced dust deposition and the generation of gravity waves.
Along with the presented DWL measurements, a whole set of in-situ meteorological and
aerosol measurements were carried out by the Falcon during SALTRACE. In-situ wind
measurements, although not spatially coincident with the DWL measurements and only
limited to one dimension, allow an independent verification of the vertical wind retrievals
from the lidar. On the other hand, in-situ aerosol sampling of the SAL close to Africa and
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in the Caribbean are used, in the frame of a Lagrangian experiment, to investigate the
aging process that affects the dust during the transport process.
1.3 State of the art and objectives
During the last two decades, the number of scientific articles on Saharan dust showed
an exponential growth (Knippertz and Stuut, 2014). This growth rate, way above the
duplication per decade observed as average, can be explained by the concurrence of different
factors. As mentioned before, the largest uncertainties in our estimation of the Earth
radiative forcing corresponds to atmospheric aerosols and their interaction with clouds.
Given the increasing relevance of climate change, it is then expected to see an increasing
interest in aerosols in general and mineral dust in particular. On the other hand, the
development of remote sensing techniques and instruments during last decades, including
several spaceborne instruments, allowed to collect data over dust source and transport
regions on which in-situ measurements are difficult. Finally, a third factor which can
contribute to explain the increasing interest in Saharan dust is the rapid development of
atmospheric models, mainly driven by an increasing available computing power.
The comparison of the model results with long and short term measurement campaigns
is then of vital importance to evaluate the existing models. The Aerosol Comparison
between Observations and Models (AeroCom) (http://aerocom.met.no/) initiative is an
international effort oriented to investigate the current global aerosol modelling capabilities
by means of comparison between models and also between models and different data-
sets (e.g. satellite, sun-photometers). The results of AeroCom Phase I (Textor et al.,
2006; Huneeus et al., 2011), indicate that although models were able to reproduce general
transatlantic dust transport patterns, strong discrepancies in dust emission, vertical distri-
bution and particle size distribution were observed. As part of the AeroCom Phase II, the
Saharan dust transatlantic transport simulated by five different models was compared with
a set of satellite and ground based instruments, including AOD measurements from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and the Aerosol Robotic Net-
work (AERONET), and aerosol vertical distribution retrieved by the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) (Kim et al., 2014). The com-
parison of the AOD results shows differences between models and measurements ranging
from an underestimation of 400 % to an overestimation of 200 % (Fig. 1.5). Dust optical
depth (DOD) gradients indicate a model overestimation of the dust removal along the long-
range transport. The shape of the modeled dust vertical profiles over Africa decrease with
altitude much faster than the corresponding Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polariz-
ation (CALIOP) profiles, while over the western Atlantic, the modeled aerosol plume show
a higher vertical dispersion than the measured one.
In spite of the progress made during last years in our understanding of the Saharan
dust life cycle, many questions remain open. While models are able to reproduce general
transport patterns, the modeled amount of emissions, deposition and transported dust, the
vertical distribution and the dust optical and micro-physical properties is not adequately
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Figure 1.5: Mean AOD from satellites (black) and models averaged in 5◦ longitude intervals
between 0◦ and 35◦ N. Reproduced with permission from John Wiley & Sons (Kim et al.,
2014).
captured. This limitations result in large uncertainties associated with the Saharan dust
radiative forcing and its impact in air quality (Huneeus et al., 2016) and ecosystems (Schulz
et al., 2012). The improvement of current models require not only a better characterization
of the Saharan dust microphysical and its associated radiative effects, but also a more
accurate understanding and quantification of the dynamical processes affecting it along
the long-range transport process.
Although satellite remote sensing measurements greatly contributed to our understand-
ing of the dust transport and its properties, measurement campaigns are required to fill
gaps in our knowledge and reduce the uncertainties of properties derived from satellite
measurements, usually higher than those corresponding to in-situ retrievals. In this work,
DWL measurements carried out during SALTRACE are used to investigate different as-
pects and scales of Saharan dust transport and evaluate the capabilities of state of the art
numerical models to reproduce them. Novel methods to extend the actual capabilities of
the DWL are also discussed in the frame of this investigations. Among others, this work
will address the following scientific questions:
• Is it possible to retrieve backscatter and extinction coefficients from DWL measure-
ments?
• What methods can be applied to reduce the systematic errors associated with the
retrieval of vertical winds from an airborne DWL?
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• How do island induced gravity waves and turbulence interact with the SAL? Are
LESs including passive tracers (e.g. All-Scale Atmospheric Model (ASAM)) able to
reproduce these features and interactions?
• What are the current capabilities of the global models (e.g. Monitoring Atmospheric
Composition and Climate (MACC)) to reproduce the Saharan dust long-range trans-
port and its associated features?
This cumulative thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, an overview of the newly
developed and validated methods during this thesis is presented. This includes a brief
resume of the DLR DWL characteristics and limitations, as well as a description of the
LES and global aerosol models. Chapter 3 presents the abstracts of the publications
included in this cumulative thesis and a description of the contribution of each author to
each publication. Finally, Chapter 4 presents a summary of the results obtained in this
study together with ideas for future work and system improvements.
Chapter 2
Methods
First studies of the Saharan dust long-range transport were conducted based on measure-
ments from a ground-based two-stage cascade impactor located in Florida (Junge, 1956).
Subsequent airborne measurements, like the ones performed during BOMEX in 1968, re-
vealed valuable information about the dust transport and the SAL vertical structure based
on the combination of in-situ dust sampling, Radon-222 measurements, and meteorological
soundings. With the rapid evolution of satellite remote sensing and modeling techniques
during the last decades, a whole new set of observations and model results became available
to the scientific community. This relatively new techniques, characterized by their large
spatial and temporal coverage, provide a context to campaign observations, usually limited
in space and time. On the other hand, campaigns provide extensive data sets which are
then used to validate satellite measurements and model results. This synergistic approach,
applied during many campaigns in recent years, helped to improve our understanding of
the processes behind the Saharan dust transport as well as our ability to model and predict
them.
SALTRACE was based on this multi-methodical approach. Ground-based and airborne
measurements were used, in combination with satellite observations and models, to provide
further insights into the Saharan dust transport, deposition and its interaction with clouds.
Although this study focuses on the measurements preformed by the DLR DWL and the
modeling results provided by the ASAM and the MACC model, additional measurements
from the MODIS and CALIPSO satellites, ground-based lidars, sun photometers and in-
situ aerosol measurements were also part of this study.
2.1 Doppler wind lidar
A few years after the invention of the laser, first lidar (light detection and ranging) measure-
ments were reported (Fiocco and Smullin, 1963). Since then, driven by the rapid evolution
of lasers and detectors, lidars have gained relevance in atmospheric studies. Currently,
lidars are regularly used to observe many different atmospheric parameters, including but
not limited to, aerosol optical properties, trace gases and water vapor mixing ratio, tem-
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perature and wind speed, being aerosol lidars the most common type.
First wind observations based on lidar technique were reported by Huffaker (1970).
The system, constructed around a 10.6 µm CO2 laser, relied on the Doppler effect and
the heterodyne detection technique to measure the corresponding frequency change. Two
years later, Benedetti-Michelangeli et al. (1972) developed the fundamentals of the direct-
detection technique. While heterodyne detection is based on the frequency mixing products
of the backscattered photons and a reference oscillator, the direct-detection technique typic-
ally uses an interferometer to determine the induced frequency change in the backscattered
laser radiation by the Doppler effect. Although other measurement techniques based on
aerosol lidars and correlation techniques were reported (e.g. Mayor et al., 2016), Doppler-
based wind lidars are by far the most usual ones.
The development of the DWL technique started at DLR in the 1980s, being the first
DWL constructed based on a 10.6 µm CO2 continuous-wave (CW) laser and the coherent
technique for boundary layer studies (Köpp et al., 1984). One decade later, first airborne
DWL measurements were conducted at DLR (Rahm, 1995). As in the previous case, the
systems operated based on a CW laser, which limited the vertical resolution of the system.
This early research laid the groundwork for the French-German project Wind Infrared
Doppler Lidar (WIND), the first airborne DWL able to retrieve wind profiles from ground
up to the flying altitude (Werner et al., 2001; Reitebuch et al., 2001). After the successful
experience of WIND and supported by the rapid development of solid-state and fiber laser
sources, a second generation of DWLs were developed at DLR. These new systems, much
more compact and working at wavelengths between 1.6 µm and 2 µm, are equipped with
a double-wedge scanner. This type of scanners allow the generation of arbitrary pointing
patterns, including regular conical scans for horizontal wind retrieval, nadir pointing for
vertical wind measurements and linear scans for wake-vortices analysis (Köpp et al., 2004).
Since the study of dust transport would ideally require the knowledge of the aerosol
distribution and optical properties as well as the three-dimensional wind fields, it is worth
to study the possibility of simultaneous retrieval of these two quantities based on DWL
measurements. Nevertheless, because the DWL system involved in the SALTRACE cam-
paign was not originally designed for this propose, a series of issues had to be addressed.
While aerosol lidars usually operate at wavelengths below 1 µm, coherent DWL operate at
wavelengths above 1.5 µm in order to be eye-safe, minimize the impact of the background
solar radiation and the broadband molecular backscatter. As side effect, the operation at
wavelengths above 1.5 µm limit the possibility of using the molecular backscatter as refer-
ence for the system calibration as is regularly done with aerosol lidars. Additionally, since
the retrieval of wind speed does not require quantitative information about the received
or transmitted laser power, no direct measurement of the transmitted laser pulse energy is
performed by the system and the receiving amplifier and detector system does not have a
flat gain as a function of the heterodyne signal frequency, which leads to a change in the
measured signal intensity as a function of the measured wind speed. Furthermore, because
only one polarization component is measured by the system, the backscatter correspond-
ing to different aerosols will suffer different levels of attenuation depending on the aerosol
optical properties. This lack of quantitative aerosol measurements from the DWL was
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already noted during the Eyjafjalla volcanic ash flights in 2010 (Schumann et al., 2011).
As part of SALTRACE, two aerosol lidars and four sun-photometers were deployed at
Barbados. Based on overflights performed by the DLR Falcon over these ground-based
systems and a novel calibration procedure presented in this work, quantitative aerosol
backscatter and extinction coefficients were retrived from the DLR 2 µm DWL. This
retrievals are then used, in combination with simulations and simultaneous vertical and
horizontal wind retrievals, to study different dust transport processes ranging from small
scale island-induced gravity wave disturbances to large scale transport patterns. In the
case of small scale features like the gravity waves observed during SALTRACE, the vertical
wind measurements retrieved from the DWL operating in scanning mode were not able
to capture them since their resolution is comparable to the wavelength of the observed
waves. For this reason, a set of measurements with the lidar operating in nadir-pointing
mode were carried out. This measurement mode allow to retrieve high spatial resolution
profiles of vertical wind speed. Nevertheless, since the vertical wind speeds are relatively
low compared to the aircraft speed and the horizontal wind speed, careful corrections
have to be implemented in order to minimize the retrieval systematic errors. A series of
improvements introduced in the vertical wind retrieval scheme are discussed as part of this
study.
2.2 Global aerosol models
Global aerosol models are a key component for the study of the weather and climate, and
their ability to reproduce our observations, an indicator of our actual understanding of the
aerosols lifecycle. Atmospheric composition models can be used for long-term climate fore-
casting, near real-time analysis and forecasting, as well as for the generation of reanalysis
datasets. Long-term forecasts are a very valuable tool for the study of climate change and
the associated modifications in the aerosol emissions and spatial distribution. Nevertheless,
due to the inherent lack of evaluation datasets, the models used for long-term climate pre-
dictions have to be first tested based on short term and reanalysis studies. On the other
hand, near real-time aerosol forecasts can profit from current data assimilation systems
to generate short-term forecasts, which allow to take appropriate measures to reduce the
impact of aerosol events in human health, air quality and visibility. Finally, data assimil-
ation techniques are used in combination with atmospheric models to generate consistent
reanalysis of the climate system, which describe the recent history of the atmosphere, land
surface, and oceans. This reanalysis can be then used for climate change investigations
and model evaluation studies.
A broad set of modeling activities, including the development of atmospheric compos-
ition models, are currently being conducted at DLR (Hendricks et al., 2012). A special
emphasis is given to the perturbations induced by the transport sector, including their in-
fluence in the clouds lifecycle, radiation and climate. As part of this study, the SALTRACE
dataset is used to evaluate the MACC model (Morcrette et al., 2009). The MACC model
is the result of an international effort conducted in the frame of the Global Monitoring
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for Environment and Security (GMES) initiative (now Copernicus) and developed at the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). This initiative, ori-
ented to improve our understanding of the environment and climate change, includes the
development of a global atmospheric composition model able to provide global distribu-
tions of greenhouse gases, reactive gases and aerosols through assimilations of satellite and
in-situ observations (Benedetti et al., 2009). While model intercomparison studies like the
ones conducted in the frame of AeroCom provide a first guess of the model capabilities,
measurements campaigns and comparisons with long-term observations allow a much more
accurate estimation of the model skills. Recent comparison studies conducted over Europe
(Mangold et al., 2011) and the North Africa and Middle East Regions (Cuevas et al., 2015)
provided a first insight into model strengths and weaknesses. A general good reproduction
of the dust seasonality and horizontal distribution was observed, while the vertical aerosol
distribution showed higher differences. This is expected due to the assimilation of the
MODIS AOD observations, which only constrains the total vertically integrated aerosol
quantity. Current efforts are being conducted in order to assimilate CALIPSO attenuated
backscatter profiles, nevertheless this is not yet operational (MACC-III, 2016).
Systematic observations of the SAL vertical structure on the West coast of Africa
and the north Atlantic Ocean are only available from the CALIPSO satellite. On the
other hand, regular wind measurements are limited to commercial aircraft corridors. The
SALTRACE dataset, although constrained to a relative short time period, provides a
unique opportunity to evaluate the ability of models to reproduce the Saharan dust long-
range transport process. The simultaneous measurement of aerosol backscatter and wind
vector vertical profiles carried out by the DLR airborne DWL opens the possibility to study
the vertical dust distribution and winds not only separately, but in combination with their
interactions.
2.3 Large eddy simulations
Due to limitations in current computing power, global models rely on parameterizations
to represent the influence of sub-grid processes like clouds formation and turbulent fluxes.
The development of accurate parameterizations is a though task, which require systematic
measurements and, in many cases, the use of numerical models with fine grid scales able to
reproduce the influence of turbulent movement. Since atmospheric turbulence spans over
scales going from millimeters to kilometers, its resolution by means of Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNSs) is beyond our current computing capabilities. The LES technique is
a compromise between DNS and turbulence parameterization. In LESs, only large eddies
are numerically resolved, while the smaller ones are treated by means of subgrid scale
(SGS) modeling. This treatment is justified by the fact that large scale eddies contain
most of the energy and are more dependent on the source of instability than the smaller
ones. Which part of the inertial turbulence sub-range is resolved numerically and which
modeled is determined by the LES low-pass filter cut-off, which in turn depends on the
model spatial grid.
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The ASAM (http://asam.tropos.de/) is a numerical simulation tool developed by
the Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research (TROPOS). Originally developed as
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation around buildings, the ASAM evolved into
an atmospheric model able to perform simulations ranging from micro-scale effects in urban
environment to island effects in trade wind regimes. Obstacles and island orography can
be included in the model by a cut cell approach (Jähn et al., 2015). As part of SAMUM-2,
a variant of the ASAM model designed to run on Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), the
ASAMgpu, was used to investigate the heat island effect in the Cabo Verde region and
analyze its impact in the dust downward mixing. Although the simulations were conducted
without taking into account the island orography, the comparisons with a ground-based
DWL deployed on Santiago island showed a good agreement (Engelmann et al., 2011).
As part of SALTRACE, an ASAM simulation of the Barbados island was setup and run
in order to investigate the modification of the boundary layer structure, the development
of cloud street and the vertical mixing of Saharan dust (Jähn et al., 2016), as well as the
generation of gravity waves. Additionally, high spatial resolution vertical wind measure-
ments derived from the DLR DWL were used to validate the model results and investigate
the relation between the island induced gravity waves and the Saharan dust.
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Chapter 3
Results
This thesis consist of three first-author publications and two co-authored publications. The
abstracts of these publications are presented in this chapter. The full reprint of the papers
I to IV are presented in Appendix B. Due to copyright constraints, a reprint of Paper V is
not included. Its abstract, DOI and URL is provided in Section 3.5.
3.1 Paper I: Chouza et al. (2015) - Retrieval of aerosol
backscatter and extinction from airborne coher-
ent Doppler wind lidar measurements
F. Chouza1, O. Reitebuch1, S. Groß1, S. Rahm1, V. Freudenthaler2, C. Toledano3, and B.
Weinzierl1,2
1. Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Physik der Atmo-
sphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
2. Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Mnchen (LMU), Meteorologisches Institut, München,
Germany
3. University of Valladolid, Atmospheric Optics Group, Valladolid, Spain
A novel method for calibration and quantitative aerosol optical property retrieval from
Doppler wind lidars (DWLs) is presented in this work. Due to the strong wavelength de-
pendence of the atmospheric molecular backscatter and the low sensitivity of the coherent
DWLs to spectrally broad signals, calibration methods for aerosol lidars cannot be applied
to coherent DWLs usually operating at wavelengths between 1.5 and 2 µm. Instead, con-
current measurements of an airborne DWL at 2 µm and the POLIS ground-based aerosol
lidar at 532 nm are used in this work, in combination with sun photometer measurements,
for the calibration and retrieval of aerosol backscatter and extinction profiles at 532 nm.
The proposed method was applied to measurements from the SALTRACE experiment
in June-July 2013, which aimed at quantifying the aerosol transport and change in aerosol
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properties from the Sahara desert to the Caribbean. The retrieved backscatter and ex-
tinction coefficient profiles from the airborne DWL are within 20 % of POLIS aerosol lidar
and CALIPSO satellite measurements. Thus the proposed method extends the capabilities
of coherent DWLs to measure profiles of the horizontal and vertical wind towards aerosol
backscatter and extinction profiles, which is of high benefit for aerosol transport studies.
3.2 Paper II: Chouza et al. (2016a) - Vertical wind
retrieved by airborne lidar and analysis of island
induced gravity waves in combination with nu-
merical models and in situ particle measurements
F. Chouza1, O. Reitebuch1, M. Jähn2, S. Rahm1, and B. Weinzierl1,3
1. Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Physik der Atmo-
sphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
2. Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research, Leipzig, Germany
3. University of Vienna, Faculty of Physics, Boltzmanngasse 5, 1090 Wien, Austria
This study presents the analysis of island induced gravity waves observed by an airborne
Doppler wind lidar (DWL) during SALTRACE. First, the instrumental corrections required
for the retrieval of high spatial resolution vertical wind measurements from an airborne
DWL are presented and the measurement accuracy estimated by means of two different
methods. The estimated systematic error is below 0.05 m s-1 for the selected case of study,
while the random error lies between 0.1 and 0.16 m s-1 depending on the estimation method.
Then, the presented method is applied to two measurement flights during which the
presence of island induced gravity waves was detected. The first case corresponds to a
research flight conducted on 17 June 2013 in the Cabo Verde islands region, while the
second case corresponds to a measurement flight on 26 June 2013 in the Barbados region.
The presence of trapped lee waves predicted by the calculated Scorer parameter profiles
was confirmed by the lidar and in situ observations. The DWL measurements are used in
combination with in situ wind and particle number density measurements, large-eddy sim-
ulations (LES), and wavelet analysis to determine the main characteristics of the observed
island induced trapped waves.
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3.3 Paper III: Chouza et al. (2016b) - Saharan dust
long-range transport across the Atlantic studied
by an airborne Doppler lidar and the MACC model
F. Chouza1, O. Reitebuch1, A. Benedetti2, and B. Weinzierl3
1. Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Physik der Atmo-
sphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
2. European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, Reading, UK
3. University of Vienna, Faculty of Physics, Boltzmanngasse 5, 1090 Wien, Austria
A huge amount of dust is transported every year from North Africa into the Caribbean
region. This paper presents an investigation of this long-range transport process based
on measurements conducted during the SALTRACE campaign (June-July 2013), as well
as an evaluation of the ability of the MACC global aerosol model to reproduce it and its
associated features. First, the horizontal wind speed measurements obtained by the DLR
airborne Doppler wind lidar (DWL) during the SALTRACE experiment are validated by
means of a comparison with collocated dropsondes. The comparison indicates a systematic
speed difference of 0.08 m s-1 and a standard deviation of 0.92 m s-1, while wind direction
show a mean difference of 0.5◦ and a standard deviation between 5◦ and 10◦ depending
on measurement conditions. Modelled winds in West Africa and Caribbean regions are
compared to those measured by the DWL. Although a general good agreement between
measurements and model is observed, some differences, particularly in the African Easterly
Jet (AEJ) intensity, were noted. The observed differences between modelled and measured
wind jet speeds are between 5 and 10 m s-1. The MACC model aerosol vertical distribution
is compared with the CALIOP satellite extinction profiles corresponding to the campaign
period. While the modelled Saharan dust plume shape shows a good agreement with the
measurements, a systematic underestimation of the marine boundary layer extinction is
observed.
Additionally, three selected case studies covering different aspects of the Saharan dust
long-range transport along the West African coast, over the North Atlantic Ocean and
the Caribbean are presented. For first time, DWL measurements are used to investigate
the Saharan dust long-range transport. Simultaneous wind and backscatter measurements
from the DWL are used, in combination with the MACC model, to analyse different features
associated with the long-range transport, including an African Easterly Wave trough, the
African Easterly Jet and the Intertropical Convergence Zone.
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3.4 Paper IV: Jähn et al. (2016) - Investigations of
boundary layer structure, cloud characteristics and
vertical mixing of aerosols at Barbados with large
eddy simulations
M. Jähn1, D. Muñoz-Esparza2, F. Chouza3, O. Reitebuch3, O. Knoth1, M. Haarig1, and
A. Ansmann1
1. Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research, Leipzig, Germany
2. Earth and Environmental Sciences Division (EES-16), Los Alamos National Labor-
atory, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA
3. Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Physik der Atmo-
sphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
Large eddy simulations (LESs) are performed for the area of the Caribbean island Bar-
bados to investigate island effects on boundary layer modification, cloud generation and
vertical mixing of aerosols. Due to the presence of a topographically structured island sur-
face in the domain center, the model setup has to be designed with open lateral boundaries.
In order to generate inflow turbulence consistent with the upstream marine boundary layer
forcing, we use the cell perturbation method based on finite amplitude potential temper-
ature perturbations. In this work, this method is for the first time tested and validated for
moist boundary layer simulations with open lateral boundary conditions. Observational
data obtained from the SALTRACE field campaign is used for both model initialization
and a comparison with Doppler wind and Raman lidar data. Several numerical sensitivity
tests are carried out to demonstrate the problems related to ”gray zone modeling” when
using coarser spatial grid spacings beyond the inertial subrange of three-dimensional tur-
bulence or when the turbulent marine boundary layer flow is replaced by laminar winds.
Especially cloud properties in the downwind area west of Barbados are markedly affected
in these kinds of simulations. Results of an additional simulation with a strong trade-wind
inversion reveal its effect on cloud layer depth and location. Saharan dust layers that reach
Barbados via long-range transport over the North Atlantic are included as passive tracers
in the model. Effects of layer thinning, subsidence and turbulent downward transport near
the layer bottom at z ≈ 1800 m become apparent. The exact position of these layers and
strength of downward mixing is found to be mainly controlled atmospheric stability (espe-
cially inversion strength) and wind shear. Comparisons of LES model output with wind
lidar data show similarities in the downwind vertical wind structure. Additionally, the
model results accurately reproduce the development of the daytime convective boundary
layer measured by the Raman lidar.
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3.5 Paper V: Weinzierl et al. (in press) - The Saha-
ran Aerosol Long-range TRansport and Aerosol-
Cloud-Interaction Experiment (SALTRACE):
overview and selected highlights
B. Weinzierl1,2, A. Ansmann3, J. M. Prospero4, D. Althausen3, N. Benker7, F. Chouza1,
M. Dollner2,5, D. Farrell6, W. K. Fomba3, V. Freudenthaler5, J. Gasteiger2,5, S. Groß1, M.
Haarig3, B. Heinold3, K. Kandler7, T. B. Kristensen3, O. L. Mayol-Bracero8, T. Müller3, O.
Reitebuch1, D. Sauer1, A. Schäfler1, K. Schepanski3, A. Spanu2,1, I. Tegen3, C. Toledano9,
A. Walser5,1
1. Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), Institut für Physik der Atmo-
sphäre, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
2. University of Vienna, Aerosol Physics and Environmental Physics, Wien, Austria
3. Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research, Leipzig, Germany
4. University of Miami, Miami, USA
5. Meteorologisches Institut (MIM), Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, München, Ger-
many
6. Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrology (CIMH), Bridgetown, Barbados
7. Technische Universität Darmstadt, Institut für Angewandte Geowissenschaften, Darm-
stadt, Germany
8. University of Puerto Rico, Department of Environmental Science, San Juan, USA
9. Universidad de Valladolid, Grupo de Óptica Atmosférica, Valladolid, Spain
North Africa is the world’s largest source of dust, a large part of which is transported
across the Atlantic to the Caribbean and beyond where it can impact radiation and clouds.
Many aspects of this transport and its climate effects remain speculative. The Saharan
Aerosol Long-range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction Experiment (SALTRACE:
http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/saltrace) linked ground-based and airborne measurements with
remote-sensing and modeling techniques to address these issues in a program that took
place in 2013-2014. Specific objectives were: to (1) characterize the chemical, microphysical
and optical properties of aged dust in the Caribbean, (2) quantify the impact of physical
and chemical changes (”aging”) on the radiation budget and cloud-microphysical processes,
(3) investigate the meteorological context of trans-Atlantic dust transport, and (4) assess
the roles of removal processes during transport.
SALTRACE was a German-led initiative involving scientists from Europe, Cabo Verde,
the Caribbean and the US. The Falcon research aircraft of the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-
und Raumfahrt (DLR), equipped with a comprehensive aerosol and wind-lidar payload,
played a central role. Several major dust outbreaks were studied with 86 hours of flight time
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under different conditions making it by far the most extensive investigation on long-range
transported dust ever made.
This article presents an overview of SALTRACE and highlight selected results including
data from trans-Atlantic flights in coherent air masses separated by more than 4,000 km
distance that enabled measurements of transport effects on dust properties.
SALTRACE will improve our knowledge on the role of mineral dust in the climate
system and provide data for studies on dust interactions with clouds, radiation and health.
The full text of this publication can be found at:
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/BAMS-D-15-00142.1
3.6 Contribution of the author
The publications presented in this cumulative thesis (Chouza et al., 2015, 2016a,b) were
written by myself with specific contributions and comments from the co-authors. All figures
included in these publications were prepared by myself.
In Chouza et al. (2015), I developed, implemented and evaluated the instrumental
corrections and the method to retrieve calibrated backscatter from the DWL based on the
datasets provided by Dr. Rahm and ideas from Dr. Reitebuch and Dr. Weinzierl. The
additional datasets used for the calibration procedure from the POLIS aerosol ground-
based lidar were provided by Dr. Groß and Dr. Freudenthaler. The sun-photometer
dataset was provided by Dr. Toledano.
In Chouza et al. (2016a), I developed, implemented and evaluated improvements to the
vertical wind retrieval method based on datasets provided by Dr. Rahm and ideas from
Dr. Reitebuch. The analysis of the gravity waves was done by myself based on the LES
results provided by Dr. Jähn and the in-situ datasets from Dr. Weinzierl.
In Chouza et al. (2016b), I developed the algorithms to compare the DWL measure-
ments retrieved based on the methods presented in Chouza et al. (2015) with the MACC
model results provided by Dr. Benedetti. The evaluation of the comaprison results was
done by myself with contributions from Dr. Reitebuch, Dr. Weinzierl and Dr. Benedetti.
In Jähn et al. (2016), I contributed with a comparison of the LES results with the DWL
measurements, including a sub-section (Sec. 4.1) and the corresponding figures.
In Weinzierl et al. (in press), I contributed with the retrieval of backscatter profiles
from the DWL measurements and the corresponding plots in Fig. 7.
Chapter 4
Conclusions and outlook
This cumulative dissertation present a set of novel DWL retrieval methods to investig-
ate different aspects of the Saharan dust transport and the ability of different numerical
models to simulate them. These studies, carried out with the SALTRACE dataset, range
from island-induced gravity waves with a wavelength shorter than 10 km to synoptic-scale
AEWs.
Based on a novel calibration method, backscatter and extinction coefficient measure-
ments are retrieved from the airborne DWL deployed onboard the DLR Falcon during
SALTRACE. This method, which rely on the simultaneous measurements of the DWL, a
ground-based aerosol lidar and optical properties derived from sun-photometers, extend the
capabilities of the DWL and allow the simultaneous retrieval of aerosol optical properties
and winds. The calibration constants, derived on one calibration flight, were applied to sev-
eral other measurement flights conducted in the Caribbean region as well as near the west
coast of Africa. The results, validated with ground-based aerosol lidar measurements and
CALIPSO retrievals, indicate that the lidar is stable enough to provide meaningful results
without need for periodic recalculation of the calibration constants. The backscatter and
extinction coefficient profiles retrieved from the airborne DWL are within ±20 % of POLIS
aerosol lidar and CALIPSO satellite measurements. Since the system is only sensitive to
the non-depolarized component of the atmospheric signal, the method require additional
information about the aerosol type and its spatial distribution in order to provide accurate
retrievals. This limitation could be overcome by measuring both polarization components
of the return signal. Implementing this polarization detection channel would allow the
DWL to operate as a stand-alone system, without need of additional information sources
for the retrieval.
A set of improvements to the retrieval process of vertical winds from the DWL were
presented. In order to reduce the systematic error associated with the mounting angle of the
DWL on the aircraft, an automatic retrieval method based on the measurements of ground
and sea relative speed and distance was developed. The inclusion of distance measurements
on the lidar mounting angle retrieval proved to improve the angles estimations, specially
in the case of the mounting angle perpendicular to the flight direction. Since no active
control of the pointing direction was implemented during SALTRACE, a correction of
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the horizontal wind speed projection was applied based on horizontal wind speed profiles
derived form dropsondes and previous DWL measurements. The estimated systematic
error showed to be lower than 0.05ms-1, while the random error is between 0.1 and 0.16ms-1
depending on the method used for its estimation. The results obtained during SALTRACE
indicate that the system orientation with respect to the aircraft IRS change according to
the flight conditions (e.g. altitude, speed). This change in the relative position of the lidar
and the aircraft IRS is likely to be due to small aircraft deformations. In order to reduce
this effect, the operator could perform regular scanning measurements during the flight
which allow a recalculation of the lidar mounting angles during the different operation
conditions and thus a reduction of the impact of this changes.
The simultaneous retrieval of calibrated backscatter and vertical winds were used to
characterize island-induced gravity waves observed in the Cabo Verde and Barbados region
during SALTRACE. The measurements, quite unique due to the excellent coverage con-
ditions provided by the high amount of Saharan dust, provided a very good opportunity
to test the capabilities of the ASAM model to reproduce them. The results show a good
agreement in the wavelength and spatial extension of the waves, although the amplitude
was underestimated by the model. Additionally, the interaction of the waves and the
SAL was investigated based on the simultaneous measurements of backscatter and vertical
wind from the lidar on one side, and the in-situ particle number and vertical wind meas-
urements on the other side. The wave-dust interaction, particularly visible in regions with
a high gradient in the dust concentration, exhibit a consistent 90 degrees phase shift which
resulted in a zero net dust flux.
While the vertical wind measurements conducted during SALTRACE provided a very
high resolution picture of the island induced gravity waves, only vertical wind measure-
ments do not provide all the information required for a complete characterization of the
waves and associated quantities, like momentum flux. For this reason, new measurements
schemes should be implemented in order to provide a more comprehensive set of meas-
urements for gravity waves characterization. Currently, measurement patterns based on
the technique developed by Vincent and Reid (1983) for gravity waves momentum flux
estimation are being implemented in the DLR DWL.
The synchronous measurements of backscatter and high resolution vertical wind opens
the possibility to perform eddy flux studies. Although vertical wind measurements from a
DWL were used in the past in combination with other lidars to perform water vapor and
aerosol eddy flux studies, the use of only one instrument for the calculation of mass flux
would reduce the complexity of the retrievals by providing consistent temporal and spatial
resolutions and reduce the uncertainties arising from the bias in the measurement position
proper from measurement setups involving to lidars. The main issue associated with the
lidar measurement of aerosol eddy flux is the hygroscopic growth that aerosol particles
experience when they are transported from a relative dry environment to a high humidity
atmospheric layer. This water uptake would lead to a higher backscatter coefficient and
thus to an overestimation of the aerosol mass flux. An adequate characterization of the
aerosol hygroscopicity and the atmospheric humidity profile is then required in order to
reduce the impact of this effect.
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For the fist time, a DWL was deployed over the main Saharan dust transport path across
the Atlantic ocean. The results, presented in this dissertation, include backscatter and
horizontal wind observations corresponding to different features associated with the dust
long-range transport (e.g. AEJ, AEW). These retrievals allowed to evaluate the current
capabilities of the MACC global aerosol model, with a view to the assimilation of the data
products of the future missions Aeolus and EarthCARE. While a general good agreement
was observed between the measurements and the modeled winds, a general underestimation
of the AEJ by up to 10 ms-1 was observed. Future studies will be conducted in order to
investigate the impact of the dust forcing effect in the jet intensity. In the case of the
modeled aerosol distributions larger differences were observed, specially above and below
the SAL. Below the SAL, in the boundary layer, the aerosol concentration was consistently
underestimated by the model. On the other hand, a thin aerosol layer was observed in the
model extending from the top of the SAL up to almost 10 km. This feature, not observed
by the lidars, is likely to be an artifact introduced by the model in order to compensate
the lack of aerosols in the boundary layer and thus match the assimilated AOD.
The methods and lessons resulting from this work could help to extend the results
form future measurement campaigns. The upcoming A-LIFE campaign, to be conducted
in April/May 2017, would provide the opportunity to test the range of applicability of the
retrieval methods presented in this dissertation as well as a whole new set of data which
will help us to extend our knowledge on the field of aerosols and their transport.
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30 A. SALTRACE datasets
Dataset Description
Airborne Doppler wind lidar
(DWL) profiles
Horizontal wind vector (≈ 6 km horizontal resolution),
vertical wind speed (≈ 200 m horizontal resolution), equi-
valent backscatter and extinction coefficient at 532 nm
(≈ 200 m horizontal resolution); vertical resolution:
100 m.
Falcon standard instrumenta-
tion
Position, temperature, pressure humidity, horizontal and
vertical wind velocity.
Dropsondes profiles
Vaisala RD93 dropsondes. Provide vertical profiles of
temperature, pressure, humidity and horizontal wind vec-
tor.
Multi-channel condensation
particle counter (CPC) (2
unheated, 2 heated channels)
Integral number concentration of ultrafine particles
(0.004 µm <Dp <2.5 µm) and non-volatile particle frac-
tion.
Ground-based lidar POLIS
profiles
Backscatter coefficient, extinction coefficient, depolariz-
ation ratio and lidar ratio at 355 nm and 532 nm. Raw
range resolution: 3.5 m (a moving average of 191 m was
applied to the profiles presented in this work). Tem-
poral resolution: 5-10 s (depending on atmospheric con-
ditions).
AERONET sun-photometers
Aerosol optical depth at 8 wavelengths (340 nm -
1640 nm)
CALIPSO profiles
Backscatter coefficient, extinction coefficient and depol-
arization ratio at 532 nm and 1064 nm. Vertical resolu-
tion: 30-60 m. Horizontal resolution: 5 km.
ASAM
Large-Eddy Simulations in the Barbados region. Tem-
perature, humidity, 3D-wind velocity and passive tracers
concentration with an horizontal resolution of 200 m and
a vertical resolution of 50 m. Time step: 4 s.
MACC
Global aerosol model. Temperature, humidity, 3D-wind
velocity and five aerosol types: sea-salt, dust, organic
and black carbon, and sulphate aerosols. Horizontal res-
olution: 78 x 78 km. Vertical resolution: 60 levels. Time
step: 3 h.
Table A.1: List of instruments and datasets used for the studies included in this thesis. A
complete list of SALTRACE instruments can be found in (Weinzierl et al., in press)
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Abstract. A novel method for calibration and quantitative
aerosol optical property retrieval from Doppler wind lidars
(DWLs) is presented in this work. Due to the strong wave-
length dependence of the atmospheric molecular backscatter
and the low sensitivity of the coherent DWLs to spectrally
broad signals, calibration methods for aerosol lidars cannot
be applied to coherent DWLs usually operating at wave-
lengths between 1.5 and 2 µm. Instead, concurrent measure-
ments of an airborne DWL at 2 µm and the POLIS ground-
based aerosol lidar at 532 nm are used in this work, in com-
bination with sun photometer measurements, for the calibra-
tion and retrieval of aerosol backscatter and extinction pro-
files at 532 nm.
The proposed method was applied to measurements from
the SALTRACE experiment in June–July 2013, which aimed
at quantifying the aerosol transport and change in aerosol
properties from the Sahara desert to the Caribbean. The re-
trieved backscatter and extinction coefficient profiles from
the airborne DWL are within 20 % of POLIS aerosol lidar
and CALIPSO satellite measurements. Thus the proposed
method extends the capabilities of coherent DWLs to mea-
sure profiles of the horizontal and vertical wind towards
aerosol backscatter and extinction profiles, which is of high
benefit for aerosol transport studies.
1 Introduction
Mineral dust plays a key role in the climate system. About
half of the annually emitted aerosol mass is mineral dust
(e.g., Hinds 1999) which disturbs the radiation budget, acts
as cloud and ice nuclei and is observed to modify the cloud
glaciation process (e.g., Seifert et al., 2010).
The Saharan desert has been identified as the world’s
largest source of mineral dust (e.g., Mahowald et al., 2005).
Saharan dust is regularly transported westwards across the
Atlantic Ocean (e.g., Prospero, 1999), covering huge ar-
eas of the Atlantic Ocean with the dust-containing Saharan
Air Layer (SAL). Despite the progress made during the last
years, many key questions about the transport, deposition
mechanisms and transformation of the Saharan dust remain
unanswered (Ansmann et al., 2011).
To study the aging and modification of Saharan min-
eral dust during long-range transport from the Sahara
across the Atlantic Ocean into the Caribbean and inves-
tigate the impact of aged mineral dust on the radiation
budget and cloud evolution processes, the Saharan Aerosol
Long-range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction Exper-
iment (SALTRACE: http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/saltrace) was
performed in June/July 2013. SALTRACE was designed as a
closure experiment combining a set of ground-based lidar, in
situ and sun photometer instruments deployed on Barbados
(main SALTRACE supersite), Cape Verde and Puerto Rico
with airborne aerosol and wind measurements of the DLR
(Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) research air-
craft Falcon, satellite observations and model simulations.
Altogether 31 research flights were conducted between 10
June and 15 July 2013. For the first time, an airborne 2 µm
Doppler wind lidar (DWL) was deployed to study the dust
transport across the Atlantic Ocean. While airborne DWLs
were mainly used in the past for atmospheric dynamical stud-
ies providing the horizontal wind vector and turbulence mea-
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surements (Reitebuch, 2012; Weissmann et al., 2005; Sma-
likho, 2003; Reitebuch et al., 2001), they were also used
to obtain qualitative aerosol data (Bou Karam et al., 2008;
Schumann et al., 2011; Weinzierl et al., 2012). Quantita-
tive aerosol optical properties derived from airborne coherent
DWLs, like backscatter and extinction coefficient, are rarely
reported (Menzies and Tratt, 1994).
The calibration of aerosol lidars is usually performed us-
ing the Rayleigh molecular backscatter from the stratosphere
or the high troposphere (Fernald et al., 1984; Klett, 1985;
Böckmann et al., 2004). However, this method is not appli-
cable to a coherent DWL operating at a wavelength of 2 µm.
The main reason for that are the low intensity of the molec-
ular backscatter, caused by the strong dependence of the
Rayleigh backscatter intensity on the lidar operation wave-
length (P ∝ λ−4), and the low sensitivity of the coherent
DWLs to spectrally broad signals (Henderson et al., 2005).
The latter is a consequence of the DWL’s design to match the
spectrally narrow aerosol return signal to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio.
Up to now, different approaches were used to retrieve cal-
ibrated atmospheric parameters from coherent lidars which
are not suitable to be calibrated using molecular background
as a reference. Most of these techniques rely on the use of the
return signals from targets with known optical properties, in-
cluding ground-based hard targets (Menzies and Tratt, 1994),
sea surface (Bufton et al., 1983) and ground return (Cutten et
al., 2002).
The main problems associated with the calibration of a co-
herent DWL at ground using calibrated targets (Menzies and
Tratt, 1994) are the variability in the optical transmission of
the boundary layer, the effect of the turbulence in the het-
erodyning efficiency, the limitations of the calibration range
due to target size restrictions and the necessity of a well-
characterized system heterodyne efficiency. This last prob-
lem is related to practical limitations in the distance at which
the target can be placed. For usual distances (< 1 km) the li-
dar is not operating in far field regime and a correction has
to be applied taking into account the heterodyne efficiency
function. However, the use of different hard targets such as
flame-sprayed aluminium or sandpaper allows the character-
ization of the system depolarization effects and, through the
use of moving targets, of the system response to return signal
frequency shifts.
The use of sea and ground returns for the calibration of
airborne lidars (Bufton et al., 1983; Cutten et al., 2002)
avoids some of the previously described problems at the cost
of losing some of the advantages of ground-based targets.
The refractive turbulence effects are lower because the path-
integrated turbulence is smaller and the heterodyne efficiency
function is not essential for the calibration procedure because
the ground or sea surface is normally in the region of far field
regime. The use of ground return allows also us to perform a
continuous calibration, with the instrument operating in nor-
mal measuring conditions. Nevertheless, the optical proper-
ties of the ground and sea returns have a higher uncertainty
and are highly variable between different locations. In the
case of the sea surface, they are affected by the wind and
the consequent generation of waves and whitecaps (Li et al.,
2010), while in the case of the ground return relatively con-
stant optical properties are limited to specific regions.
A third method, developed to calibrate cloud lidars
(O’Connor et al., 2004), consists in scaling the backscatter
signal to match the derived lidar ratio with the theoretical
lidar ratio corresponding to stratocumulus clouds. This re-
quires the presence of homogeneous and well-characterized
stratocumulus clouds.
The aim of this paper is to provide an alternative cali-
bration method for coherent DWLs. As the combination of
ground-based and airborne lidars is a usual approach for large
field campaigns aiming at the characterization of aerosols
and its transport (Heintzenberg, 2009; Ansmann et al., 2011),
the availability of simultaneous airborne and ground-based
measurements opens the possibility to a new DWL calibra-
tion method. The proposed method relies on the measure-
ment of the same atmospheric volume by two different lidars:
a reference aerosol lidar to which the Klett–Fernald method
can be applied and the coherent DWL to be calibrated. Based
on simultaneous measurements, calibration constants corre-
sponding to different aerosol types are calculated. Those con-
stants can be then applied to retrieve calibrated backscatter
and extinction coefficient profiles from the coherent DWL
measurements during other flight periods. With the proposed
method, not only can information on horizontal and vertical
wind vector and transport of the aerosol layers be derived
from the (airborne) DWL but synchronous aerosol backscat-
ter and extinction coefficients can also be retrieved.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
a brief description of the coherent DWL mounted on the
Falcon research aircraft of DLR during SALTRACE and
an outline of the acquired signal processing. Section 3 de-
scribes the instrumental corrections, calibration and retrieval
method. Section 4 gives a description of the measurement
sets used for the calibration and validation of the method.
Section 5 shows the results of the method applied to parts
of the SALTRACE measurement set. Finally, a summary and
relevant conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.
2 Coherent DWL instrument
2.1 Instrument description
The airborne coherent DWL used during SALTRACE is
based on an instrument from CLR Photonics (Henderson et
al., 1993), today Lockheed Martin Coherent Technologies
(LMCT), together with a scanning and acquisition system
developed by DLR (Köpp et al., 2004) which provides air-
borne wind measurement capabilities. The lidar operates at
a wavelength of 2.02254 µm, with a pulse full width at half
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maximum of 400 ns, a pulse energy of 1–2 mJ and a repeti-
tion frequency of 500 Hz. The key system specifications are
summarized in Table 1.
The system is composed of three units: first, a transceiver
head holding the diode pumped solid-state Tm:LuAG laser,
the 10.8 cm diameter afocal transceiver telescope, the re-
ceiver optics and detectors and a double wedge scanner; sec-
ond, a rack with the laser power supply and the cooling unit;
third, another rack that contains the data acquisition and con-
trol electronics.
The system is deployed in the DLR Falcon 20 research
aircraft in order to provide horizontal and vertical wind pro-
files as well as backscatter measurements. The transceiver
head is mounted above the aircraft optical window point-
ing downwards to allow the measurement of vertical profiles
(Fig. 1). The aircraft window consists of a 400 mm diameter
and 35 mm thick INFRASIL-302 fused silica window with
an antireflection coating which was optimized for an angle
of incidence of 10◦.
While single wedge scanners are only able to perform con-
ical scans with a fixed off-nadir angle, the double wedge
scanner used in this system (Käsler et al., 2010) allows us to
perform arbitrary scanning patterns. Typically, for airborne
measurements the lidar is operated in two modes: step-stare
scanning and nadir pointing. The step-stare scanning mode
consists of 24 lines of sight (LOS) I in a conical distribution
with an off-nadir angle of 20◦and a staring duration of 1 s per
LOS direction. This configuration allows the measurement
of horizontal wind speeds with a horizontal resolution of ap-
proximately 6 km, depending on aircraft ground speed. How-
ever, when the system is operated in nadir pointing mode, the
system LOS is kept fixed downwards pointing, while the ac-
cumulation period of 1 s remains the same as for the scanning
mode. The nadir pointing mode allows the system to retrieve
vertical wind profiles with a horizontal resolution of 200 m.
In order to minimize the horizontal wind projection over I
when the system is operating in nadir pointing mode, the
transceiver head was mounted with a pitch angle θm of −2
◦.
Together with a variable deflection provided by the scanner
θs (which can be set by the operator during flight), the system
can compensate the aircraft pitch angle θp and provide nadir
pointing measurements I = n.
2.2 Coherent lidar signal equation
The following subsection discusses the properties and the
analysis steps applied to the signal measured by the DWL in
order to obtain a magnitude proportional to the atmospheric
backscattered power.
The coherent DWL operation relies on the heterodyning
technique. The frequency of the light scattered in the atmo-
sphere, fs = f0+fD, is affected by the Doppler effect, which
introduces a frequency shift fD to the laser pulse frequency
f0 proportional to the projection of the relative speed vLOS
between the laser source and the backscattering aerosols on
Table 1. Key parameters of the DWL.
Laser Laser type Solid-state Tm:LuAG
Operation wavelength 2.02254 µm
Laser energy 1–2 mJ
Repetition rate 500 Hz
Pulse length
(full width at half maximum) 400 ns
Frequency offset (fIF) 102 MHz
Transceiver Telescope type Off-axis
Telescope diameter 10.8 cm
Focal length Afocal
Beam diameter (1/e2) 8 cm
Transmitted polarization Circular
Detected polarization Co-polarized
Scanner Type Double wedge
Material Fused silica
Aircraft window Material INFRASIL-302
Coating Anti-reflection (10◦)
Diameter/thickness 400/35 mm
Data acquisition Sampling rate 500 MHz
Resolution 8 bits
Mode Single shot acquisition
the laser pulse direction, with fD = 2vLOSf0c
−1. A positive
frequency shift fD indicates a positive relative speed vLOS,
which, in turn, indicates that the scattering aerosols are mov-
ing towards the lidar. For the case of an airborne downward
pointing lidar, this sign convention leads to positive rela-
tive speeds for upward winds and negative relative speeds
for downward winds. The atmospheric backscattered frac-
tion of the outgoing pulse is mixed with a frequency shifted
fm = f0+ fIF sample of the same local oscillator (LO) used
for seeding the outgoing pulse. As a result, the mixed sig-
nal contains one spectral component with a frequency equal
to the sum of the atmospheric backscatter frequency and
the shifted LO frequency fs+ fm and another component
with a frequency equal to the difference of both frequen-
cies 1f= fs− fm = fD+ fIF. Due to the limited detector
bandwidth, only the component with frequency 1f can be
detected. Knowing the frequency of the LO and the shift ap-
plied to the LO (fIF), it is possible to calculate the shift on
the backscatter due to the Doppler effect.
Several authors (e.g., Sonnenschein and Horrigan, 1971;
Frehlich and Kavaya, 1991) describe the coherent DWL in
different levels of generality. In this work, we will focus
on the received power for the specific case of a monos-
tatic pulsed coherent lidar. For a detector with uniform re-
sponse, the signal photocurrent generated by the atmospheric
backscatter can be written as (Henderson et al., 2005)
ih (t)= 2
ηqe
hf0
√
ηLOPLOηh (t)Psd,I (t)cos(2π1f t +1θ (t)), (1)
where ih is the output current from the detector, t the elapsed
time since the laser trigger, ηq the quantum efficiency, e the
electron charge, h the Planck constant, f0 the laser frequency,
ηh the heterodyne efficiency, ηLO the local oscillator trunca-
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Figure 1. Variables used to calculate the backscattered power from a given range gate, where R is the distance between the range gate and
the lidar, I is a unit vector that represents the line of sight (LOS) of the lidar, n is the unit nadir pointing vector, β (R) is the backscatter
coefficient and α (R) is the extinction coefficient of the sampled atmospheric volume. The zoomed area shows a mounting scheme of the
lidar transceiver head. I1 and I2 are examples of the LOS vector when the instrument operates in scanning mode, θp is the aircraft pitch
angle, θm is the lidar mounting angle about the transverse aircraft axis, θs is the angle between the transceiver head geometric axis and n,
and θi is the angle of incidence of the transmitted laser beam on the aircraft window.
tion efficiency, PLO the LO power at the detector plane, Psd,I
the atmospheric received power at the detector plane,1f the
beat signal frequency and 1θ the signal phase. The hetero-
dyning efficiency reflects the phase and amplitude matching
between the backscattered signal and the LO, while the LO
truncation efficiency represents the fraction of the LO power
applied over the detector area.
The detector output is digitalized by an acquisition board
with 8 bit resolution, input impedanceRin, gainG and a sam-
pling frequency of 500 MHz (Ts = 2ns). The digitized signal
uh (n) can be written as
uh (n)= ih (nTs)RinG. (2)
Because the system operates in single shot acquisition mode,
the digitized signal uh(n) for each laser shot is stored dur-
ing measurement flight. The following processing steps are
performed during signal analysis on ground, allowing differ-
ent instrumental corrections and changes in the temporal and
vertical averaging parameters.
In order to obtain range resolved measurements of the
backscattered power, the acquired signal is divided in range
gates of N samples, with N = 512. For a range gate at dis-
tance R, the power spectra P̂S (R,k) can be calculated from
the Fast Fourier Transform using the following expression:
P̂S(R,k)=
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣ N2∑
n=N1
uh(n)e
−j 2πkn
N
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (3)
whereN1 =NR−
N
2
,N2 =NR+
N
2
andNR is the sample cor-
responding to the center of the range gate and it is given by
the integer part of NR =
(
2R
Tsc
)
.
Replacing Eq. (3) with Eqs. (2) and (1) gives
P̂S(R,k)=
1
N
∣∣∣∣ N2∑
n=N1
2
ηqe
hf0
RinG
√
ηLOPLOηh(nTs)Psd,I (nTs)cos(2π1Ts+1θ(nTs))e
−j 2πkn
N
∣∣∣∣2. (4)
For all the samples belonging to a range gate, the at-
mospheric return is supposed to be constant: Psd (nTs)=
Psd (R). This approximation leads to the following expres-
sion:
P̂S (R,k)=
1
N
(
2
ηqe
hf0
RinG
)2
ηLOPLOPsd,I (R)∣∣∣∣∣ N2∑
n=N1
√
ηh (nTs)cos(2π1fnTs+1θ (nTs))e
−j 2πkn
N
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (5)
Equation (5) represents the backscatter power spectrum of
a given range gate for a single shot. Because the received
backscatter power P̂S (R,k) is subject to large amplitude
variations between different shots due to speckle effect
(Fig. 2a), the power spectrums of many shots are averaged
in order to reduce its influence
〈P̂s(R,k)〉 =
1
I
I∑
i=1
P̂S,i (R,k), (6)
where P̂S,i (R,k) is the power spectrum of a range gate at
distance R corresponding to the shot i and I is the number
of averaged shots, which is typically 500 corresponding to
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the temporal average over 1 s. Figure 2b illustrates the expo-
nential probability density distribution corresponding to the
received power of a ground return range gate for 500 shots.
Finally, in order to estimate the backscattered power for
the averaged range gates, the summation of the power spec-
tra components around the spectral maximum is performed.
For the sake of simplicity, the noise affecting the system was
omitted from the previous equations. During the processing,
the noise floor is subtracted from the averaged power spectra
before estimating the backscattered power.
The expected value for the backscatter power correspond-
ing to the averaged range gates is calculated through the in-
tegration of the average backscatter power spectrum:
〈P(R)〉 =
K2∑
k=K1
〈P̂ (R,k)〉 =
1
N
(
2
ηqe
hf0
RinG
)2
ηLOPLOηh (R)Psd,I (R), (7)
whereK1 = kmax−
K
2
,K2 = kmax+
K
2
, kmax is the index cor-
responding to the maximum of the power spectra and K is
the width of the spectral peak corresponding to the backscat-
tered signal. The optimal value for the integration window
widthK is the one that exactly matches the return pulse spec-
tral width. A shorter integration window will lead to an un-
derestimation of the backscattered power, while a longer in-
tegration window increases the estimation error due to the
integration of measurement noise. Based on these facts, the
integration window width K was set to be 6 (approximately
6 MHz).
Because each power spectra 〈P̂s(R,k)〉 is calculated based
on the average of 500 shots and the received power for a sin-
gle shot follows an exponential probability density function,
the mean received power 〈P(R)〉 can be modeled as a gamma
function. If 500 shots are averaged, the resulting average re-
ceived power relative standard deviation is lower than 5 %.
The received atmospheric power Psd, for a given lidar line
of sight I , can be written as
Psd,I (R)= kin,I (R)ET
AR
R2
c
2
β (R)T 2(R), (8)
where kin,I (R) condenses different instrumental constants,
ET is the mean transmitted energy of the averaged laser
pulses, AR is the telescope area, c is the speed of light, β
is the backscatter coefficient and T the atmospheric trans-
mission.
Combining all constants in one constant kd , replacing
Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and applying a range correction multiply-
ing the backscattered power of each range gate by its squared
distance to the lidar, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as
〈P(R)〉R2 = kdETkin,I (R)ηh (R)β (R)T
2(R), (9)
where kd =
1
N
(
2
ηqe
hf0
RinG
)2
ηLOPLOAR
c
2
.
Figure 2. (a) Power spectra of single shots (dashed) and the aver-
aged spectrum of 500 shots (solid) for the range gate corresponding
to the ground return Rg, an acquisition frequency of 500 MHz and
an Fast Fourier Transform length of 512 samples. (b) Exponential
distribution for the maximum of the power spectra P̂S
(
Rg,kmax
)
for 500 shots and the range gate Rg.
3 Calibration and retrieval method
3.1 Instrumental corrections
In order to establish the lidar calibration constants (Sect. 3.3),
it is necessary to remove the effect of all the instrumental pa-
rameters that change during the measurement, i.e., the laser
pulse energy ET, the heterodyne efficiency and the instru-
mental constants summarized by kin,I (R).
To remove the dependency of the measured atmospheric
signal power on the fluctuation of the laser energy, the range-
corrected signal is divided by the averaged outgoing laser
pulse energy ET corresponding to all the shots averaged to
calculate the backscattered power. Although the outgoing
pulse energy is not directly measured, a part of each outgo-
ing pulse is mixed with the LO and the resulting beat signal
is stored as frequency reference. The time elapsed between
the laser Q-switch trigger and the amplitude maximum of the
digitized beat signal corresponds to the pulse build-up time.
Based on laboratory measurements (LMCT, personal com-
munication) of the outgoing pulse energy as function of the
Q-Switch build-up time (Fig. 3), it is possible to estimate the
energy ET of the outgoing pulses during the lidar operation.
The laser pulse energy-corrected signal is obtained from
Eq. (9),
〈P(R)〉R2
ET
= kdkin,I (R)ηh (R)β (R)T
2(R), (10)
where the instrumental constant kin,I (R) can be expressed as
follows:
kin,I (R)= kGkh (1f )kθ (I )kδ (R), (11)
with kG the acquisition board attenuator, kh (1f ) the system
gain as a function of the backscattered signal frequency 1f ,
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Figure 3. Measured and interpolated pulse energy as a function of
the build-up time.
kθ (I ) the change in the received power as a function of the
line of sight angle of incidence on the aircraft window θi
(Fig. 1) and kδ (R) the detector response depending on the
depolarization of the backscattered signal.
The effect of the acquisition board attenuator kG can be
calculated based on the values stored by the acquisition soft-
ware.
To estimate the change in the heterodyne efficiency ηh as a
function of the rangeR, measurements corresponding to a set
of range gates with the same altitude and similar instrumental
constants and atmospheric optical properties were used. The
measurements, performed during flight periods for which the
aircraft was changing its altitude, show the change of the re-
ceived power as a function of the range gate distance R due
to the variation of the heterodyne efficiency in the near field
regime (Fig. 4). Due to sampling of the outgoing laser pulse,
atmospheric range gates at distances lower than 500 m are not
digitized. For this reason, the proposed method is applicable
only if the extinction corresponding to those range gates can
be considered 0 or can be estimated from other sources.
Nonetheless, neglecting the turbulence effects and assum-
ing a monostatic afocal untruncated Gaussian beam lidar, the
heterodyne efficiency change as a function of the rangeR can
be approximated with the following expression (Henderson
et al., 2005):
ηh (R)=
[
1+
(
πρ2
λR
)2]−1
, (12)
where ρ is the 1/e2 irradiance beam radius and λ the laser
wavelength. Based on the specifications presented in Table 1
and Eq. (12), the expected heterodyne efficiency was calcu-
lated and compared with the measured one (Fig. 4). It can be
seen that the expected heterodyne efficiency is much lower
than the measured one, suggesting that some of the assump-
tions are not applicable for this case. In order to get a practi-
cal correction of the heterodyne efficiency the same function
was fit to the measured backscatter power, leaving πρ2/λ
as optimization parameter. The resulting correction function
Figure 4. Estimated (red, dashed) and derived (red, solid) het-
erodyne efficiency ηh as a function of range R. The normalized
backscatter data points (blue dots) correspond to the averaged
backscatter power corresponding to range gates at altitudes between
4.5 and 5 km for a flight altitude between 5.5 and 8 km during the
flights on 22 June and 11 July.
is (Fig. 4)
ηh (R)=
[
1+
(
621.5
R
)2]−1
. (13)
The heterodyne efficiency corrected signal can be obtained
from Eqs. (10) and (13):
〈P(R)〉R2
ETηh (R)
= kdkin,I (R)β (R)T
2(R). (14)
According to Eq. (13), for range gates corresponding to
ranges R larger than 3500 m, which is the case of the mea-
surements presented in this work (Table 2), the heterodyne
efficiency is almost constant (less than 3 % variation) and the
system can be considered operating in far field regime with a
constant heterodyne efficiency ηh (R)= ηh.
A sample of the received atmospheric backscattered power
after applying the energy and attenuator corrections is shown
in Fig. 5a. There are also abrupt changes and periodic oscilla-
tions present in the atmospheric backscattered power. These
steps and oscillations in the received power are due two rea-
sons: the system gain that changes with the backscattered
signal frequency 1f and the variability of the optical trans-
mission of the transceiver optics (double wedge scanner and
aircraft window) with the angle of incidence θi.
The system gain as a function of the backscattered signal
frequency kh (1f ) was estimated based on the power spectra
of the range gates acquired after ground return. These range
gates contain only instrumental noise and no atmospheric
signal. If the noise that affects the system is constant with
the frequency (white noise), the normalized power spectrum
of the acquired noise is identical to the frequency response
of the system (Fig. 6).
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Figure 5. Atmospheric signal (blue) from 26 June averaged be-
tween 3 and 4 km after correcting for acquisition board gain (a),
for system gain as a function of the beat signal frequency (b) and
additionally for the system gain as a function of the angle of inci-
dence of the laser beam (c). Beat signal frequency (a, red). Angle
of incidence of the laser beam (b, green).
Figure 6. Estimated system frequency response kh based on the
digitized noise spectra. The black dot indicates the beat signal fre-
quency (fIF = 102MHz) when the relative speed between the lidar
and the measured range gate is zero. The horizontal line indicates
the range of variation of the beat signal frequency produced by the
projection of the aircraft speed on the lidar LOS, when the system
operates in scanning mode.
This correction is applied to the power spectra of each
range gate given by Eq. (6) before computing the power
of the backscattered signal. An example of the atmospheric
backscattered signal after being corrected by the system gain
kh can be seen in Fig. 5b.
The transmission of the transceiver optics as a function
of the angle of incidence kθ (I ) can be estimated based on
measurements for which all the other atmospheric and in-
strumental parameters can be considered to be constant. For
a range Rk at which the atmosphere can be considered ho-
mogenous, a set of measurements with different angles of
Figure 7. Estimated system response kθ (red line) as a function of
the angle of incidence θi of the laser beam on the aircraft window.
The normalized backscatter data points (blue dots) are the averaged
measured backscatter power at altitudes between 2 and 3 km for
several vertical profiles and different angles of incidence during the
flight on 26 June. The mean values for the normalized backscatter
(red crosses) are derived from measurements with similar angle of
incidence.
incidence (5, 15 and 25◦ off nadir and scanning mode) was
used to estimate kθ (I ) (Fig. 7). The measurements at 5, 15
and 25◦ used for this estimation were pointing perpendicular
to the aircraft flying direction to minimize the effects of the
system gain changes with the backscattered signal frequency
(described above).
〈P(Rk)〉R
2
k
ETηhkGkh (Rk,I )
= kθ (θi (I ))kdkδ (Rk)β (Rk)T
2(Rk) (15)
Several functions were tested to model the relation between
the line of sight angle of incidence θi and the received
backscattered power. The best agreement was achieved us-
ing the following polynomial function (Fig. 7):
kθ (θi (I ))=−12θ
5
i + 1. (16)
Dividing Eq. (15) by Eq. (16) results in
〈Pc(R)〉 =
〈P(R)〉R2
ETηhkGkh (R,I )kθ (I )
= kdkδ (R)β (R)T
2(R), (17)
where 〈Pc(R)〉 represents the backscattered power after be-
ing corrected for the previously mentioned instrumental ef-
fects (Fig. 5c). It can be seen that the instrumental influence
on the atmospheric backscatter signal is strongly removed by
comparing Fig. 5a and c.
3.2 Limitations of the instrumental corrections
As specified in Table 1, the system emits circular polariza-
tion and detects the co-polarized component of the backscat-
tered signal, which is attenuated by atmospheric depolariza-
tion. There are other factors that have to be taken into ac-
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Table 2. List of flights below CALIPSO (12 June 2013) and over POLIS lidar (other dates). The overflights were defined as the time periods
during which the DLR Falcon was flying in the region defined by a square cantered at the POLIS position with sides of 3 km. Dates and time
are in UTC.
Date DWL time period Altitude [m] DWL mode CALIPSO and POLIS
time period
Start Stop Start Stop
12 Jun 2013 14:52:00–14:56:00 9418 Nadir pointing 14:52:00–14:56:00
26 Jun 2013 23:56:18–23:56:37 7773 Nadir pointing 23:54:58–23:57:02
27 Jun 2013 00:20:34–00:20:54 7773 5◦ off-nadir 00:20:08–00:22:19
27 Jun 2013 00:46:38–00:46:57 7773 15◦ off-nadir 00:45:17–00:47:22
27 Jun 2013 01:00:07–01:00:26 7776 25◦ off-nadir 00:59:41–01:01:50
27 Jun 2013 01:23:37–01:23:56 7777 Scan 01:22:16–01:24:21
27 Jun 2013 01:55:31–01:55:50 7778 Nadir pointing 01:54:48–01:57:41
10 Jul 2013 15:27:30–15:27:47 8743 Nadir pointing 15:00:00–15:26:00
11 Jul 2013 13:16:34–13:16:52 8726 Nadir pointing 13:08:00–13:29:00
count in the optical path of the LIDAR that cannot be ne-
glected in the calculation of kδ (R): the lidar optics, the scan-
ning wedges and the aircraft window. These optical elements
can further decrease the signal due to polarization-dependent
attenuation. Due to the difficulty to characterize these atten-
uations, another approximation was used to get a calibrated
backscatter and extinction coefficient (Sect. 3.3).
As stated in the Sect. 3.1, the proposed method supposes
that the atmospheric extinction corresponding to range gates
at distances shorter than 500 m from the DWL is negligi-
ble. Otherwise, the extinction correction will be wrongly es-
timated. At the moment, this condition limits the application
of the presented method to airborne measurements for which
the aerosol load of this range gates can be considered negligi-
ble. The use of this algorithm for ground-based DWLs would
require a previous estimation of the extinction corresponding
to this range gates based on other sources.
3.3 Calibration of the DWL signal
Based on the measurements of a ground-based aerosol lidar,
an atmospheric model with distinct aerosol layers is derived
(Fig. 8). Each layer Ln of the atmospheric model represents
an aerosol type and is defined as a region in which the par-
ticle depolarization ratio, the lidar ratio and the wavelength
dependency of the extinction coefficient are considered to be
constant.
Because the ground-based measurements of the backscat-
ter coefficient βPOLIS532 (R) and extinction coefficient
αPOLIS532 (R) are performed at 532 nm by the aerosol lidar
POLIS (Sect. 4.2), we have to rewrite Eq. (17) in terms
of the atmospheric parameters at this wavelength in order
to use ground-based measurements to calculate the DWL
calibration constant corresponding to each aerosol type. For
a given aerosol type and size distribution, it is possible to
estimate the backscatter and extinction coefficient at 2 µm
Figure 8. Scheme of the atmospheric layers with different aerosol
types (Ln), where S532 (Ln) is the lidar ratio, k
532→2022
β (Ln) and
k532→2022α (Ln) are the conversion factor of the backscatter and ex-
tinction coefficient, respectively, and kδ (Ln) the system depolariza-
tion response corresponding to the aerosol type. Within each layer,
the aerosol properties are assumed to be constant.
by applying a wavelength conversion factor (k532→2022β and
k532→2022α ).
Rewriting Eq. (17) in terms of βPOLIS532 (R) and α
POLIS
532 (R)
yields
〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉 = kdkδ (Ln)β
POLIS
532 (R)k
532→2022
β (Ln)
exp
−2 R∫
0
αPOLIS532 (r)k
532→2022
α (Ln)dr
 . (18)
All parameters that remain constant for a given layer can be
grouped in a single constant k(Ln), resulting in the following
equation:
〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉 = k(Ln)β
POLIS
532 (R)T
2
2 µm (R), (19)
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with T 22 µm (R)= exp
[
−2
∫ R
0
αPOLIS532 (r)k
532→2022
α (Ln)dr
]
and
k(Ln)= kdkδ (Ln)k
532→2022
β (Ln) . (20)
In order to get a linear relation between the measured
and corrected backscattered power 〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉 and the
backscatter coefficient βPOLIS532 (R) measured by the ground-
based lidar, it is necessary to remove the effect of the at-
mospheric attenuation T 22 µm. The atmospheric attenuation at
2 µm can be estimated based on the extinction coefficient
measured by the ground-based lidar αPOLIS532 (R) and its cor-
responding conversion factor k532→2022α (Ln).
In general, if the aerosol size distribution follows the Junge
power law or the wavelength difference is small, the conver-
sion factor k532→2022α can be calculated using the Ångström
exponent, which can be obtained from literature references
(e.g., Ansmann and Müller, 2005). However, in our case the
mentioned requirements are not fulfilled. For this reason,
measurements from a collocated sun photometer were used
to estimate this dependency (Sect. 4.3).
Finally, the conversion constant k(Ln) corresponding to
each layer can be estimated applying a LSF (least squares
fit) between the backscatter coefficient βPOLIS532 measured by
the ground-based lidar POLIS and the extinction-corrected
signal measured by the DWL from
〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉
T 22 µm (R)
= k(Ln)β
POLIS
532 (R) . (21)
The principle of the calibration is shown in Fig. 9 (blue box).
3.4 Backscatter and extinction coefficient retrieval
Based on the layer distribution and the conversion coeffi-
cients k(Ln) calculated for each layer, it is possible to retrieve
the backscatter coefficient at 532 nm based on the 2 µm mea-
surements βDWL532 through an iterative process (Fig. 9, purple
box).
For the first step it is assumed that αDWL532 (R)= 0. This
leads to T 22 µm (R)= 1. Based on this approximation, it is pos-
sible to calculate a first order approximation of the backscat-
ter βDWL532 (R) for each layer of the model using Eq. (22) and
the corresponding constant k(Ln)
〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉k
−1(Ln)= β
DWL
532 (R) (22)
Then, using the estimated backscatter coefficient βDWL532 (R)
and the lidar ratio SPOLIS532 (Ln) provided by the ground-based
lidar, a new value for the extinction coefficient αDWL532 (R) can
be estimated:
αDWL532 (R)= β
DWL
532 (R)S
POLIS
532 (Ln). (23)
Based on the extinction coefficient αDWL532 (R) and its conver-
sion factor k532→2022α (Ln), the new transmission T
2
2 µm(R) is
calculated:
T 22 µm (R)= exp
−2 R∫
0
αDWL532 (r)k
532→2022
α (Ln)dr
 . (24)
Finally, the calculated transmission is used to retrieve a new
approximation for the backscatter coefficient:
〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉
T 22 µm (R)
k−1(Ln)= β
DWL
532 (R) . (25)
The procedure can be written in form of an iterative equation
(Fig. 9, grey box inside purple box):
βDWL532,i (R)=
〈Pc,2 µm(R)〉
T 22 µm,i−1 (R)
1
k(Ln),
(26)
αDWL532,i (R)= β
DWL
532,i (R)S
POLIS
532 (Ln), (27)
with the iteration number i and T 22 µm,0 (R)= 1 as starting
value.
4 Description of the data sets
4.1 2 µm DWL data set
During SALTRACE, the DLR Falcon research aircraft per-
formed 31 research flights. The 2 µm DWL was operational
during all flights, totalizing 75 h of measurements. For this
work, we will focus on the research flights conducted in
the Barbados region where the Falcon overflew the ground-
based lidar POLIS (see Table 2) and on an overpass of the
CALIPSO lidar satellite in the Dakar region during the flight
on 12 June 2013.
During the flight on 26 June, planned as calibration flight,
eight overflights (Fig. 10) were conducted with the system
operating in different modes and altitudes with relatively
constant atmospheric conditions. It is for this reason that the
correction of the different instrumental effects (Sect. 3.1) and
the calibration constants (Sect. 3.3) where calculated based
on the measurements obtained from this flight.
Because the calibration method proposed in the previous
section supposes that the extinction is 0 for range gates at
distances shorter than 500 m, only the overflights performed
above the aerosol layers were used for the calculation of the
calibration constants. For these cases, the SAL top was at
around 4000 m.
In order to validate the method and verify the stability
of the instrumental corrections and derived calibrations con-
stants, the constants were applied to the measurements of
other three flights and compared, during the overflights, with
the profiles measured by the POLIS ground-based lidar and
CALIPSO satellite. For this propose the flights on 12 June
and 10 and 11 July were used.
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Figure 9. Overview of the calibration and retrieval procedure.
Figure 10. Track for the calibration flight on 26 June. The red cross
indicates the position of the ground-based lidar POLIS.
4.2 Ground-based lidar POLIS data set
POLIS is a small portable six-channel lidar system measur-
ing the N2-Raman shifted backscatter at 387 and 607 nm
(nighttime measurements) and the elastic backscatter (cross
and parallel polarized) at 355 and 532 nm (day- and night-
time measurements). The full overlap of POLIS was about
200 to 250 m depending on system settings. The system was
developed by the Meteorological Institute of the Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität München (Freudenthaler et al.,
2009, 2015) and was extended to the six channels mentioned
above in the meantime. The measurements site was located in
the southwestern part of Barbados at the Caribbean Institute
for Meteorology and Hydrology (CIMH) (13◦08′55′′ N, 59◦
37′30′′W, 110 m a.s.l.). For nighttime the Raman methodol-
ogy (Ansmann et al., 1992) was applied to derive indepen-
dent profiles of the particle extinction coefficient αPOLIS532 (R),
the particle backscatter coefficient βPOLIS532 (R) and thus of
the extinction-to-backscatter ratio SPOLIS532 (R) (lidar ratio). A
possible wavelength dependence between the Raman-shifted
wavelengths and the elastically backscattered wavelengths is
considered in this methodology, but as both the Saharan dust
aerosols as well as marine aerosols are large compared to
the lidar wavelength, the wavelength dependency can be ne-
glected in this study. As the signal-to-noise ratio of the Ra-
man signals is comparably low, temporal averages of 1 to 2
hours were used, taking care of the temporal stability of the
atmospheric layering. The lidar ratio was then used to an-
alyze the elastic backscattered signals (from both day- and
nighttime measurements) with the Klett–Fernald (Fernald,
1984) inversion algorithm to achieve better temporal and ver-
tical resolution.
4.3 AERONET sun photometer data set
A CIMEL sun photometer from the AERONET network
was operating in Barbados during SALTRACE, perform-
ing AOD (aerosol optical depth) measurements at eight dif-
ferent wavelengths. The system was deployed in the facil-
ities of the CIMH collocated with the aerosol lidar PO-
LIS. The site name in the AERONET database is “Barba-
dos_SALTRACE”.
The calibration algorithm presented in the previous sec-
tion requires the extinction coefficient conversion factor
k532→2022α corresponding to each aerosol type as input. In this
particular case, where the POLIS lidar operates at 532 nm
and the DWL operates at 2.022 µm, the relation between the
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extinction coefficients at these two wavelengths, for each
aerosol type, has to be determined.
The wavelength dependency of the AOD is characterized
by the Ångström exponent, which is usually defined as the
slope on the logarithm of the AOD vs. the logarithm of the
wavelength. Nevertheless, for this case, the conventional lin-
ear fit performed to estimate the Ångström exponent will not
provide a good approximation (Fig. 11). For this reason, a
second-order fit (King and Byrne, 1976; Eck, et al. 1999) was
used to model the logarithm of the AOD as a function of the
logarithm of the wavelength. Based on the estimated func-
tion, the extinction coefficient conversion factor from 532 nm
to 2 µm k532→2022α was calculated.
The sun-photometer-measured AOD is equal to the
column-integrated atmospheric extinction coefficient. If dif-
ferent aerosol types are present, the AOD wavelength depen-
dency will depend on the wavelength dependency of the ex-
tinction coefficient of each aerosol type and the relative con-
tribution of each one to the total AOD. In order to determine
the wavelength dependency of the extinction coefficient cor-
responding to the different aerosol types identified by the PO-
LIS lidar, a specific set of sun photometer measurements was
used.
The marine aerosol extinction coefficient behavior as a
function of the wavelength can be estimated by analyzing the
AOD as a function of the wavelength for those measurement
periods during which no dust or other aerosol types were
present. An example of this situation occurred on 7 July. As
can be seen in the Fig. 11c, the fitted function has a positive
curvature, which is compatible with an aerosol size distribu-
tion dominated by intermediate-sized coarse mode particles
(O’Neill et al., 2008) as expected for the marine boundary
layer.
For the case of the aerosol mixture layer, a different ap-
proach was applied. Because there is no day during which
only a layer of aerosol mixture was present, only a coarse
estimation of the AOD as a function of the wavelength can
be achieved. During 6 July, only two aerosol layers were
present, the lower one corresponding to marine aerosol and
the upper one corresponding to a mixture of aerosols. The
contribution of the marine aerosol to the measured total AOD
is lower than the contribution of the mixed layer. Based on
this fact, the wavelength dependency of the measured AOD
can be considered, taking into account the limitations, as rep-
resentative of the mixed aerosol type extinction coefficient
wavelength behavior. Due to its mixed nature, the spectral
dependency of this layer is expected to be intermediate with
respect to the marine layer and the Saharan layer. The fit-
ted function (Fig. 11b) shows a positive but lower curvature,
which is coincident with the expected behavior.
For the case of the Saharan dust present on the upper-
most aerosol layer during the flights on 26 June and 10 and
11 July 2013, a similar approach to the one used for the
case of the aerosol mixture was applied. Nevertheless, be-
cause the contribution of the dust layer to the total AOD is
Figure 11. Estimated extinction coefficient conversion factor
k532→2022α based on sun photometer AOD measurements for three
different aerosol types. (a) Dust: the wavelength dependency was
calculated based on 103 AOD measurements (blue dots) on 26
June (between 12:07 and 21:05 UTC), 10 July (between 10:33 and
21:20 UTC) and 11 July (between 13:16 and 20:09 UTC). (b) Mixed
aerosol: for this case, 33 AOD measurements taken on the 6 July, be-
tween 15:48 and 21:26 UTC, were used for the estimation. (c) Ma-
rine aerosol: 31 AOD measurements from 7 July, between 12:30
and 19:58 UTC, were used.
much larger than the contribution of the other two layers, the
approximation is much more accurate than in the previous
case. In this case, the fitted function shows a negative cur-
vature, which is consistent with the results obtained during
SAMUM-2 (Toledano et al., 2011).
The calculated conversion factors for each aerosol type are
presented in Table 3.
5 Results and discussion
5.1 Calibration
As stated in Sect. 3.3, the calculation of the calibration con-
stants k(Ln) starts with the classification of different aerosol
layers based on the POLIS measurements taken for each
DLR Falcon overflight on 26 June 2013 (Fig. 12). This clas-
sification is based on measurements of the lidar intensive
properties, the lidar ratio and the particle linear depolariza-
tion ratio. The classification scheme is described by Groß et
al. (2013). The layer altitudes and properties derived from
the overflights were supposed to remain constant for the rest
of the flight.
Then, using the extinction coefficient measured by PO-
LIS during each overflight and the extinction coefficient con-
version factor calculated from the sun photometer measure-
ments, the backscattered power profiles measured by the
DWL during the overflights were corrected by extinction as
stated in the Eq. (21). The backscattered DWL profiles cor-
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Figure 12. Measured particle linear depolarization ratio δ and
the derived lidar ratio SPOLIS
532
for the first calibration overflight
(23:56:18–23:56:37 UTC) on 26 June obtained by the ground-based
lidar POLIS and the aerosol layers with boundary layer L1 (red, 0
to 1000 m), mixed layer L2 (yellow, 1000 to 1500 m) and SAL L3
(green, 1500 to 4200 m).
responding to each overflight result from the average of the
vertical profiles acquired during the time periods defined in
Table 2. Each averaged measured profile is filtered using a
fixed manually adjusted threshold (βDWL532 <10 Mm
−1 sr−1) in
order to remove clouds.
Finally, the calibration constants k(Ln) corresponding to
each layer were estimated using the backscatter coefficient
measured by POLIS for the six overflights by a linear LSF
(Fig. 13). The estimated inverse of the constants k−1(Ln) and
its standard deviation σk−1(Ln) obtained from the LSF are re-
sumed in Table 3.
The data in Fig. 13 show a higher spread in the measure-
ments corresponding to the boundary layer (L1), which is ex-
plained by the higher horizontal inhomogeneity of that layer
and the accumulated error in the retrieval of the upper layers.
In contrast, the measurements corresponding to the mixed
layer (L2) and SAL (L3) show a lower spread compatible
with their higher homogeneity.
Although the calculated calibration constants k for each
aerosol type are very similar, this result seems to be just
casual. Each calibration constant (Eq. 20) includes depo-
larization effects kδ and the wavelength dependency of the
backscatter coefficient k532→2022β which are strongly depen-
dent of the aerosol type. The retrieval of extinction-corrected
backscatter coefficients profiles still requires the definition
of aerosol layers with different lidar ratios to perform the ex-
tinction correction. For these reasons, and even though the
retrieved calibration constants are similar in this case, the use
of different layers is still required.
Figure 13. Correlation between the extinction-corrected backscat-
tered power of the DWL and the POLIS measured backscatter coef-
ficient for the six calibration overflights on the 26 June and the three
different aerosol layers: boundary layer (red dots), mixed layer (yel-
low triangles) and SAL (green squares).
5.2 Backscatter and extinction coefficient retrieval for
the flight on 26 June
Using the constants calculated in the previous step and apply-
ing the iterative Eqs. (26) and (27) for each measured verti-
cal profile, the backscatter and extinction coefficients for the
whole flight were calculated (Fig. 14). The calculation was
conducted using five iterations for each profile. The retrieved
vertical profiles of the backscatter coefficient from the DWL
and POLIS corresponding to the overflights are shown for
comparison in Fig. 15.
As can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14, the SAL upper and
lower boundaries have a constant altitude of 1.5 and 4 km,
respectively, for the whole flight, which corresponds to a
square area with sides of 200 km and centered in Barbados. It
can also be noted that the SAL has an internal two layer struc-
ture with a boundary at around 2.5–3 km. While both sub-
layers are horizontally homogeneous, the lower sub-layer
is characterized by a higher backscatter coefficient βDWL532
(∼ 1.5 Mm−1 sr−1) than the upper one (∼ 0.7 Mm−1 sr−1).
For the measurements corresponding to the time period be-
tween 00:05 and 00:20 UTC, a perturbation of the internal
structure of the SAL can be observed in coincidence with the
presence of clouds on the top of the mixed layer. The vertical
wind speed, also available from the DWL, shows a relatively
constant upward wind flow with a mean speed of 0.3 m s−1
above the cloud layer, which is likely to be associated with
convection processes.
The non-averaged DWL retrievals presented in Fig. 15
(black dots) illustrate the higher variability of the bound-
ary layer observed during the calibration constant retrieval.
Most of the aerosol load is located in the lower 500 m of
the boundary layer, with backscatter coefficients βDWL532 up to
6 Mm−1 sr−1.
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Table 3. Extinction coefficient conversion factor k532→2022α , inverse of the calibration constants k
−1 and its corresponding standard devi-
ation σk−1 retrieved for each layer. The mean µ[Mm sr
−1] and the standard deviation σ [Mm sr−1] of the difference between the retrieved
backscatter coefficient from the DWL and POLIS are also shown together with the relative standard deviation (σ/µPOLIS).
Layer Calibration Error analysis
k532→2022α k
−1 σk−1 µ σ RSD
Boundary layer (L1) 0.614 7.75× 10
−11 2.26× 10−12 −0.185 0.572 0.162
Mixed layer (L2) 0.670 8.20× 10
−11 1.80× 10−12 0.126 0.352 0.111
Saharan Air Layer (L3) 0.679 7.80× 10
−11 7.85× 10−13 −0.068 0.217 0.165
Figure 14. Overview of the retrieved backscatter and extinction coefficient for the flight on 26 June. The label “OF” indicates the time of
the overflight over POLIS lidar. The white color indicates regions where no atmospheric signal is available (e.g., below clouds, low laser
energy).
5.3 Validation of the calculated calibration constants
The calibration constants calculated from the measurements
taken on 26 June 2013 and the layer model derived from the
POLIS measurements on 10 and 11 July 2013 were used
to retrieve the backscatter and extinction coefficient for the
flights on 10 and 11 July. In this case, only the backscatter
coefficient is shown (Fig. 16). The results were compared to
the POLIS lidar measurements during the Falcon overflights
(Fig. 17).
Similar to the previous case, the retrieved backscatter coef-
ficient profiles for 10 and 11 July show a constant SAL upper
boundary at 5 and 4.5 km, respectively. The SAL exhibit for
both days the same two sub-layer structure as found on 26
June, with a higher backscatter coefficient in the lower layer
than in the upper one.
The comparisons with the POLIS ground-based lidar show
good agreement for the retrieved backscatter coefficient cor-
responding to the SAL. The overall shapes of the vertical
profiles as well as the altitudes of the maximums and mini-
mums correspond to each other.
5.4 Uncertainty estimation
For each overflight belonging to the calibration flight and val-
idation flights, the retrieved averaged vertical backscatter co-
efficient profile calculated for each iteration was compared to
the measured POLIS vertical profile (Figs. 14 and 16) in or-
der to analyze the root-mean-square difference as a function
of the iteration number (Fig. 18). It can be seen that the al-
gorithm converges after two or three iterations. For this case,
five iterations were performed for all other retrievals.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the non-averaged (grey dots) and averaged (green) backscatter coefficient profiles corresponding to the retrieved
data for the flight on the 26 June and the averaged profiles measured by POLIS (blue) during the Falcon overflights (OF).
Figure 16. Overview of the retrieved backscatter coefficient for the flights on the 10 July (upper panel) and 11 July (lower panel). The label
“OF” indicates the approximated time of the overflight over POLIS lidar. The white color indicates regions were no atmospheric signal is
available (e.g., below clouds, low laser energy).
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Table 4. Mean error µ[Mm sr−1] and standard deviation σ [Mm sr−1] as function of the aerosol layer and extinction coefficient conversion
factor.
Layer k532→2022α k
532→2022
α 20% higher k
532→2022
α 20% lower
µ σ µ σ µ σ
Boundary layer (L1) −0.185 0.572 −0.362 0.577 −0.309 0.538
Mixed layer (L2) 0.126 0.352 0.027 0.348 0.029 0.342
Saharan Air layer (L3) −0.068 0.217 −0.085 0.217 −0.077 0.232
Figure 17. Comparison of the non-averaged (grey dots) and aver-
aged (green) backscatter coefficient profiles corresponding to the
retrieved data for the flights on 10 July (left) and 11 July (right),
and the averaged profiles measured by POLIS (blue) during the Fal-
con overflights (OF).
Figure 18. Root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between the
backscatter coefficients derived from the DWL and POLIS, calcu-
lated for each iteration and overflight. The backscatter coefficients
of the three layers are used for the calculation.
In order to characterize the uncertainties of the DWL
backscatter coefficient retrieval, the difference between the
averaged DWL backscatter profiles and the POLIS measure-
ments is shown as a histogram for each layer (Fig. 19) with
their corresponding mean difference and the standard devia-
tion of the differences.
Figure 19 shows a change in the standard deviation as a
function of the measured layer. The largest standard devia-
tion is found in the boundary layer. This can be explained
Figure 19. Distribution of the difference between the averaged re-
trieved DWL backscatter coefficient profiles and the averaged PO-
LIS profiles for each overflight and layer on 26 June, 10 July and
11 July: the upper dust layer (a), the mixed aerosol layer (b) and
the lower marine aerosol layer (c). Mean difference µ, standard de-
viation of the difference σ , relative standard deviation (RSD) of the
difference with respect to the mean of backscatter coefficient mea-
sured by POLIS and number of data points are given for each layer.
by two reasons: the representativeness error caused by the
higher variability of the boundary layer and a larger extinc-
tion estimation uncertainty caused by the accumulated error
in the previous two layers. As was explained in Sect. 4.3,
the extinction coefficient conversion factor of the mixed layer
was probably overestimated due to the impossibility to sepa-
rate the effect of the marine aerosol layer and the mixed layer.
This can be an explanation for the higher bias observed in the
boundary layer measurements.
In order to investigate the effect of the uncertainty of the
conversion factor on the retrieved values, the backscatter co-
efficients, the extinction coefficients and the error distribu-
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Figure 20. (a) Comparison of the averaged attenuated backscatter profiles retrieved from the DWL (green) and the corresponding averaged
profile measured by CALIPSO (blue) during its overpass over Dakar region on 12 June. (b) Relative difference between the backscatter
profiles retrieved from the DWL and the corresponding profile measured by CALIPSO as function of the altitude. (c) DLR Falcon (black,
solid) and CALIPSO (black, dashed) tracks, together with the averaged sections (green for the DWL and blue for CALIPSO).
tions were recalculated using conversion factors 20 % higher
and 20 % lower than the values estimated in Sect. 4.3 (Ta-
ble 4).
It can be seen from Table 4 that the estimated conver-
sion factors are of the right magnitude considering that a
change of ±20 % generally increases the error of the re-
trieved backscatter coefficient.
5.5 Validation with CALIPSO
In order to perform an independent validation, the proposed
method was applied to retrieve the attenuated backscatter
coefficients (Eq. 20) for the flight on 12 June (Fig. 20a).
During that flight, the DLR Falcon and the CALIPSO satel-
lite performed simultaneous measurements on similar tracks
(Fig. 20c). The aerosol layer used in this case consisted of
one layer corresponding to Saharan dust and the correspond-
ing calibration constant (Table 3) was used. The retrieved at-
tenuated backscatter coefficient profile was compared with
the corresponding CALIPSO attenuated backscatter profile
(Level 1 data product).
As the measurements were performed during day, the
attenuated backscatter profile retrieved from CALIPSO
presents high levels of noise. Nevertheless, the comparison
shows a good quantitative agreement between the CALIPSO
and the DWL profiles (Fig. 20b) for altitudes between 500
and 4500 m. The discrepancy observed in the boundary layer
can be explained, as was mentioned before, by its higher vari-
ability. However, the difference observed for altitudes higher
than 4500 m can be explained by the lack of DWL signal due
to the very low aerosol concentrations.
6 Summary and conclusions
A new technique for the calibration of coherent DWL inten-
sity to obtain backscatter and extinction coefficient was pre-
sented and the derived results were validated with ground-
based and satellite lidar measurements. The comparisons
show good agreement between the coherent DWL operat-
ing at 2 µm and the ground-based aerosol lidar working at
532 nm, with a discrepancy lower than 20 % in most of the
cases.
The presented method can be applied to other lidar sys-
tems for which the molecular return intensity is too low to be
used as reference for calibration. Although in the case of air-
borne systems the extinction corresponding to the first 500 m
can be normally neglected, for ground-based systems it has to
be determined and its influence corrected before the method
can be applied.
The requirement of a ground-based aerosol lidar does not
represent a serious limitation in the method’s range of ap-
plication considering that they are usually deployed during
aerosol characterization campaigns.
In further studies, the use of the sea surface return inten-
sity measured with the airborne DWL will be tested as com-
plementary calibration and monitoring of the stability of the
calibration constants.
Auxiliary lidar measurements and modeling of aerosol
optical properties based on airborne in situ measurements
(Gasteiger et al., 2011) can be used instead of sun photometer
measurements to determine the extinction coefficient conver-
sion factor corresponding to each aerosol layer with a higher
accuracy and better aerosol type discrimination.
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Abstract. This study presents the analysis of island induced
gravity waves observed by an airborne Doppler wind lidar
(DWL) during SALTRACE. First, the instrumental correc-
tions required for the retrieval of high spatial resolution verti-
cal wind measurements from an airborne DWL are presented
and the measurement accuracy estimated by means of two
different methods. The estimated systematic error is below
−0.05 m s−1 for the selected case of study, while the random
error lies between 0.1 and 0.16 m s−1 depending on the esti-
mation method.
Then, the presented method is applied to two measurement
flights during which the presence of island induced gravity
waves was detected. The first case corresponds to a research
flight conducted on 17 June 2013 in the Cabo Verde islands
region, while the second case corresponds to a measurement
flight on 26 June 2013 in the Barbados region. The presence
of trapped lee waves predicted by the calculated Scorer pa-
rameter profiles was confirmed by the lidar and in situ ob-
servations. The DWL measurements are used in combination
with in situ wind and particle number density measurements,
large-eddy simulations (LES), and wavelet analysis to deter-
mine the main characteristics of the observed island induced
trapped waves.
1 Introduction
Large amounts of Saharan dust are transported every year
across the Atlantic into the Caribbean region (e.g. Pros-
pero, 1999; Prospero and Mayol-Bracero, 2013). The Cabo
Verde and Barbados islands, located along the main Sa-
haran dust transport path, interact with the dust advective
flow through different mechanisms, including island induced
gravity waves. This interaction can give place to changes in
the dust sedimentation rates, the vertical mixing, and clouds
formation among other effects (e.g. Engelmann et al., 2011;
Savijärvi and , 2004; Cui et al., 2012).
In order to provide new insights into the different pro-
cesses that affect the Saharan mineral dust during the long-
range transport from the Sahara into the Caribbean, the Sa-
haran Aerosol Long-range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-
Interaction Experiment (SALTRACE: http://www.pa.op.dlr.
de/saltrace) took place in June and July 2013. In the frame-
work of SALTRACE, 31 research flights were conducted be-
tween 10 June and 15 July 2013 by the DLR (Deutsches
Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) research aircraft Falcon,
including several flights in the Cabo Verde islands region
and Barbados. The payload deployed on board the Falcon
included a DWL (Doppler wind lidar), aerosol, temperature,
humidity and wind speed in situ sensors, and dropsondes.
The measurement data set generated during the SALTRACE
campaign provides a good opportunity to study the gener-
ation of gravity waves by the Cabo Verde islands and Bar-
bados and their interaction with the Saharan dust during its
transport.
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Although it is well known that gravity waves can be gen-
erated by orography (Smith, 1980; Alexander and Grims-
dell, 2013) and thermal effects (e.g. Baik, 1992; Savijärvi
and Matthews, 2004), the relative impact of these two mech-
anisms depend on the specific island topography, location
and atmospheric conditions. During the SAMUM-2 cam-
paign, a large-eddy simulation (LES) study was performed in
the Cabo Verde region (Engelmann et al., 2011). This study
showed that a flat island with the characteristics of the San-
tiago Island (Cabo Verde) can induce the generation of grav-
ity waves and enhance the aerosol downward mixing, only
through its heat island effect, without taking into account its
orography. Another recent LES study (Jähn et al., 2016) con-
ducted in the Barbados area also revealed the presence of
island induced gravity waves on the lee side of the island
and provided further insight into the dust turbulent downward
mixing, cloud generation and boundary layer modification in
the lee side of the island. In contrast with the previous case,
the heating effect and the orography were taken into account
in this case.
Although several different measurement techniques were
used to analyse gravity waves (e.g. Kirkwood, et al., 2010;
Kühnlein et al., 2013; Ehard et al., 2015), including, but
not limited to, ground-based lidars and radars, airborne li-
dars and in situ sensors, balloons and satellites, the use of
airborne Doppler wind lidars is unusual (Bluman and Hart,
1988). While horizontal wind measurements retrieved by air-
borne DWLs are frequently found in the literature (Reitebuch
et al., 2001, 2003; Weissmann et al., 2005; De Wekker et
al., 2012; Kavaya et al., 2014), only a few high-resolution
measurements of vertical winds are reported (Kiemle et al.,
2007, 2011; Emmit and Godwin, 2014). Usually, DWLs pro-
vide measurements of the relative wind speed between the
instrument and the sensed atmospheric volume every sec-
ond. Using a conically arranged measurement pattern and
the velocity-azimuth display (VAD) technique (Reitebuch et
al., 2001), three-dimensional measurements of the wind field
can be retrieved based on a few tens of measurements, which
corresponds to a spatial resolution on the order of a few kilo-
metres for airborne platforms. Although this is enough to re-
solve the main features of the horizontal wind field, a higher
spatial resolution in the vertical wind component is required
to perform turbulence, eddy flux and short-wavelength grav-
ity wave studies.
In order to increase the spatial resolution of the vertical
wind retrieval, fixed downward (nadir) pointing measure-
ments can be performed instead of the previously mentioned
conical scanning pattern. This allows the retrieval of one
measurement every second, which is equivalent to a spatial
resolution of around 50 to 200 m, depending on the aircraft
type and speed. Nevertheless, there are some problems as-
sociated with this technique which have to be addressed to
allow an accurate vertical wind retrieval.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a
brief description of the coherent DWL mounted on the Fal-
Table 1. Key parameters of the DWL.
Laser Laser type Solid-state Tm:LuAG
Operation wavelength 2.02254 µm
Laser energy 1–2 mJ
Repetition rate 500 Hz
Pulse length (FWHM) 400 ns
Transceiver Telescope type Off-axis
Telescope diameter 10.8 cm
Transmitted polarization Circular
Detected polarization Co-polarised
Scanner Type Double wedge
Material Fused silica
Data acquisition Sampling rate 500 MHz
Resolution 8 bits
Mode Single shot acquisition
con research aircraft of DLR during SALTRACE and an
overview of the method applied to retrieve high spatial res-
olution vertical wind measurements. Then, in Sect. 3, the
resulting data set is used in combination with in situ ob-
servations and large-eddy simulations to analyse the gener-
ation, evolution and interaction with aerosols of island in-
duced gravity waves. Two different cases were analysed: one
in the Cabo Verde region and the other in the Barbados Is-
land. The measurements corresponding to both cases and
simulation results from the second case are compared in or-
der to determine the similarities and differences between the
two cases, as well as the ability of the simulation to repro-
duce the observed waves and provide a context to the in situ
and lidar measurements. Finally, Sect. 4 provides a summary
and concluding remarks.
2 Coherent DWL instrument
2.1 Instrument description
During SALTRACE an airborne coherent DWL was de-
ployed on board the DLR Falcon 20 research aircraft. The
system, based on an instrument developed by CLR Photon-
ics (Henderson et al., 1993), today Lockheed Martin Co-
herent Technologies (LMCT), was modified by DLR (Köpp
et al., 2004) to provide airborne measurement capabilities.
The transceiver head, holding the diode pumped solid-state
Tm:LuAG laser, the 10.8 cm diameter afocal transceiver tele-
scope, the receiver optics and detectors, and a double wedge
scanner is mounted on the front part of the passenger cabin
(Fig. 1), while the laser power supply, the cooling unit, the
data acquisition and control electronics are mounted in two
separated racks.
The lidar operates at a wavelength of 2.02254 µm, with a
pulse full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 400 ns, a pulse
energy of 1–2 mJ, and a repetition frequency of 500 Hz. The
key system specifications are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Scheme with the different reference frames and magni-
tudes involved in the vertical wind retrieval calculations. The DWL
frame is a reference frame fixed to the DWL transceiver head, the
IRS frame is a reference frame fixed to aircraft inertial reference
system (IRS) and the NED (North-East-Down) frame is an Earth
reference frame for which the x axis is pointing northwards, the
y axis is pointing eastwards and the z axis completes the right-
handed reference system pointing downwards, parallel to the norm
of a plane tangential to the Earth reference ellipsoid.L is a unit vec-
tor that represents the DWL line of sight (LOS), vac is the aircraft
speed, V and w are the horizontal and vertical wind speed respec-
tively in a range R from the lidar, vDWL is the relative speed mea-
sured by the DWL, hac is the aircraft altitude about ground level
and Rg is the range between the lidar and the ground. WGS84 is
the World Geodetic System 1984 standard used by the GPS sys-
tem, while EGM96 is the Earth Gravitational Model 1996 used for
correction. DEM is digital elevation model.
Based on the heterodyne technique, DWLs are able to
measure the projection of the relative velocity between the
lidar and wind along the laser pulse propagation direction.
The backscattered atmospheric signal frequency, which was
affected by the Doppler effect, is measured by mixing the
backscatter signal with the laser source used to seed the
outgoing sensing pulse. Because the outgoing pulse is fre-
quency shifted by 100 MHz with respect to the seeding laser
by an acousto-optical modulator (AOM), the DWL is able
to resolve the magnitude and sign of the Doppler induced
frequency shift. Finally, applying the Doppler equation, the
measured frequency difference can be converted to a relative
speed.
As mentioned before, the DWL has a dual wedge scanner
system mounted in front of the transceiver telescope. While
single wedge scanners allow fixed line of sight (LOS) and
conical scan patterns with a fixed off-nadir angle, dual wedge
scanning systems allow the generation of arbitrary scanning
patterns (Rahm et al., 2007; Käsler et al., 2010). In the case
of the DLR DWL, the dual wedge scanner system consists
of two independently rotating silicon wedges, with a wedge
angle of 6◦ and their flat sides arranged in parallel. Based on
the vector form of the Snell’s law and the angular measure-
ments θ1 and θ2 provided by the rotary encoders attached to
each wedge, the DWL pointing direction LDWL(θ1,θ2) can
be calculated (Amirault et al., 1985).
Particularly in the case of airborne measurements, two op-
eration modes are used: the conical step and stare and the
nadir pointing mode. The step and stare mode retrieves hori-
zontal wind speed and direction based on the previously men-
tioned VAD technique (Reitebuch, 2012; Weissmann et al.,
2005; Reitebuch et al., 2001). The measurement pattern con-
sists of a set of up to 24 regularly spaced pointing directions
LDWL distributed in a conical geometry with an accumula-
tion time of 1 or 2 s for each position. On the other side, for
the retrieval of vertical wind speed, the LOS vector LDWL is
set pointing approximately in nadir direction, and the mea-
surements are performed with an accumulation time of 1 s.
Corrections to the LOS speed resulting from a non-zero nadir
angle are discussed in Sect. 2.3.
While horizontal wind speeds are about 1 order of magni-
tude lower than the aircraft speed (approx. 180 m s−1), verti-
cal winds are usually 2 orders of magnitude lower. Because
the DWLs measure relative speed between the instrument
and the sensed atmospheric volume, the retrieval of the wind
speed requires knowing the aircraft speed component of the
measurement. This calculation requires especially accurate
measurements of the aircraft speed, orientation, and DWL
relative position with respect to the aircraft. A second prob-
lem associated with this measurement scheme is the projec-
tion of the horizontal wind speed. A deviation of the DWL
LOS from the nadir direction introduces a projection of the
horizontal wind speed in the vertical wind measurement that
can be only partially corrected.
Although the vertical wind retrieval would require a con-
stant nadir pointing LOS in order to avoid the projection of
the horizontal wind speed, the system configuration during
SALTRACE did not perform an automatic correction of the
LOS. However, a manual adjustment of the LOS was per-
formed during flight to partially correct the pitch angle of
the aircraft. The LDWL vector was set with an offset angle
between −2 and −2.5◦ around the y axis to partially com-
pensate, in combination with the DWL mounting angle, the
aircraft pitch (normally between 4 and 6◦).
2.2 Calculation of the LOS pointing direction
Based on the angles read by the scanner encoders, the output
beam direction with respect to the DWL frame can be deter-
mined. Nevertheless, because the system is mounted on an
aircraft which changes its orientation during the flight, ad-
ditional transformations are required to relate the lidar LOS
vector to an Earth-fixed reference frame.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the DWL transceiver head is
mounted on the front part of the DLR Falcon 20 research
aircraft, with the transceiver telescope pointing downwards
to allow the measurement of vertical profiles. The orien-
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tation of the transceiver head with respect to the aircraft
frame (IRS frame) can be described by a set of Euler angles
θDWL = [rDWL,pDWL,yDWL] which are determined by the
mechanical mounting of the lidar, where r is the roll angle,
p the pitch angle and y the yaw angle. Although the magni-
tude of these angles is small (on the order of a few degrees),
they have to be taken into account to avoid large systematic
errors in the wind retrieval algorithm. A second set of Euler
angles θ IRS = [rIRS,pIRS,yIRS], measured by the IRS of the
aircraft, describes the orientation of the aircraft with respect
to a local NED (North-East-Down) Earth reference frame.
The Falcon IRS system provides yaw angle measurements at
a rate of 20 Hz, and pitch and roll measurements at 50 Hz.
These measurements are then averaged for 1 s to match the
DWL accumulation time.
The LOS vector LDWL calculated based on the angles
measured by the scanner encoders can be translated to a ref-
erence frame fixed to the Earth applying the following equa-
tion
L=
[
LN
LE
LD
]
= CIRSNED(θ IRS) ·C
DWL
IRS (θDWL) ·LDWL(θ1,θ2), (1)
where L is the LOS vector LDWL referred to the Earth refer-
ence system for a given aircraft orientation θ IRS, C
IRS
NED(θ IRS)
is a coordinate transformation matrix between the IRS and
the NED reference frames based on the IRS measurements
and the CDWLIRS (θDWL) is a coordinate transformation matrix
between the DWL reference frame and IRS reference frame,
calculated for a set of mounting angles θDWL (Grewal et al.,
2007).
2.3 Vertical wind retrieval method
For an airborne DWL with a given pointing direction, the re-
trieved velocity corresponds to the relative speed, projected
on the laser beam direction of propagation, between the air-
craft and the atmospheric target or ground surface contained
by the sensed volume at distance R. This relation is summa-
rized by the equation
vDWL(R)= L · vac+L ·V (R)+L ·w(R), (2)
where vDWL(R) is the speed measured by the airborne
DWL, L is the beam direction of propagation or LOS, vac
is the aircraft speed, V (R)= [u(R),v(R),0] and w(R)=
[0,0,w(R)] are the horizontal and the vertical component
of the wind speed respectively. In all cases, the vectors are
referred to as an Earth reference frame.
The first step in the wind retrieval process is the removal of
the aircraft speed projection on the measured LOS. While ac-
curate measurements of the aircraft speed are obtained from
a GPS system mounted on the aircraft, the LOS vector L is
determined based on the angle measurements of the scanner
encoders, the transceiver mounting orientation and the air-
craft orientation measured by the IRS.
As mentioned in the previous section, the exact transceiver
head mounting angles can be derived from DWL measure-
ments. The proposed method for the mounting angles θDWL
estimation is based on surface returns. Previous studies used
the fact that the land is immobile to derive alignment param-
eters for airborne Doppler radars (Bosart et al., 2002) and
lidars (Reitebuch et al., 2001; Kavaya et al., 2014). Although
this assumption is valid for the case of land returns, in the
case of sea surface returns (which is the case of most surface
retrievals during SALTRACE), the wind-induced movement
of the surface can introduce non depreciable offsets in the
retrievals. On the other side, deviations perpendicular to the
flight direction are hard to resolve using only surface speed
measurements because this parameter is less sensitive to ro-
tations around the aircraft longitudinal axis (roll angle). The
proposed method for the mounting orientation estimation is
based on a combination of relative surface speeds and dis-
tances.
For the case of a range gate corresponding to land surface
return, Eq. (2) is reduced to the following expression:
vDWL(Rg)= L · vac. (3)
As was mentioned in the previous section, the DWL mount-
ing angles are small. Based on this fact, a small angle ap-
proximation can be applied to the rotation matrix CDWLIRS from
Eq. (1), resulting in the following matrix:
CDWLIRS (θDWL)≈
 1 −yDWL pDWLyDWL 1 −rDWL
−pDWL rDWL 1
 (4)
Then, substituting Eq. (4) in Eq. (1) and the result in Eq. (3),
we can write the following linear equation:
vDWL(Rg)= C
IRS
NED(θ IRS) ·
 1 −yDWL pDWLyDWL 1 −rDWL
−pDWL rDWL 1

·LDWL (θ1,θ2) · vac. (5)
Using a set of land surface return measurements obtained by
the lidar operating in conical scanning mode, an overdeter-
mined set of linear equations can be defined. Its solution
gives us an estimation of the DWL mounting orientation
θDWL.
Although it is possible to estimate the mounting angles
based only on land surface speed measurements, the ad-
ditional use of surface distance measurements reduces the
amount of required data points and increases the accuracy
of the estimation, especially with respect to rotations of the
transceiver head around the aircraft longitudinal axis rDWL.
For a range gate corresponding to sea surface return and
neglecting Earth curvature effects, the measured distance by
the lidar can be approximated by
dDWL(Rg)=
hac
LD
, (6)
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where dDWL(Rg) is the distance measured by the li-
dar, hac is the altitude of the DWL measured by the
GPS (World Geodetic System 1984 standard, WGS84)
and corrected taking in account the Earth Gravitational
Model 1996 (EGM96, http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/
wgs84/gravitymod/egm96/egm96.html), and LD is the verti-
cal component of the LOS vectorL approximated by Eq. (5).
While the use of land surface return is also possible, it re-
quires additional processing and the use of a DEM (Digital
Elevation Model). For the particular case of SALTRACE, for
which most of the measurements were performed over sea,
only the sea surface was used as distance reference for the
estimation of the mounting orientation.
In order to characterize the stability of the mounting an-
gles of the DWL, three different analyses were performed.
First, an analysis was done based on the observation of the
changes in the mounting angle for different flight conditions.
For a given flight, the surface returns were grouped according
to the flight altitude and the mounting angles retrieved using
Eqs. (5) and (6). For altitudes below 5000 m, the mounting
angles showed a slight change with respect to those retrieved
for higher altitudes. This effect can be attributed to small air-
craft deformations, mounting angle variation due to the lidar
flexible mounting system and the consequent change in the
orientation of the lidar with respect to the aircraft IRS.
Then, a second stability analysis between different flights
was performed. For each flight, surface returns (land and sea)
corresponding to measurements in scanning operation mode
were used to retrieve the mounting angle. Only the retrievals
corresponding to flight altitudes higher than 5000 m and with
vertical aircraft speeds lower than 0.05 m s−1 were included
in the calculation. An equation system based on Eq. (5) was
defined for the case of points retrieved from land surface,
while Eq. (6) was used for the case of sea surface returns.
For flights for which more than 50 land and sea surface re-
turn measurements were available, the equation system was
solved. The results are presented in Table 2, together with the
results obtained for the same flights using only one of both
return types.
As can be seen in Table 2, the estimated mounting pitch
angle pDWL does not show a big difference between both
methods. This result is expected because both the distance
and the ground speed measurements are strongly affected
by deviations in the pitch angle. On the other hand, for the
case of the roll mounting angle rDWL, the use of only one
method gives place to different solutions between methods
and flights, while the combination of both methods gives
more stable results. The yaw angle yDWL is better resolved
by the speed measurements, which is compatible with the
expected behaviour. In general, the simultaneous use of both
methods gives more stable results between flights.
Finally, because the orientation showed to be stable be-
tween different flights, the same method was applied using
all sea and ground surface returns which fulfill the altitude,
vertical velocity and operation mode previously described,
independently of the flight. The coincidence with the flight
by flight calculation using distance and velocity equations is
better than 0.1◦ for pitch and yaw angles, and better than 0.2◦
for the roll angle estimation.
The mounting orientation estimation resulting from the
last calculation with all flights θDWL = [0.98,−2.08,1.62
◦
]
was used in the horizontal and vertical wind retrieval process
for all SALTRACE flight legs flown above 5000 m. For the
case of low-level flight legs (< 5000 m) during which the air-
craft deformation was relevant and surface returns are avail-
able, two different approaches can be applied to correct this
effect. If the surface measurements were obtained by the li-
dar operating in scanning mode, it is possible to recalculate
the DWL mounting orientation based on those observations.
On the other hand, if the measurements were performed in
nadir pointing mode, the mean difference between the sur-
face return speed measured by the lidar vDWL
(
Rg
)
and their
estimation L× vac can be subtracted from the retrievals cor-
responding to atmospheric range gates vDWL (R) in order to
partially compensate this effect.
For the particular case of vertical wind measurements, the
LOS vector L has to be pointing downwards during the mea-
surements. The better this condition is fulfilled, the better the
retrieved vertical wind measurements will be. Small devia-
tions from vertical pointing, introduces a projection of the
horizontal wind speed on the LOS which cannot be distin-
guished from the vertical wind component. For example, for
a horizontal wind speed of 10 m s−1 and a direction contrary
to the flight direction, a deviation of 0.5◦ from nadir in the
pitch axis will introduce a bias of 0.09 m s−1 in the measured
LOS speed.
As mentioned in Sect. 2.1, because no mounting orien-
tation characterization was performed before the campaign
and no automatic LOS correction was implemented to com-
pensate changes in the aircraft orientation; the vertical wind
measurements include the effects of the horizontal wind pro-
jection on the LOS L×V (R). To partially correct this effect,
estimations of the horizontal wind speed based on DWL mea-
surements, dropsondes and models from the same flight leg
or close were used.
2.4 Validation of method and error analysis
In order to test and validate the method presented in the pre-
vious section, the measurements corresponding to a flight
performed on 20 June 2013 were used. As a first approach,
the mounting angles retrieved in the previous section were
applied to estimate the surface return speed for the particular
case of the leg flown between 10:31 and 10:45 LT at an alti-
tude of 2900 m during which the lidar was operating in nadir
pointing mode. The resulting surface speed measurements
show a standard deviation of∼ 0.4 m s−1 for sea return points
and ∼ 0.1 m s−1 for land return points with a systematic dif-
ference of around −0.4 m s−1 between the expected and the
measured ground speed values. This difference, as explained
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Table 2. Estimated lidar mounting angles. The first row of each flight corresponds to the retrieved mounting angle using distance and speed
measurements, while the second and third rows correspond to the use of only distance or speed respectively.
Date Sea surface points Land surface points Estimated mounting angle
(Distance method) (Speed method) [◦]
rDWL pDWL yDWL
58 304 0.91 −2.09 1.64
12.06.13 58 – 0.82 −2.14 3.23
– 304 0.66 −2.10 1.61
277 500 1.00 −2.07 1.63
18.06.13 277 – 1.31 −2.13 −1.94
– 500 0.11 −2.11 1.55
60 136 0.99 −2.07 1.63
13.07.13 60 – 1.09 −2.11 −0.04
– 136 0.89 −2.08 1.63
269 161 0.80 −2.13 1.64
14.07.13 269 – 0.20 −2.33 11.52
– 161 0.66 −2.14 1.64
59 397 0.92 −2.07 1.69
14.07.13 59 – 1.13 −2.04 1.82
– 397 0.88 −2.07 1.69
5403 3449 0.98 −2.08 1.62
All flights 5403 – 0.99 −2.11 1.37
– 3449 1.00 −2.08 1.62
Figure 2. (a) Vertical wind speed (blue) measured by the aircraft
in situ sensors at 2900 m, together with the aircraft pitch (red).
(b) Average of the horizontal wind speed (blue) and direction (red)
retrieved by the DWL during a previous leg flown along the same
track. (c) Projection of the horizontal wind speed to the DWL LOS
due to changes in the aircraft orientation. At 10:33 LT the DWL
LOS was changed by the operator in-flight to reduce the horizontal
wind projection.
before, can be attributed to a change in the relative position
of the lidar and the aircraft IRS due to aircraft deformations
during low level flights. For this case, because measurements
using scanning mode were performed during the same flight
and under similar speed and altitude conditions, new mount-
ing angles were calculated. The major difference of the re-
calculated values θDWL = [0.96,−2.24,1.68
◦
] is in the pitch
angle (0.16◦), which is consistent with measurements per-
formed to analyse the stability of the mounting orientation
during the flight. The recalculated mean difference between
the measurements and the estimations obtained based on the
new set of mounting angles is 0.036 m s−1, while the stan-
dard deviation corresponding to land and sea returns remains
the same.
From the in situ vertical wind speed measurements of the
Falcon nose boom sensors presented in Fig. 2a, it can be
seen that the Falcon was flying through gravity waves. These
waves induce a change in the aircraft pitch (Fig. 2a), which
in turn induce a change in the LOS of the lidar and, there-
fore, a varying horizontal wind projection with a contribu-
tion between±0.15 m s−1 for a horizontal speed of 12 m s−1.
In order to partially correct this feedback effect, an estima-
tion of the horizontal wind speed and direction obtained from
a previous measurement leg (10:00 to 10:15 LT) was used
(Fig. 2b). The resulting projection L×V (R) is shown in
Fig. 2c.
Finally, the vertical wind speed can be determined sub-
tracting the aircraft speed and horizontal wind speed projec-
tions from the relative speed measured by the DWL. The re-
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Figure 3. (a) DWL vertical wind speed retrieval for a leg flown
on 20 June 13 between 10:31 and 10:45 LT. Positive (red) indicates
upward winds and negative (blue) indicates downward winds. Be-
tween 10:27 and 10:31 LT the DWL coverage is limited due to the
presence of clouds (white regions below 1500 m). (b) Comparison
between the vertical wind retrieved by the Falcon 20 (blue) for an
altitude of 2900 m and the DWL retrieval (red) for an altitude of
2300 m.
sulting vertical wind speeds are presented in Fig. 3a together
with a comparison between the in situ vertical wind speeds
measured by the Falcon (Fig. 3b). It has to be noted that the
closest DWL measurements are around 500 m below the air-
craft, which could explain the difference between the ampli-
tude of the DWL and in situ measurements. Despite this al-
titude difference, the main features of the vertical wind field
(amplitude, oscillation frequency and mean value) are com-
parable.
In order to estimate the DWL measurement error, two
methods were applied. The first method (Frehlich, 2001;
O’Connor et al., 2010) is based on the frequency spec-
trum of the retrieved velocity. For the flight leg presented
in Fig. 3, the spectra corresponding to the retrieved verti-
cal wind speed from the DWL measurements at altitude of
2300 m were calculated and averaged. A total of 32 spectra
of 64 samples were calculated. A 50 % window overlap fac-
tor, a Hanning window and a zero-padding of the missing
values was applied to each window for each spectrum cal-
culation (Kiemle et al., 2011). The resulting spectrum, pre-
sented in Fig. 4, shows that for frequencies higher than 0.2 Hz
the spectrum corresponding to the DWL tends to be a con-
stant value, departing from the Kolmogorov’s−5/3 law. This
high-frequency region represents the spectrum of the random
measurement noise. The standard deviation of the measure-
ment is then estimated as the mean of the spectra over its
constant region. Based on the presented case, the random
measurement error was estimated to be σe = 0.16 m s
−1.
The second method, based on ground return analysis, re-
lies on the fact that the ground surface is not moving. For an
ideal system, the difference between the ground return speed
measured by the lidar and the aircraft speed projected on the
beam direction has to be zero. For a real DWL, the mean of
this difference corresponds to the systematic measurement
Figure 4. Spectral power for the DWL measured vertical wind
speed during the flight on 20 June 2013, between 10:31 and
10:45 LT and for an altitude of 2300 m (solid, blue). The expected
spectral behaviour according to the Kolmogorov’s −5/3 law (green
line), the noise frequency threshold (black, dotted) and the derived
noise floor for the DWL (red, dotted) are shown.
error, while its variations correspond to the lidar random er-
ror for high SNR. Based on the land returns, the estimated
systematic error is µe =−0.05 m s
−1 and random error stan-
dard deviation is σe = 0.10 m s
−1.
The errors estimated based on both approaches are on the
same order of magnitude. Because the measurement error de-
pends on many different parameters, like SNR, turbulence
and flight conditions, relatively small variations in the uncer-
tainty are expected for differing measurement situations.
3 Case studies
The vertical wind retrieval method presented in the previous
section was applied to the DWL measurements correspond-
ing to two SALTRACE flights during which gravity waves
were observed. While the flight corresponding to the first
case study took place on 17 June 2013 in the Cabo Verde
region (close to the Saharan dust source), the flight analysed
in the second case study was conducted in the Barbados re-
gion, where the main SALTRACE supersite was located.
3.1 Case 1: island induced trapped lee waves in Cabo
Verde (17 June 2013)
The synoptic conditions, derived from the ECMWF Era-
Interim reanalysis, on the Cabo Verde islands at 12:00 UTC
(11:00 LT) on 17 June 2013 are show for 1000 and 700 hPa
pressure levels in Fig. 5 (upper panels). Northerly trade
winds with a speed on the order of 5–10 m s−1 are visible
at the 1000 hPa pressure level. For the 700 hPa pressure level
the wind changes to easterly direction, which is compatible
with the presence of the African Easterly Jet (AEJ).
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Figure 5. Synoptic conditions derived from the ECMWF ERA-
Interim reanalysis over the Cabo Verde islands (upper panels) and
Barbados (lower panels) for the 17 and 27 June 2013 respectively.
Wind vectors (barbs, in m s−1) and temperature (in ◦ K) are shown.
During the morning of 17 June 2013, the Falcon performed
a measurement flight in the Cabo Verde islands region, de-
parting from Sal and landing on Praia (Fig. S1 in the Sup-
plement). The flight consisted of three legs between Sal and
Praia islands, at altitudes of 4100, 2500 and 900 m respec-
tively. During the ascent phase of the flight, the in situ sen-
sors on board the aircraft recorded vertical profiles of poten-
tial temperature, wind speed and direction (Fig. 6a). The hor-
izontal winds retrieved by the DWL during segments of the
1st and 2nd leg (not shown) indicate that the values retrieved
by the in situ sensors are representative of the whole flight
area and time period. For altitudes below 500 m, a neutrally
stratified layer with northerly trade winds can be observed.
This layer is capped by a thick strongly stratified trade inver-
sion layer (between 500 and 2000 m) on which the wind di-
rection exhibits a strong shear and a change to north-easterly
direction. Above this inversion, the atmosphere shows a weak
stratification and relatively constant wind speed and direc-
tion. These observations are compatible with the synoptic
situation previously described.
According to linear mountain wave theory (e.g. Durran,
1990), the waves that can propagate vertically in the atmo-
sphere can be derived by the use of the Scorer parameter l2
Figure 6. (a) Horizontal wind speed (blue), wind direction (red) and
potential temperature (green) measured by the Falcon in situ sensors
during take-off (10:06 to 10:14 LT). (b) Derived Scorer parameter
(blue) and approximate wave number corresponding to the observed
waves (red).
Figure 7. (a) Retrieved vertical wind speed by the DWL as a func-
tion of the latitude and longitude from legs 1 (10:21 to 10:25 LT)
and 2 (10:43 to 10:46 LT), together with the flight levels correspond-
ing to the legs 1, 2 and 3 (11:10 to 11:16 LT) (dashed lines). (b, c,
d) In situ vertical wind speed corresponding to the legs 1, 2 and 3
(blue line) together with the measured wind corresponding to the
uppermost range gate measured on each leg (red line).
(Scorer, 1949), given by
l2 =
N2
U2
−
1
U
d2U
dz2
, (7)
where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and U is the cross-
mountain wind speed. Based on the previously introduced
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in situ measurements (Fig. 6a), a profile of the Scorer param-
eter was calculated (Fig. 6b). Since the difficulty to estimate
the second derivate of the wind from real data, an approxi-
mated form of the Scorer parameter which neglects the sec-
ond term (shear term) is used in this study. This simplifica-
tion is allowed due to the fact that the shear term is dom-
inated by oscillations with wavelengths much smaller than
for the waves under analysis (Smith et al., 2002). An addi-
tional validation of this approximation was performed based
on temperature, humidity and wind speed vertical profiles re-
trieved from the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis presented
in Fig. 5. The Scorer parameter profile calculated based on
the model output and including the shear term (not shown)
exhibited a similar structure to the approximated profile cal-
culated from the Falcon in situ measurements.
According to the theory, a wave with wavelength λ and an
associated wave number k = 2π
λ
can propagate in the atmo-
sphere if k2 < l2; otherwise, the wave is evanescent. Trapped
lee waves are expected when a layer with high Scorer param-
eter is bounded by layers with low Scorer parameter. Under
such conditions, the energy of the gravity waves is mainly
confined in the layer with high Scorer parameter (Durran et
al., 2015). As can be seen in Fig. 6b, the conditions for the
development of trapped waves are fulfilled for altitudes be-
tween 500 and 2000 m, which are coincident with the trade
inversion layer lower and upper bound.
Another important parameter to take in account for the
study of lee waves is the inverse Froude number, defined as
F =
Nh
U
, (8)
where N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, h is the island
height and U is the cross-mountain wind speed. For an in-
verse Froude number between 0 and 0.5, the flow behaves
as described by the linear theory and waves are expected
to form in the lee side of the island (Baines and Hoinka,
1985). For this case study, the Brunt–Väisälä frequency as-
sociated with the boundary layer (below 500 m) is approxi-
mately N = 0.01 s−1. This situation leads, together with an
inflow speed of 10 m s−1 and a maximum island height of
380 m, to a linear flow condition (F = 0.38).
The DWL vertical wind measurements presented in Fig. 7a
confirm the existence of trapped waves between 500 and
1500 m. At first glance, an apparent wavelength of approx-
imately 5 km and a maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of
1.5 m s−1 can be estimated from the measurements presented
in Fig. 7a. Unfortunately, although the legs were flown at
different altitudes, all were performed along the same track.
For this reason, only the apparent wavelength can be esti-
mated from these measurements. This apparent wavelength
is always larger than the actual one and related to the angle
defined between the flight track and the propagation direc-
tion of the waves. Based on the apparent wavelength, the as-
sociated apparent wave number was calculated and plotted
together with the Scorer parameter profile (Fig. 6b). It can
be seen that for the layer on which the trapped waves are
observed, the Scorer condition for wave propagation k2 < l2
is fulfilled, while, for altitudes above 1500 m where evanes-
cent waves are expected (k2 > l2), the waves exhibit a strong
reduction in their amplitude as a function of the altitude
(0.6 m s−1 at 2100 m and 0.4 m s−1 at 2600 m, Fig. 7c).
Together with the DWL vertical winds, a set of vertical
wind speed measurements was retrieved by the Falcon in situ
sensors along each measurement leg (Fig. 7b, c and d). Al-
though the vertical wind measurements from the DWL pro-
vide a better image of the vertical extension of the wave
ducting, the evanescent propagation regime, and the ampli-
tude of the waves than the in situ measurements, the DWL
measurements of this case study covers only half of the 1st
and one third of the 2nd leg, limiting the spectral range that
can be analysed from those measurements. In order to com-
plement the DWL measurements and obtain a more pre-
cise picture of the spectral components and extension of
the observed waves, the wavelet transform technique us-
ing a Morlet wavelet (6th order) was applied (Torrence and
Compo, 1998; Woods and Smith, 2010) to the in situ verti-
cal wind measurements of the three measurement legs. Un-
like the Fourier transformation, which can only retrieve the
frequency of the signal, the wavelet analysis is able to tem-
porally resolve the frequencies of a given signal, similar to
the short-time Fourier transformation. For this reason and be-
cause the measured waves are restricted to a fraction of the
measurement period the wavelet analysis is more adequate
than a simple Fourier transformation. The in situ measure-
ments, acquired with a temporal resolution of 1 Hz, were lin-
early interpolated to a regular spatial grid of 200 m resolution
before applying the wavelet transformation to the acquired
data sets.
Figure 8 shows the calculated spectral components corre-
sponding to the three legs in situ vertical wind measurements.
While the lower leg (Fig. 8, lower panel) exhibits one dom-
inant spectral component with an associated apparent wave-
length of 5.2 km, the 2nd leg (Fig. 8, mid panel) shows two
spectral peaks with apparent wavelengths of 4.5 and 15.7 km,
and the 3rd leg (Fig. 8, upper panel) three peaks with appar-
ent wavelengths of 4.5, 7.53 and 16.5 km. Although some
variability in the wavelengths is observed between legs, the
modes seem to be in even-harmonic relation. The shorter
mode, present in all three legs, shows a strong attenuation
in the upper two legs, compatible with the evanescent prop-
agation regime. In contrast, the longer mode, present in the
upper two legs, is only slightly attenuated. Previous studies
on trapped lee waves (Georgelin and Lott, 2001) showed the
presence of upward propagating leaked harmonics above the
wave duct. In contrast to that case, the spectral analysis of
the lower leg does not show the presence of the harmonics
observed in the upper two, which can be attributed to dif-
ferent reasons. On one side, the longer modes have wave-
lengths comparable to the length of the measurements leg,
which limits the confidence of this observation. This limita-
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Figure 8. In situ vertical wind wavelet analysis corresponding to the three legs flown on 17 June: 1st leg (upper panels), 2nd leg (mid panels)
and 3rd leg (lower panels). The hatched areas indicate the cone of influence. The left panels show the average power for each wavelength.
tion is represented by the cone of influence of the wavelet
transform, which indicates the region of the wavelet spectra
in which edge effects become relevant. On the other side, al-
though the measurement legs were flown within a short time
period, changes in the atmospheric conditions could have in-
troduced a modification in the wave propagation and genera-
tion conditions. Finally, taking into account that the measure-
ment legs extend along the downwind region of the Boa Vista
and Sal islands, an interaction between waves generated by
these two islands cannot be discarded.
A second point to be noted from the vertical wind in situ
measurements is the change in the position of the wave crests
and troughs between the measurements of the 2nd and 3rd
leg, which suggest that the waves are not completely station-
ary.
Together with the vertical wind speed, the DWL mea-
sured the backscattered power. Range corrected backscat-
tered power is shown in Fig. 9a together with in situ verti-
cal winds and condensation particle counter (CPC) measure-
ments (Weinzierl et al., 2011) for the three legs (Fig. 9b, c,
d). The CPC measurements correspond to the number con-
centration of particles with a diameter larger than 14 nm. Fig-
ure 9a gives a qualitative picture of the aerosol distribution.
Below 500 m, a region of high backscatter corresponding to
the marine boundary layer can be recognized. The presence
of some clouds on top of the marine boundary layer is indi-
cated by high backscatter regions. The interaction between
the trapped waves, a thin aerosol layer which extends be-
tween 900 and 1300 m, and the bottom of the Saharan Air
Layer (SAL) can also be noted. The CPC measurements of
the 1st and 2nd legs, corresponding to the legs flown in the
SAL, show a relatively homogeneous particle number con-
centration along the leg, with slightly higher values in the
upper one.
As the 3rd measurement leg was flown at an altitude
(1000 m) coincident with a strong gradient in the aerosol con-
centration (Fig. 9a), the CPC measurements show also the ef-
fect of the waves in the aerosol distribution, but with a phase
difference to the vertical wind speed of 90◦. This explains
why the waves are only visible in the third leg and not in the
upper two, where the aerosol concentration gradient is close
to zero. Because the aerosol vertical flux is determined by the
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Figure 9. (a) Retrieved range corrected backscatter power by the
DWL as a function of the latitude and longitude from legs 1 and 2,
together with the flight levels corresponding to the legs 1, 2 and 3
(dashed lines). (b, c, d) In situ CPC measurements (blue line) cor-
responding to the legs 1, 2 and 3 together with the in situ measured
vertical wind (red line).
integrated product of the vertical wind speed and the varia-
tion of the aerosol concentration with respect to the mean
along the flight path, a phase difference of 90◦ between these
two quantities results in a zero net flux. The dust loaded air
parcels periodically rise and sink without leading to a net
downward or upward dust transport.
3.2 Case 2: island induced trapped lee waves in
Barbados (26 June 2013)
3.2.1 Measurements
During SALTRACE several flights were conducted in the
Barbados region. In this study, the measurements corre-
sponding to the flight during the evening of 26 June 2013 are
used to study the presence of island induced gravity waves in
the lee side of Barbados (Fig. S2). In this case, the flight path
had a cross shape centred in Bridgetown city with constant
longitude (1st Leg) and latitude (2nd, 3rd and 4th Legs) at an
altitude of approximately 7600 m for the first two legs and
3500 and 1200 m for the 3rd and 4th legs respectively.
The synoptic situation at 00:00 UTC (20:00 LT) on 27 June
2013 is show in Fig. 5 (lower panels) for 1000 and 700 hPa
pressure levels. Easterly winds with a speed of approximately
10 m s−1 can be seen at both pressure levels. Wind speed,
direction and potential temperature profiles derived from a
dropsonde launched at the end of the second measurement
leg (Fig. S2) are presented in Fig. 10a. Below 500 m, an al-
Figure 10. (a) Horizontal wind speed (blue), wind direction
(red) and potential temperature (green) measured by a dropsonde
launched at (26.6.13–22:05 LT). (b) Derived Scorer parameter
(blue) and approximate wave number corresponding to the observed
waves (red).
Figure 11. (a) Retrieved vertical wind speed by the DWL as a func-
tion of the latitude and longitude from leg 1 (19:53 to 20:06 LT),
together with the latitude at which legs 2 (21:49 to 22:05 LT), 3
(22:16 to 22:34 LT) and 4 were flown (22:46 to 23:01 LT) (solid
line). (b) Retrieved vertical wind speed by the DWL as a function of
the latitude and longitude from leg 2, the intersection position with
the 1st leg (solid line) and the legs 3 and 4 are shown (dashed line).
(c, d, e) In situ vertical wind speed corresponding to the legs 2, 3
and 4. The average wind inflow direction is indicated on the upper-
right corner of panels (a) and (b). Barbados indicated in both plots
with a horizontal solid black line.
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Figure 12. In situ vertical wind wavelet analysis corresponding to three legs flown on 26 June: 2nd leg (upper panels), 3rd leg (mid panels)
and 4th leg (lower panels). The hatched areas indicate the cone of influence. The left panels show the average power for each wavelength.
most neutrally stratified boundary layer can be recognized,
which is topped by a second neutrally stratified layer between
500 and 1800 m. Between 1800 and 2000 m, the sounding
measurements show a thin and strong inversion (1θ = 6 K)
coincident with the lower bound of the SAL, which extends
between 2000 and 4100 m and exhibits a typical weak strat-
ification. Along these three layers, easterly winds with mean
wind speed of 10 m s−1 are observed, while above the SAL,
the stratification increases, the wind speed reduces and the
direction reverses. Based on these measurements, the verti-
cal profile of the Scorer parameter in its approximated form
(Fig. 10) was calculated. As in the previous case, these mea-
surements were compared to the DWL horizontal wind re-
trieval and the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis results (not
shown) to confirm the representativeness of the measure-
ments.
As expected, the calculated Scorer profile shows a thin
layer of high Scorer parameter corresponding to the strong
inversion shown at 2000 m, upper bounded by a low Scorer
parameter layer which extends up to 3800 m and is associ-
ated with the weak stratification of the SAL. Trapped waves
at the density discontinuity associated with the inversion at
2000 m are likely to occur in such conditions (Vosper, 2004;
Sachsperger et al., 2015). Above the SAL, the Scorer pa-
rameter increases due to a decrease in the wind speed and
a stronger stability of the atmosphere. The increase in the
Scorer parameter can lead to the presence of some wave leak-
age into the upper layers. Because the boundary layer is very
weakly stratified, the inverse Froude number is likely to be
very close to zero. Based on the dropsonde observations, the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency at the boundary layer was estimated
to beN = 0.0025 s−1 and the cross mountain wind speed ap-
proximately 12 m s−1, which together with a maximum is-
land height of 340 m gives place to F = 0.07, suggesting a
linear flow condition.
These expectations were confirmed by the DWL observa-
tions, which showed the presence of trapped lee waves on
the lee side of Barbados (Fig. 11). The vertical winds mea-
sured by the DWL during the first leg (Fig. 11a) show a
strong updraft with 1.2 m s−1 on the north part of Barbados,
which is compatible with a measurement along a crest of the
trapped waves. The 2nd leg (Fig. 11b) supports this observa-
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tion, showing a wave structure on the lee side, with a wave-
length of approximately 9 to 10 km and a vertical extension
between 500 m and the top of the SAL. Unfortunately, the
low aerosol load above the top of the SAL (4100 m) limits
the DWL coverage and the possibility to confirm the leak-
age by direct lidar measurements. The maximum amplitude
(up to 3 m s−1 peak to peak) of the waves is found at an al-
titude of around 2000 m, coinciding with high Scorer param-
eter layer, the temperature inversion and the maxima in the
wind shear altitude. Above and below the inversion, the wave
amplitude decrease, which is compatible with the evanescent
wave regime k2 > l2 observed in the Scorer parameter plot
(Fig. 10b).
Although in this case the DWL measurement leg is long
enough to resolve the spectra of the observed waves below
the top of the SAL, the low aerosol load limits the DWL cov-
erage in the upper part of the troposphere. For this reason,
a wavelet transform was applied to the in situ vertical wind
measurements of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th legs in order to de-
termine the spectra of the waves and whether or not there is
leakage of the wave into upper layers (Fig. 12). The spec-
tra of the in situ vertical wind measurements at 7745 m, cor-
responding to the 2nd leg (Figs. 11c and 12, upper panel),
does not show signs of a spectral component with a wave-
length around 9 km, suggesting that this propagation mode
does not leak into upper layers and that the wave dissipation
is dominated by the boundary layer absorption and disper-
sion (Durran et al., 2015). This finding is compatible with
the relatively short wavelength of the observed wave, which
leads to a strong vertical decay in the evanescent wave regime
regions.
The spectral analysis corresponding to the 3rd and 4th
legs (Fig. 12, mid and lower panel) indicate the presence
of a spectral component of the same wavelength than the
observed by the lidar during the 2nd leg (9.5 km), but with
much lower amplitude. Although this change is unexpected
due to the short time difference between the 2nd leg (21:49
to 22:05 LT) and the 3rd leg (22:16 to 22:34 LT), relatively
small changes in the atmospheric stability conditions could
have occurred in the time interval between both measure-
ments, leading to a change in the waves propagation con-
dition.
Together with vertical wind measurements, calibrated
backscatter coefficient profiles (Fig. 13a and b) were re-
trieved from the DWL measurements (Chouza et al., 2015)
for the 1st and 2nd leg. A three-layer structure can be rec-
ognized in this case, with the marine boundary layer below
500 m, a mixed layer between 500 and 2000 m, and the SAL
between 2000 and 4100 m. On the 2nd leg, a wave structure
can be identified in the boundary between the SAL and the
mixed layer at an altitude of 2000 m on the lee side of Bar-
bados (Fig. 13b). Because the 3rd and 4th legs were flown
at altitudes where the gradient in the aerosol concentration
was very low, no signature of waves is observed in this case
(Fig. 13c and d).
Figure 13. (a) Retrieved backscatter coefficient by the DWL as a
function of the latitude and longitude from leg 1, together with the
latitude at which legs 2, 3 and 4 were flown (solid line, red). (b) Re-
trieved backscatter coefficient by the DWL as a function of the lati-
tude and longitude from leg 2, the intersection position with the 1st
leg (solid line, red) and the legs 3 and 4 are shown (dashed line.,
red). (c, d) In situ CPC measurements corresponding to the legs 3
and 4. The white colour indicates regions where no atmospheric
signal is available (e.g., below clouds, unseeded laser operation).
Barbados indicated in both plots with a horizontal solid black line.
Figure 14. Retrieved backscatter coefficient (red) and vertical wind
speed (blue) on the lee side of Barbados during the flight of the 2nd
leg at an altitude of 1600 m. Due to the presence of clouds, data
between 21:56 and 21:57 LT are missing.
The backscatter coefficient and vertical wind correspond-
ing to the boundary where the waves were observed are dis-
played in Fig. 14. As for the previous case, a phase differ-
ence of 90◦ is observed between both quantities, which is
compatible with a no net flux condition. Although in this
particular case this feature was already observed by in situ
measurements in the previous case study, the shown mea-
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Figure 15. Vertical wind speed at 1975 m derived from the LES corresponding to 26 June at 20:00 LT (left panel) and 22:00 LT (right panel).
The flight tracks corresponding to leg 1 (left) and 2 (right) are also indicated (solid, black).
Figure 16. Vertical wind speed from the LES for 26 June at
20:00 LT for leg 1 (upper panel) and 22:00 LT for leg 2 (lower
panel). The location of Barbados is indicated as a horizontal black
segment, while the intersection between legs 1 and 2 is indicated
with a vertical line.
surements provide an example of the possibilities opened
up by the simultaneous retrieval of vertical wind and cali-
brated backscatter coefficient from a single instrument along
a whole vertical transect. Based on the technique proposed
by Engelmann et al. (2008), the simultaneous retrieval of
backscatter coefficient and vertical wind can be used, un-
der low humidity conditions, to retrieve aerosol vertical flux
profiles. Dry atmospheric conditions are required in order
to avoid the hygroscopic growth of aerosol particles, which
otherwise would lead to a wrong flux estimation. The exact
relative humidity threshold under which hygroscopic growth
can be neglected varies according to the aerosol type. For
the case of sea salt and desert dust, hygroscopic growth can
be safely neglected for a relative humidity below 50 % (e.g.
Engelmann et al., 2008; Kaaden et al., 2008).
3.2.2 Large-eddy simulations
Large-eddy simulations are performed with the All Scale At-
mospheric Model (ASAM, Jähn et al., 2015) for the Barba-
dos area. The model setup is described in Jähn et al. (2016),
where the focus of the analysis lies on island effects on
boundary layer modification, cloud generation and vertical
mixing of aerosols. In this study, the simulation results along
the measurement tracks are first compared with the DWL ob-
servations in order to provide further validation of the model
and setup. Then the whole simulation results are used to pro-
vide a broader perspective of the context within which the
measurements took place.
For the simulations, a model domain with a spatial ex-
tent of 102.4× 102.4 km is chosen with Barbados located at
the domain centre. The model top is at 5 km altitude. Grid
spacings of 200 m (horizontally) and 50 m (vertically) are
used and topographical data are obtained from the Consor-
tium for Spatial Information (CGIAR-CSI) Shuttle Radar To-
pography Mission (SRTM) data set (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org)
at 200 m resolution. The highest elevation of Barbados is
Mount Hillaby, 340 m above sea level. Due to the presence
of a topographically structured island surface in the do-
main centre, the simulations are performed with open lateral
boundaries.
In order to generate inflow turbulence consistent with the
upstream marine boundary layer forcing, the newly devel-
oped turbulence generation method is applied. The model
runs are initialised with nighttime radiosonde data of the con-
sidered day and are integrated from 02:00 to 22:00 LT. Fur-
ther details on the setup and comparison with the DWL can
be found in Jähn et al. (2016).
In order to allow a qualitative comparison of the results
from the LES with the measurements from the DWL, plots
of the simulated vertical wind speed on time periods similar
to those corresponding to the measurements are presented in
Figs. 15 and 16. Figure 15 shows two horizontal cuts of the
vertical wind speed at 20:00 and 22:00 LT together with the
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Figure 17. Wavelet analysis of the vertical wind corresponding to the 2nd leg for the flight on 26 June derived from the DWL measurements
(Fig. 11b) at 2000 m (upper panels) and derived from the LES (Fig. 16b) at 2000 m (lower panels). The hatched areas indicate the cone of
influence. The left panels show the average power for each wavelength.
flight track of the Falcon corresponding to legs 1 and 2. The
horizontal plane is located at an altitude of 1975 m, coincid-
ing with the temperature inversion observed by the in situ
measurements and the maximum in the horizontal wind shear
observed by the DWL, in situ and dropsonde measurements.
Figure 16 displays the simulated vertical winds correspond-
ing to the 1st and 2nd legs flown by the Falcon (indicated in
Fig. 15). The horizontal scales of the plots were adjusted to
simplify the comparison with the measurements presented in
Fig. 11.
3.2.3 Comparison of LES and DWL
As can be seen in Figs. 15 and 16, the LES is able to re-
produce the observations from the DWL. A limited coverage
over Barbados due to the presence of convective clouds is
compatible with the convective plumes observed in the sim-
ulations. Trapped waves with a wavelength and extension
similar to the lidar observations can be recognized on the
lee side of Barbados. The vertical cut presented in Fig. 16a
shows an updraft above Barbados similar to the one shown in
Figs. 11a, and 15a shows that the vertical cut is located along
a wave crest. This simulation result provides support to the
hypothesis presented in Sect. 4.1 to explain the strong up-
draft observed above Barbados during the first measurement
leg.
A wavelet transform was applied to the measured and sim-
ulated vertical wind speed in order to provide a quantitative
wavelength, amplitude and extension comparison of the sim-
ulated and measured trapped waves. The measured data were
interpolated in the same way as described in Sect. 3, match-
ing for this case, the spatial resolution of the LES (200 m).
The results of the wavelet transforms are presented in Fig. 17.
According to the wavelet analysis, the wavelength of the
measured waves is approximately 9 km, while for the case of
the LES the wavelength is approximately 7.5 km. The differ-
ence can be attributed to different reasons such as small dif-
ferences in the propagation direction of the waves. As men-
tioned before, the LES is initialised with a constant wind
speed direction equal to 90◦. This approximation can in-
duce differences in the direction of propagation of the waves,
which in turn induce differences in the apparent wavelength
of the measurements for the same flight track.
While the amplitude of the simulated waves is quite sim-
ilar at different altitudes, the DWL measurements show a
maximum in the amplitude at approximately 2000 m. This
difference is evident from the results of the wavelet analysis,
calculated at the altitude of this maximum in both cases. As
explained in the previous section, the horizontal wind speed
used for the initialization of the LES is assumed constant be-
tween 0.7 and 3 km. Because this approximation neglects the
strong shear measured at 2000 m, a difference between the
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simulated and the measured vertical wind speed is expected
at this altitude.
4 Summary and conclusions
In the first section of this work, a series of instrumental cor-
rections required for the retrieval of vertical winds from air-
borne DWL measurements were presented. The difference of
almost 2 orders of magnitude between the platform speed and
the measured vertical wind speed, together with the varying
aircraft orientation during the flight, transforms the retrieval
of vertical winds in a challenging problem. Although no con-
trol of the lidar pointing direction was active during the ver-
tical wind measurements, the use of horizontal wind from
dropsondes and in situ measurements proved to be useful to
partially compensate the effects of the horizontal wind com-
ponent projection. The use of conical scanning pattern mea-
surements and the recalculation of the lidar mounting angle
based on the ground return speed and distance previous to
the vertical wind measurements proved to be useful to reduce
the systematic error, especially after a change in the flight al-
titude. The measurement uncertainties were estimated based
on two different techniques. The estimated systematic error,
based one measurement case, was -0.05 m s−1, while the ran-
dom error was between 0.1 and 0.16 m s−1 depending on the
technique used for the estimation.
The described methods were applied to retrieve vertical
winds corresponding to two SALTRACE research flights,
one in the Cabo Verde region and a second one in Barbados.
The measurements revealed the presence of island induced
gravity waves in both cases. Vertical profiles of temperature,
wind and humidity obtained from in situ and dropsonde mea-
surements were used to calculate a Scorer parameter profile
for each measurement case. The wavelength and the vertical
extension of the trapped waves observed from the DWL mea-
surements in the Cabo Verde case study were in coincidence
with the retrieved Scorer parameter profile. The spatial ex-
tension, amplitude and wavelength retrieved from the in situ
vertical wind measurements provided an independent vali-
dation for the DWL observation. A second independent ob-
servation of the particle number concentration provided an
additional confirmation.
Although for the second case study the in situ measure-
ment did not show the waves observed by the DWL in a pre-
vious leg, the results of the ASAM model support the lidar
observations. The model was able to reproduce the genera-
tion of waves in the lee side of the island and provided a
context to the lidar observations, which are limited to two
dimensional vertical cuts. The amplitude and wavelength of
the simulated waves were lower than the observed ones. This
can be explained by the simplifications adopted in the hori-
zontal wind profiles used to initialise the model, which did
not reproduce the strong shears observed in the dropsondes
and in situ measurements.
The Supplement related to this article is available online
at doi:10.5194/acp-16-4675-2016-supplement.
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Figure S1. Track corresponding to the flight on 17 June between Sal and Praia, Cape Verde 
islands. The blue segments represent flight periods during which the DWL was operating in 
scanning mode (horizontal wind speed), while the red segments correspond to vertical pointing 
mode (vertical wind). 
  
 
Figure S2. Track corresponding to the flight on 26 June around Barbados. The blue segments 
represent flight periods during which the DWL was operating in scanning mode (horizontal wind 
speed), while the red segments correspond to vertical pointing mode (vertical wind).  The 
dropsonde (Fig. 10) launch position is indicated with a red star. 
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Abstract. A huge amount of dust is transported every year
from north Africa into the Caribbean region. This paper
presents an investigation of this long-range transport pro-
cess based on airborne Doppler wind lidar (DWL) measure-
ments conducted during the SALTRACE campaign (June–
July 2013), as well as an evaluation of the ability of the
MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate)
global aerosol model to reproduce it and its associated fea-
tures. Although both the modeled winds from MACC and the
measurements from the DWL show a generally good agree-
ment, some differences, particularly in the African easterly
jet (AEJ) intensity, were noted. The observed differences be-
tween modeled and measured wind jet speeds are between
5 and 10 m s−1. The vertical aerosol distribution within the
Saharan dust plume and the marine boundary layer is investi-
gated during the June–July 2013 period based on the MACC
aerosol model results and the CALIOP satellite lidar mea-
surements. While the modeled Saharan dust plume extent
shows a good agreement with the measurements, a system-
atic underestimation of the marine boundary layer extinction
is observed.
Additionally, three selected case studies covering differ-
ent aspects of the Saharan dust long-range transport along
the west African coast, over the North Atlantic Ocean and
the Caribbean are presented. For the first time, DWL mea-
surements are used to investigate the Saharan dust long-range
transport. Simultaneous wind and backscatter measurements
from the DWL are used, in combination with the MACC
model, to analyze different features associated with the long-
range transport, including an African easterly wave trough,
the AEJ and the intertropical convergence zone.
1 Introduction
Every year, huge amounts of Saharan dust originating from
north Africa is transported across the Atlantic into the
Caribbean region and the north of South America. The trans-
port, mainly occurring during the summer season, starts with
the uplifting of dust by turbulent convection and low-level
winds with high speed (Bou Karam et al., 2008), is the
amount of emitted dust regulated by different factors like the
soil humidity and vegetation. Once lofted, the dust is dis-
persed into a deep mixed layer, reaching altitudes of up to
6 km during summer (Messager et al., 2010). The dominating
easterly winds west advect the dust-laden air masses, which
are undercut by the cooler and moister air from the marine
boundary layer (MBL) as they reach the west African coast,
forming an elevated layer of relatively warm, dry and dust-
laden air called Saharan air layer (SAL). As the SAL leaves
the African continent, its lower and upper bounds are defined
by a strong inversion at approximately 1.5 km and a relatively
weaker inversion at around 5 to 6 km, respectively (Prospero
and Carlson, 1972; Karyampudi et al., 1999).
Along its life cycle, the airborne dust interacts with the en-
vironment in different ways. During its long-range transport
phase, the dust modifies the radiative budget, acts as cloud
and ice nuclei and is observed to modify the cloud glacia-
tion process (e.g., Seifert et al., 2010). Various mechanisms
have been proposed to explain the controversial influence of
the SAL on the evolution of African easterly waves (AEWs)
into tropical storms (e.g., Dunion et al., 2004; Evan et al.,
2006; Lau and Kim, 2007). Regularly mineral dust is im-
pacting aviation, in particular in regions near dust sources,
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by inducing poor visibility (Weinzierl et al., 2012). As it de-
posits, the Saharan dust can affect the air quality (Prospero,
1999) and serves as source of nutrients for plankton and the
Amazon basin (Yu et al., 2015).
Several studies were conducted during the last years to
provide further insight in the previously mentioned pro-
cesses, including field campaigns and long-term studies
based on models, satellite, airborne and ground-based mea-
surements. Among others, we can mention the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) and NASA-
AMMA (NAMMA) campaigns (Zipser et al., 2009) con-
ducted in 2006, focused on the analysis of the AEW and
its evolution into tropical cyclones, and the Saharan Min-
eral Dust Experiments 1 and 2 (SAMUM-1 and SAMUM-
2) (Heintzenberg, 2009; Ansmann et al., 2011) conducted in
2006 and 2008, respectively, which were designed to investi-
gate the Saharan dust size distribution and morphology, and
the relation with the optical and radiative properties in the
west African region. Additionally, during April–May 2013,
a shipborne lidar onboard the research vessel Meteor con-
ducted a transatlantic cruise between the Caribbean and the
west coast of Africa in order to characterize the mixtures of
the Saharan dust with biomass burning aerosols and evaluate
the change in its optical properties as result of the long-range
transport process (Kanitz et al., 2014). While field campaigns
provide an intensive set of observations in relatively small re-
gions and time intervals, satellite observations provide regu-
lar observations with a limited set of parameters. On the other
hand, global and regional models are frequently used in dust
long-range transport studies and forecasting (e.g., Schepan-
ski et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2014; Gläser et al., 2015), as they
provide valuable information to interpret the observational
data collected by campaigns and satellite measurements. The
performance evaluation of these models, like during the in-
tercomparison initiative AeroCom (Aerosol Comparison be-
tween Observations and Models) (Kinne et al., 2003), is then
not only vital to improve the models but also to know the lim-
its and accuracy of the conclusions extracted based on these
models.
The Saharan Aerosol Long-range Transport and Aerosol-
Cloud-Interaction Experiment (SALTRACE; Weinzierl et
al., 2016) performed in June–July 2013 was framed in
this context. SALTRACE was planned as a closure exper-
iment to investigate the Saharan dust long-range transport
between Africa and the Caribbean, with a focus on the
dust aging and deposition processes and the characteriza-
tion of its optical properties. The campaign dataset includes
a set of measurements from the ground-based aerosol li-
dars BERTHA (Backscatter Extinction lidar-Ratio Temper-
ature Humidity profiling Apparatus) (Haarig et al., 2015)
and POLIS (portable lidar system) (Groß et al., 2015), in
situ and sun photometer instruments deployed on Barbados
(main SALTRACE super-site), Cabo Verde and Puerto Rico
and airborne aerosol and wind measurements from the DLR
(Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) research air-
craft Falcon similar to the measurements done during SA-
MUM (Weinzierl et al., 2009, 2011). For the first time, an
airborne Doppler wind lidar (DWL) was deployed to study
the dust transport across the Atlantic Ocean, including its in-
teraction with island-induced gravity waves (Chouza et al.,
2016).
In this study, this unique set of DWL wind and extinction
measurements along the main dust transport acquired during
SALTRACE are used, in combination with dropsondes (DSs)
and CALIPSO (Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observations) satellite measurements, to analyze the
Saharan dust long-range transport and to evaluate the per-
formance of the MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Compo-
sition and Climate) aerosol global model to reproduce dif-
ferent associated atmospheric features, like the African east-
erly jet (AEJ) and its interaction with the SAL, the AEWs
and the ITCZ (intertropical convergence zone), among oth-
ers. Such a comparison provides not only an insight about
the current model capabilities, which is of great relevance
for model-based studies, but the opportunity to identify the
model weaknesses and provide a starting point for future
improvements. This type of evaluation has never been per-
formed with a dataset that includes both meteorological fields
as well as atmospheric composition fields. Although there is
no direct feedback from the atmospheric composition fields
onto the meteorological fields (temperature and winds) as
the run was not coupled through interactive radiative pro-
cesses, the aerosols are transported and advected by the
winds. Hence, an evaluation of both winds and aerosols in
the SAL is a very effective way to understand how well the
model represents this natural phenomenon.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a
brief description of the datasets used for this study, includ-
ing an evaluation of the DWL accuracy based on collocated
dropsonde measurements. Section 3 provides a comparison
between the DWL and CALIPSO measurements with the
backscatter and winds from the MACC model in the west
African and Caribbean regions for the time period of the
SALTRACE campaign. Section 4 presents three case studies
with relevant features of the Saharan dust long-range trans-
port. Finally, the summary and relevant conclusions are pre-
sented in Sect. 5.
2 Observations and model data
During the SALTRACE campaign, the DLR Falcon re-
search aircraft conducted 31 research flights between 10 June
and 15 July 2013, with most of the flights concentrated
close to the west African coast and the Caribbean (Fig. 1).
The DLR Falcon was equipped with a set of instruments
for in situ particle measurements, a DWL and dropson-
des. Ground-based measurements were conducted in Cabo
Verde, Puerto Rico and Barbados. Two aerosol lidars and
sun photometers were installed on the west coast of Barba-
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Figure 1. DLR Falcon flight tracks during SALTRACE. Dropson-
des’ launch positions are indicated with black crosses. Black boxes
indicate the regions which were used in this study (west Africa:
0–30◦ N; 10–30◦W and Caribbean: 0–30◦ N; 50–70◦W). Colored
tracks indicate measurement flights included in this study. Black
dashed tracks indicate transfer flights which are not used in this
work.
dos, at the Caribbean Institute for Meteorology and Hydrol-
ogy (CIMH) (13◦08′55′′ N, 59◦37′30′′W; 110 m .s.l.), while
a sun photometer and a set of ground-based in situ instru-
ments were deployed at Ragged Point, Barbados (Kristensen
et al., 2016). A complete list of the instruments involved
in the campaign can be found on the SALTRACE website
(http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/saltrace/instruments.html) and an
overview of SALTRACE is given in Weinzierl et al. (2016).
The following subsections describe in detail the character-
istics of the datasets used for this study, including the used
fields from the MACC model.
2.1 Dropsondes
A set of 34 Vaisala RD93 dropsondes, operated in con-
junction with the NCAR AVAP system (Busen, 2012), were
launched from the Falcon during SALTRACE, providing
vertical profiles of temperature, relative humidity and wind
speed with a vertical resolution of approximately 10 m. Ac-
cording to the manufacturer, the horizontal wind measure-
ments have an accuracy of 0.5 m s−1 rms (root mean square)
(Vaisala, 2009), where this accuracy definition incorporates
both the systematic and the random error of the measure-
ments. Figure 1 indicates the geographical position at which
each dropsonde was launched.
2.2 Doppler wind lidar
The coherent DWL deployed on the DLR Falcon 20 research
aircraft during SALTRACE is based on a CLR Photonics
instrument (Henderson et al., 1993) combined with a two-
wedge scanner and acquisition system developed at DLR
(Köpp et al., 2004; Reitebuch, 2012). The system operates at
a wavelength of 2.02254 µm, with a pulse duration full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of 400 ns, a pulse energy of 1–
2 mJ and a repetition frequency of 500 Hz.
When mounted on an aircraft, the system can be operated
in two modes: the conical scanning and the nadir pointing
mode. The conical scanning mode consists of 24 lines of
sight (LOS) in a conical distribution with an off-nadir an-
gle of 20◦ and a staring duration of 1 s per LOS direction.
The inversion algorithm (Smalikho, 2003; Weissmann et al.,
2005) is then applied to the 24 LOS measurements from each
scan to retrieve horizontal wind speed vector with a horizon-
tal resolution of around 6–10 km (depending on the aircraft
speed) and a vertical resolution of 100 m. On the other hand,
the nadir pointing mode can be used to retrieve vertical wind
measurements with a horizontal resolution of approximately
200 m (Chouza et al., 2016). Both modes allow, by means of
an adequate calibration, the retrieval of backscatter and ex-
tinction coefficients with a horizontal resolution of approxi-
mately 200 m and a vertical resolution of 100 m (Chouza et
al., 2015). As in the case of CALIOP, the backscatter and ex-
tinction retrievals form the DWL measurements require as-
suming a lidar ratio for each aerosol type. For the retrievals
presented in this study, a lidar ratio of 55 sr was used for
the Saharan dust, while 30 and 35 sr were used for the ma-
rine boundary layer and the marine-dust mixed layer, respec-
tively. To determine the accuracy of the DWL backscatter and
extinction retrieval, the DWL profiles were compared to mea-
surements from the ground-based aerosol lidar POLIS and
the CALIPSO satellite, exhibiting a good agreement, with
systematic differences lower than 20 % in the backscatter co-
efficient retrievals.
During SALTRACE, the DWL totalized 75 h of measure-
ments, from which 56 h were performed in scanning mode.
The atmospheric conditions present during most of the cam-
paign flights, characterized by a large dust load between the
ground and 4 to 6 km, provided excellent backscatter condi-
tions for the DWL.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the horizontal wind
speed and direction measurements performed by the DWL, a
set of vertical profiles were compared to those retrieved from
collocated dropsonde observations. Only DWL profiles with
less than 1 min of difference with respect to the dropsonde
launch time were included in the comparison, while the drop-
sonde measurements were vertically averaged to match the
DWL vertical resolution. The results, summarized in Figs. 2
and 3, indicate a systematic difference (bias) of 0.08 ms−1
and a standard deviation of 0.92 ms−1 for the wind speed
difference between the DWL and the dropsondes measure-
ments. The bias and the standard deviation does not ex-
hibit significant dependence with the measurement altitude
or measured wind speed, while the amount of points avail-
able for comparison as a function of altitude illustrates the
average DWL coverage observed during SALTRACE. The
mean wind speed measured by the dropsondes and the DWL
exhibits a maximum between 4 and 6 km, associated with the
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Figure 2. Comparison between DSs and DWL horizontal wind vector measurements. A total of 22 DWL/dropsonde profiles are included in
this comparison, totaling 1329 speed–direction pairs.
Figure 3. Comparison between 22 DSs and the corresponding collocated DWL horizontal wind vector measurements. Panels (a, c) show the
mean of the DS and DWL wind speed and direction measurements, respectively; (b, d) show the difference between the mean DWL and DS
wind speed and direction, respectively (dots, black), together with the corresponding 1000 m moving average (solid, black) and the standard
deviation of the difference (shaded, grey); (e) shows the number of compared measurement points as a function of the altitude.
presence of the AEJ. For the case of the wind direction, the
mean difference is 0.5◦ and the standard deviation is 10◦,
with values of around 5◦ between the ground and 6 km, and
higher values between 6 and 8 km. The mean direction val-
ues between the ground and 6 km are between 90 and 100◦,
compatible with the easterly dust transport direction. The
DWL performance evaluation shows results which are gen-
erally consistent with those obtained in the North Atlantic
region during the Atlantic THORPEX Regional Campaign
(A-TReC) in November 2003 (Weissmann et al., 2005), with
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slightly higher standard deviation for the wind direction mea-
surements and smaller differences in the wind speed for the
SALTRACE dataset.
2.3 CALIOP
The Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP), the primary instrument of the CALIPSO satel-
lite, is a two-wavelength polarization-sensitive lidar launched
in 2006 by NASA (Winker et al., 2009). Based on a
three-channel receiver, one for backscatter measurements
at 1064 nm and two for the parallel and cross-polarized
backscatter at 532 nm, the lidar is able to provide aerosol type
classification, aerosol optical depth (AOD) and extinction
coefficient vertical profiles. This allows a characterization
of the mean Saharan dust vertical distribution close to the
source and in the Caribbean region during the SALTRACE
campaign, as well as an evaluation of the model to reproduce
it. The dust vertical distribution is a key parameter which has
a direct influence in the radiative transfer calculations and the
atmospheric stability.
For this study, the level 2 (V3.3) dataset was used (https:
//www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/search/). This dataset includes
aerosol type classification, total column cloud, aerosol and
stratospheric optical depth and extinction profiles with a ver-
tical resolution of 60 m and a horizontal resolution of 5 km.
In order to include only the most accurate measurements re-
trieved by CALIOP, a series of masks were applied to the
data. First, profiles for which the cloud and stratospheric op-
tical depth was not zero were masked out. A second mask
was applied to keep only bins with the “Volume description
Bit” equal to 0 (“clean air”) or 3 (“aerosols”), cloud–aerosol
discrimination (CAD) score is less than−80 and quality con-
trol (QC) flag is equal to 0 or 1. Finally, the AOD was derived
from the vertical integration of extinction profiles where no
data points were missing.
Since the CALIOP extinction coefficient retrieval relies on
assumed lidar ratios, any systematic difference in the lidar ra-
tio will directly affect the derived extinction profiles. An esti-
mation of the systematic errors associated with the CALIOP
extinction retrieval in the Saharan dust transport region is
presented in Tesche et al. (2013). Based on a comparison
between a ground-based Raman lidar deployed on the Cabo
Verde region during SAMUM-2 and different CALIOP over-
passes, this study concluded that CALIOP extinction profile
retrievals of the SAL exhibit an average systematic under-
estimation of around 15 % during the summer season, while
in some cases the difference reached 30 %. This systematic
underestimation of CALIOP extinction retrievals can be ex-
plained by the fact that the CALIOP retrieval scheme as-
sumes a dust lidar ratio of 40 sr, while Raman lidar measure-
ments conducted during SAMUM-2 (Groß et al., 2011) and
SALTRACE (Groß et al., 2015) indicate values close to 55 sr.
According to Wandinger et al. (2010), the dust lidar ratio
of 40 sr used by the CALIOP algorithms is an effective value
which takes into account the effect of multiple scattering and
leads to backscatter coefficient profiles which are in good
agreement with ground-based lidar measurements. Neverthe-
less, the use of this effective dust lidar for the calculation of
the SAL extinction coefficients leads to their systematic un-
derestimation. Although different techniques to correct this
systematic error were proposed (e.g., Wandinger et al., 2010;
Amiridis et al., 2013), the CALIOP retrievals shown in this
study are presented in their original form. In cases where this
effect could alter the derived conclusions, relevant comments
are included (Sect. 3.3).
2.4 The MACC model
As part of the formerly Global Monitoring for Environment
and Security (GMES) initiative (now Copernicus), intended
to improve our understanding of the environment and climate
change, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) developed the MACC model, a fore-
casting and reanalysis system for aerosols, greenhouse gases
and reactive gases based on the assimilation of satellite and
in situ observations (Hollingsworth et al., 2008). This project
extends the capabilities of the operational ECMWF Inte-
grated Forecast System (IFS) by including a new set of fore-
casted variables. A detailed description of the model and pa-
rameterizations is given in Morcrette et al. (2009), while the
assimilation process is explained in Benedetti et al. (2009)
and a companion paper by Mangold et al. (2011) provides a
first validation of the model results. Additional validation of
the aerosol MACC products in northern Africa and the Mid-
dle East can be found in the work by Cuevas et al. (2015).
The MACC aerosol parameterization is based
on the LOA/LMD-Z (Laboratoire d’Optique Atmo-
sphérique/Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique-Zoom)
model (Boucher et al., 2002; Reddy et al., 2005) and includes
five types of tropospheric aerosols: dust, sea salt, organic,
black carbon and sulfate. The first two correspond to natural
sources and are represented in the model by three size bins
for dust (0.03–0.55, 0.55–0.9 and 0.9–20 µm) and other
three for sea salt (0.03–0.5, 0.5–5 and 5–20 µm). Currently,
stratospheric aerosols are based on the climatology already
included in the operational IFS as no prognostic fields are
included in the model.
The sea salt emission parameterization is based on the
model 10 m winds and a source function based on the works
by Guelle et al. (2001) and Schulz et al. (2004). The emis-
sion, calculated for a relative humidity of 80 %, is integrated
for the three sea salt model bins previously described. Emis-
sions of dust depend on the 10 m wind, soil moisture, the
UV-visible component of the surface albedo and the fraction
of land covered by vegetation when the surface is snow free,
adapted from Ginoux et al. (2001). A correction of the 10 m
wind to account for gustiness is also included (Morcrette et
al., 2008). The model includes aerosol transport by diffusion,
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convection and advection treated with a semi-Lagrangian ap-
proach.
A set of different removal processes are included in the
model, namely, dry deposition, sedimentation and wet depo-
sition. Wet and dry deposition were directly adapted from the
LOA/LMD-Z model, while the sedimentation scheme fol-
lows the work from Tompkins (2005a) on ice sedimentation.
One of the distinctive characteristics of the MACC model
is the full integration of the aerosol model to the forecast-
ing model. The 4D-Var system regularly employed in the
IFS was extended to assimilate AOD observations from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
on Terra and Aqua satellites at 550 nm, including the to-
tal aerosol mixing ratio as an additional control variable
(Benedetti et al., 2009). This assimilation process is based
on the adjustment of the model control variables (e.g., initial
conditions) in order to minimize a cost function. This func-
tion depends on the difference between the observations and
its model equivalent, and the relative weight assigned to each
of them based on the estimated observational and model un-
certainties. In the case of the MODIS AOD assimilation, the
observations are compared with a model-derived AOD. The
AOD observation operator derives the optical depth based
on precomputed aerosol optical properties and model rela-
tive humidity for the aerosol species included in the model.
After assimilation, the model output represents the best sta-
tistical compromise between the model background (forecast
running without assimilation) and observations.
The MACC reanalysis was not available for 2013, hav-
ing stopped in 2012, hence the operational run at the time
of the campaign (June–August 2013) was used in this study.
The model run with a time resolution of 3 h at T255L60,
which corresponds to a horizontal resolution of approx-
imately 0.8◦× 0.8◦ (78 km× 78 km) and 60 vertical lev-
els, with the top at 0.1 hPa. The assimilation window is
12 h. Among others, the MACC model provides as output
vertically resolved total AOD (natural plus anthropogenic
aerosols) corresponding to each of the layers bound by the
model levels. Since this study focuses on the comparison
of the model with lidar observations, extinction coefficient
profiles were calculated dividing the layer AOD by the layer
thickness.
3 MACC model evaluation
The wind profile is a key parameter which determines the
characteristics of the Saharan dust long-range transport. Al-
though many studies were conducted to address the specific
role of the trade winds, the AEJ and the AEWs in the dust
lifting, transport and deposition, many questions remain still
open (Ansmann et al., 2011; Schulz et al., 2012). As the Sa-
haran dust transport path is mainly over the North Atlantic
Ocean, the number of assimilated wind observations into a
global model is very limited, which in turn affects their accu-
racy. Since many long-range transport studies use wind infor-
mation provided by models, the evaluation of the accuracy of
these simulations is of great importance. In this context, the
wind dataset acquired by the DWL during SALTRACE pro-
vides a unique opportunity to evaluate the wind fields by the
MACC model which are ultimately responsible for the Saha-
ran dust long-range transport.
The assimilation of AOD from MODIS into the MACC
model constrains the total aerosol mass, which is a great ad-
vantage considering the large uncertainties associated with
the dust emission quantification (Huneeus et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, since the assimilated variable is a column-
integrated measurement, no independent constraints are in-
troduced for each aerosol type and their vertical distributions.
For that reason, the ability of the model to simulate the ver-
tical distribution of each aerosol type still has to be evalu-
ated. While CALIPSO provides regular backscatter and ex-
tinction coefficient measurements, which can be used to eval-
uate the model output and eventually provide data for assimi-
lation, the aerosol detection sensitivity of CALIOP is limited
compared to ground-based or airborne lidars. The DWL ex-
tinction profiles, simultaneously retrieved with the horizontal
wind measurements, allow an independent evaluation of the
simulated aerosol vertical distribution as well as the possibil-
ity to study the interaction between wind and aerosol distri-
butions.
Since most of the flights were conducted either close to the
west coast of Africa or in the Caribbean region, two regions
were defined to study the model results with the DWL and
CALIOP dataset. The first region is located at the west coast
of Africa (0–30◦ N, 10–30◦W), while the second region en-
closes the flights in the Caribbean (0–30◦ N, 50–70◦W).
3.1 Method
Because the MACC model provides an output every 3 h, the
horizontal resolution is approximately 80 km (T255) and
the vertical levels are not homogeneously distributed as a
function of altitude, a re-binning and interpolation process
is necessary to compare the model output with the DWL
and CALIOP observations. First, the observational data are
re-binned to a grid with a horizontal resolution of 80 km and
a vertical grid defined according to the 60 model levels for
the US Standard Atmosphere, 1976 (http://www.ecmwf.int/
en/forecasts/documentation-and-support/60-model-levels).
Only bins with more than 50 % of the expected amount of
values are used, otherwise, the bin is filled with a missing
value flag. Then, the MACC model is linearly interpolated in
space and time to match the re-binned observation data grid.
Once observations and model data are in a comparable grid,
different comparison techniques were applied. In the case
of the horizontal winds, the re-gridded DWL measurements
and model output corresponding to flights in each region
were studied to evaluate the ability of the model to reproduce
the main features of the wind in these two regions.
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Figure 4. Comparison between the DWL and the MACC model horizontal wind measurements for the flights performed in the west African
(right) and Caribbean (left) regions. Panels (a, c) show the mean of the DWL and MACC wind speed measurements in the Caribbean and
west African region, respectively; (b, d) show the difference between the mean DWL and MACC wind speed in the Caribbean and west
African region, respectively (dots, black), together with the standard deviation of the difference (shaded, grey). Panels (e, g) are the same as
(a, c) but for the wind direction. Panels (f, h) are the same as (b, d) but for wind direction. Panels (i, j) show the distribution of compared
points as a function of altitude in the west African (right) and Caribbean (left) regions, respectively.
In the case of the CALIOP extinction retrievals, 2 months
of measurements corresponding to June and July 2013 were
included in the comparison due to the relatively low amount
of AOD and extinction retrievals available after the quality
check process (Sect. 2.3). The measurements of CALIOP
inside the regions defined in Sect. 3 and the corresponding
MACC profiles were then, after re-gridding, zonally aver-
aged in each region to provide a statistically relevant result.
Extinction coefficient and AOD are reported by CALIOP and
MACC at 532 nm.
3.2 Horizontal wind
The spatially averaged DWL wind retrievals were compared
with the interpolated MACC winds in the west Africa and
Caribbean regions defined in Sect. 3. In the case of the west
African region, a total of seven flights conducted between
11 and 17 June 2013 are included in the comparison, which
corresponds to 1202 speed–direction pairs. In the Caribbean
region, 13 measurement flights conducted between 20 June
and 11 July 2013 are compared with a total of 1532 speed–
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Figure 5. Comparison of CALIOP and MACC zonally averaged AOD and extinction coefficient for June–July 2013 in the regions of the
study defined in Fig. 1. Panels (a, b) indicate CALIOP and MACC AOD zonal mean; (c, d) CALIOP extinction coefficient zonal mean; (e,
f) MACC extinction coefficient zonal mean. Panels (g, h) show the difference between the zonally averaged extinction coefficient measured
by CALIOP and simulated by MACC.
direction measurement pairs. In order to investigate possible
correlations between the altitude and speed and the differ-
ences between the lidar and the model, the mean and standard
deviation of the difference between the DWL and MACC as
a function of the altitude, the number of compared measure-
ments and the mean speed and direction corresponding to the
African and Caribbean regions are shown in Fig. 4.
In the case of the west African region, Fig. 4c and g in-
dicate a good agreement in the profile shape between the
mean measured and simulated wind speed and direction, re-
spectively, with the altitude of the wind maxima and min-
ima being well reproduced by the model. Regarding the wind
speed magnitude, Fig. 4d indicates an underestimation of the
wind speed by the model between 0.5 and 6 km, with a max-
imum difference of 5 m s−1 at around 5 km. This is approx-
imately coincident with the altitude of the maximum sim-
ulated (13.2 m s−1) and measured wind speeds (17 m s−1),
which corresponds to the presence of the AEJ in the region.
The underestimation of the AEJ by the ECMWF model was
already reported in previous studies, like the one conducted
during the JET2000 campaign in August 2000 (Thorncroft
et al., 2003; Tompkins et al., 2005b). The comparison, per-
formed against a set of dropsonde measurements, indicated
a similar difference profile, with a maximum difference of
around 5 m s−1. As in the case of the comparison between
the lidar and the dropsondes, the distribution of points in-
cluded in the comparison (Fig. 4j) is representative of the li-
dar coverage, which in turn is determined by the aerosol load
distribution and cloud coverage. Most of the measurements
are available below 6 km, in coincidence with the SAL upper
bound.
The left row of Fig. 4 presents the results for the Caribbean
region. In contrast to the previous case, some differences in
the mean wind speed and direction structures are recogniz-
able in Fig. 4a and e. Both the DWL and the model show
a similar behavior below 0.8 km, characterized by an in-
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creasing wind speed as a function of altitude, reaching its
maximum at 0.8 km. Although the simulated and measured
wind gradients are similar, the simulated speeds are around
1 m s−1 larger than the measured ones. Above the boundary
layer, the model shows a decrease in the wind speed and a
general underestimation of the wind speed compared to the
DWL measurements. As in the previous case, the distribution
of compared points as a function of the altitude (Fig. 4i) is
correlated with the dust load and cloud coverage. The strong
reduction of measurement points above 4 km is related with
the general decrease in the altitude of the SAL top boundary
as the dust moves westward.
3.3 Aerosol extinction coefficient
In order to analyze the accuracy of the MACC model ver-
tical aerosol distribution, the extinction coefficient profiles
were compared to those retrieved by CALIOP during the
months of June and July 2013 for a wavelength of 532 nm.
An overview of the comparison is presented in Fig. 5, where
the zonal mean of the simulated and measured AOD and ex-
tinction coefficient is presented, together with the difference
between the model and measurement, for the west African
and Caribbean regions indicated in Fig. 1.
Figure 5a and b show the zonal mean of the AOD for the
two regions. The simulated and measured AOD close to the
African coast (Fig. 5b) exhibit a similar bell shape, with the
model maxima located at 18.5◦ N and the weighted mean
of the CALIOP AOD at 15◦ N. In the Caribbean region, the
model and the CALIOP measurements show a better agree-
ment, with the center of the dust plume located at 16◦ N in
both cases. The change in the AOD between both regions,
a reduction by one half due to the transport between the
African coast and Barbados, is in relatively good agreement.
Nevertheless, the AOD north and south of the dust plume
show consistent higher values in the model. This bias is con-
sistent with the study presented in Kim et al. (2013), which
showed that MODIS AOD values corresponding to clean
marine aerosols approximately double the AOD reported by
CALIOP.
While a relatively good agreement of the measured and
simulated AOD is expected due to the constraints introduced
by the assimilation of MODIS measurements, the vertical
distribution of the dust, which plays a crucial role in atmo-
spheric radiative transfer studies (Zhang et al., 2013), has to
be evaluated. The zonal averaged extinction coefficient mea-
sured by CALIOP in west Africa (Fig. 5d) shows an ele-
vated dust plume between 5 and 30◦ N, with its lower bound
at 1 km and its upper bound at approximately 6 km. Be-
low 1 km, an aerosol-loaded boundary layer is recognizable,
with higher extinction coefficients below the SAL, probably
due to dust entrainment into the atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL). In the Caribbean, the dust plume top sinks to around
4 km, and the extinction decreases to about half of the values
measured close to the source region. As in the previous case,
the ABL shows higher extinction below the SAL than north
or south of it; the characteristic wedge shape as we move
from higher to lower latitudes can also be noted.
The modeled aerosols’ vertical distribution close to the
dust source region is presented, together with the difference
with the CALIOP measurements, in Fig. 5f and h, respec-
tively. The modeled dust plume shows relatively good agree-
ment in spatial distribution with respect to the CALIOP mea-
surements, extending between 10 and 30◦ N. Coincident with
the AOD measurements presented in Fig. 5b, the simulated
plume is slightly displaced in the north direction and exhibits
a higher maximum extinction at around 2 km. This displace-
ment, clearly visible in the difference plot, could lead to a
change in the interaction between the SAL and the AEJ,
which in turn will promote different dust transport patterns.
However, the major difference between CALIOP and MACC
is visible in the boundary layer and above the SAL. In the
ABL, the model strongly underestimates the extinction coef-
ficient. The model average extinction in the ABL (< 1 km) is
0.045 km−1 in the Caribbean region and 0.065 km−1 in the
west Africa region, while the CALIOP average retrievals are
0.145 and 0.13 km−1, respectively. Although the CALIOP
retrievals of the ABL extinction are affected by the uncer-
tainty in the lidar ratios and the underestimation of the SAL
extinction, these effects cannot explain the large discrepancy
observed between the model and the CALIOP retrieval.
The underestimation of the SAL extinction due to an un-
derestimation of the dust lidar ratio would lead to an under-
estimation of the CALIOP backscatter in the boundary layer,
which in turn would lead to an even larger CALIOP retrieval.
On the other hand, since the aerosol load found in the ABL
below the SAL is dominated by a mixture of marine aerosol
and dust, the expected average CALIOP lidar ratio will oscil-
late between the lidar ratio values corresponding to pure ma-
rine (20 sr) and pure dust (40 sr). In the case of the retrievals
presented in Fig. 5c and d, the average lidar ratio used by
CALIOP for the calculation of the ABL (< 1 km) extinction
coefficient was found to be between 33 sr in the west African
coast region and 37 sr in the Caribbean region. These values
are similar to those presented in Groß et al. (2016), where
the average lidar ratio observed in the ABL was 26± 5 sr,
with values ranging from 22± 5 sr in the case of pure ma-
rine aerosol to 35± 3 sr for the case of a dust-dominated
ABL. These results, corresponding to June–July 2013, are in
agreement with the CALIOP retrievals presented in Cuevas
et al. (2015), where a similar difference in the ABL extinc-
tion in the west African region (M’Bour) was also observed
during the summer seasons of 2007 and 2008.
The comparison of the CALIOP extinction retrievals and
the corresponding model results indicate a relatively small
overestimation of the SAL extinction by the model. Even
if the CALIOP extinction retrievals of the SAL are multi-
plied by a correction factor of 1.375 (55 sr/40 sr) to take into
account the underestimation of the lidar ratio by CALIOP
discussed in Sect. 2.3, most of the MACC results are still
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above the CALIOP retrievals (not shown). The SAL AOD
derived from MACC is still larger than the SAL AOD de-
rived from CALIOP extinction. Based on SAL lower and
upper bounds between 2 and 5 km in the Caribbean and be-
tween 1 and 6 km in the African region, the SAL AOD values
based on MACC are 50 and 10 % larger than the CALIOP re-
trievals, respectively. Additionally, although the pure dust li-
dar ratio used for CALIOP is 40 sr, sometimes the algorithm
identifies part of the SAL as polluted dust, with an associ-
ated lidar ratio of 55 sr. This leads to an average lidar ratio
larger than 40 sr, which in turn leads to a higher extinction
and to a smaller systematic bias. If instead of correcting the
CALIOP extinction retrievals by using the correction factor
suggested by Wandinger et al. (2010) the mean underestima-
tion reported by Tesche et al. (2013) from Table 5 is used
(1/0.858= 1.165), the differences are even larger.
Above the SAL, the model indicates the presence of a very
thin aerosol layer extending up to 20 km which is not visible
in the CALIOP measurements. Since the extinction coeffi-
cients predicted by the model above the SAL are in the or-
der of the sensitivity threshold of CALIOP (∼ 0.01 km−1),
a direct validation of these features is not possible only
by means of CALIOP measurements. Recent studies (e.g.,
Rogers et al., 2014) indicate that the lack of detection of
weakly backscattering aerosol layers in the free troposphere
leads to an underestimation of approximately 0.02 in the
CALIOP column AOD. This effect can partially explain
the systematically lower CALIOP AOD values observed in
Fig. 5a and b. In order to further investigate this feature, a
comparison of the model with the DWL measurements per-
formed during the transfer flight between Cabo Verde and
South America is presented in the next section.
4 Characteristics of the Saharan dust long-range
transport
The study presented in the previous section provided a gen-
eral overview of the performance of the model. In this sec-
tion, a set of three selected flights form the SALTRACE cam-
paign are used to provide a deeper insight into some char-
acteristic features of the Saharan dust long-range transport
mechanism. The first case study, corresponding to a flight
between Cabo Verde and Dakar, is included to further inves-
tigate the differences observed in the AEJ intensity as well
as the ability of the model to reproduce the generation of
AEWs. The second case study presents measurements over
the North Atlantic Ocean, which provides a second com-
parison of the AEJ speed and the opportunity to analyze
the interaction of the dust with the ITCZ. Finally, the third
case presents the measurements of a dust outbreak in the
Caribbean region after the long-range transport across the
North Atlantic.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of these case studies,
the corresponding synoptic situation is presented in Fig. 6.
These charts, which include the wind direction and wind
speed at 700 hPa and the total AOD, are based on the MACC
model results. Additionally, in order to situate the case stud-
ies within the context of the SALTRACE campaign, a Hov-
möller diagram with the MACC meridional winds and AOD
averaged between 0 and 30◦ N is presented in Fig. 7. This
diagram simplifies the visualization of some features associ-
ated with the Saharan dust long-range transport, like the dust
outbreaks, the AEWs and the passage of the tropical storm
Chantal. A period of 3 to 5 days between outbreaks and a
transport time of around 5 days between Dakar and Barba-
dos can be easily noted in the AOD diagram (Fig. 7, right).
In order to highlight the strong correlation of these outbreaks
with the propagation of AEWs, the wave troughs relevant for
the presented case studies are indicated in Fig. 7.
4.1 Dust plume at the west African coast
On 12 June 2013 the Falcon performed a research flight
at the west coast of Africa, departing from Cabo Verde at
08:52 UTC and landing in Dakar at 12:08 UTC. The model
winds at 700 hPa are presented, together with the AOD, in
Fig. 6a. Wind speeds around 15 to 25 m s−1 can be observed
between 10 and 15◦ N, which is compatible with the presence
of the AEJ. The inverted V-shape disturbance in the AEJ flow
in the Dakar region, suggests the passage of an AEW dur-
ing the observation period. The observation of the change
in the meridional wind flow direction at pressure levels be-
tween 850 and 700 hPa is a typical way to detect AEWs,
with the wave trough defined as the point of zero meridional
wind (change from northerly to southerly flow) (e.g., Reed
et al., 1977). According to this definition, the wave trough
can be recognized at 17◦W during the observation period
(AEW 1; Fig. 7). This wave, sampled during the flight on
12 June 2013, propagated further to the west at an approxi-
mate speed of 8◦ (∼ 900 km) per day, reaching Barbados on
17 June 2013. Several other waves can be also observed in the
presented period. All wave cases propagate westward with a
similar speed, which gives a mean travel time of around 5
days between the African west coast and Barbados. This re-
sult is consistent with observations and previous studies on
the AEW behavior (Zipser et al., 2009).
The AOD for the Dakar region presented in Fig. 6a shows
a dust-loaded air mass on the leading edge of the AEW and
a region of less dust load behind the trough. Satellite images
(not shown), indicate the presence of strong convective activ-
ity behind the trough, which is a typical feature of the AEWs
(Fink et al., 2003; Cifelli et al., 2010). The propagation of
the dust outbreak as it leaves the west African coast can be
observed in Fig. 7 (right). According to the model results,
this outbreak was the largest one (highest AOD) during the
SALTRACE observation period. The modeled passage of the
AEW seen in Fig. 6a is coincident with a reduction in the
amount of exported dust behind the trough (AEW 1). This
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Figure 6. Horizontal winds at 700 hPa and AOD derived from
the MACC model for the regions corresponding to the three
cases: (a) 12 June 2013 09:00 UTC, flight between Sal and Dakar;
(b) 17 June 2013 15:00 UTC: flight between Cabo Verde and South
America; (c) 11 July 2013 18:00 UTC: flight between Barbados and
Puerto Rico. The sections of the flight tracks shown in Figs. 8, 9 and
11 (blue, solid), wind streamlines (in m s−1) and AOD (grey color
scale) are shown.
could be the result of the enhanced wet deposition associated
with the convective cell activity (Desboeufs et al., 2010).
The DWL measurements corresponding to the selected
case study are presented in Fig. 8. The extinction coefficient
profiles derived from the DWL measurements presented in
Figure 7. MACC model meridional wind (left) and AOD (right)
presented in form of a Hovmöller diagram averaged for latitudes
between 0 and 30◦ N and 700 hPa pressure level. The flights corre-
sponding to each case (black, thick, solid), the longitude of Dakar
and Barbados (black, dashed), relevant AEWs troughs (black, solid)
and the position of the tropical storm Chantal (black, crosses) are
indicated.
Fig. 8a are in qualitative agreement with the distribution sim-
ulated by the model (Fig. 8b), with an elevated dust plume
between 1 and 6 km riding on top of the marine boundary
layer as it leaves the African continent (17◦ W). These re-
sults are compatible with the BERTHA ground-based mea-
surements carried out in Cabo Verde during the SAMUM-2b
campaign (Tesche et al., 2011) in summer 2008, where a 0.5–
1.0 km deep maritime boundary layer topped by a 4–5 km
deep mineral dust layer was typically observed. As has been
noted in the previous section, the model underestimates the
extinction of the marine boundary layer and overestimates
the extinction of the SAL. The average SAL extinction re-
trieved from the DWL for altitudes between 1 and 6 km and
longitudes between 16.17 and 15◦W is 0.11 km−1, while the
corresponding MACC average extinction is 0.4 km−1. This
difference is much larger than the systematic error of ±20 %
estimated for the DWL backscatter retrievals. Although in
this case the compared values are extinction coefficients and
not backscatter coefficients, the lidar ratios used in the DWL
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Figure 8. DWL measurements (left column) and MACC model (right column) along the measurement track for the flight on 12 June 2013.
Panels (a, b) show the extinction coefficient; (c, d) the horizontal wind speed; (e, f) the horizontal wind direction; (g, h) the zonal wind
component; (i, j) the meridional wind component. Regions where no atmospheric signal is available (e.g., below clouds, low laser energy,
low aerosol load) are colored white in panels (a), (c), (e) and grey in panels (g), (i).
retrieval (55 sr for the SAL, 35 sr for the marine-dust mixed
layer and 30 sr for the marine boundary layer) are in agree-
ment with those found in the literature and small local varia-
tions cannot explain the large difference observed in this case
study.
The enhanced cloud coverage associated with the previ-
ously mentioned convective system can be seen starting at
09:35 UTC (behind the wave trough) as white regions in the
DWL extinction plot (Fig. 8a). These clouds, visible at al-
titudes between 6 and 8 km, completely blocked the DWL
laser, which in turn led to missing data below them (white
regions). An associated decrease in the aerosol load in this
clouds region can also be noted in the DWL retrievals start-
ing at 09:47 UTC. Since the MACC model extinction product
does not include clouds, the enhanced cloud coverage cannot
be seen in Fig. 8b.
The horizontal wind profiles retrieved by the DWL and
simulated by MACC are presented as speed–direction and u–
v components in Fig. 8c–j. The presence of the AEJ can be
recognized on both: the DWL speed measurements (Fig. 8c)
and the corresponding MACC speed profiles (Fig. 8d) for
altitudes between 3 and 6 km. The magnitude of the jet is,
nevertheless, strongly underestimated by the model by al-
most 10 m s−1, which is above the mean difference of 5 m s−1
observed in the previous section for the mean of all flights
in the AEJ region. The underestimation of the AEJ impacts
not only in the amount of transported Saharan dust but also
in the propagation and development of AEWs (Leroux and
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Figure 9. DWL measurements (left column) and MACC model (right column) along the measurement track for the flight on 17 June 2013.
Panels (a, b) show the extinction coefficient; (c, d) the extinction coefficient plotted in logarithmic scale; (e, f) the horizontal wind speed;
(g, h) the horizontal wind direction. The white color indicates regions were no atmospheric signal is available (e.g., below clouds, low laser
energy, low aerosol load). The dropsondes’ launch time (dashed, red) is indicated in (a) and (b).
Hall, 2009). Below 2 km, a land–sea breeze system located
over Dakar (−15◦ N, 18◦W) can be recognized in the DWL
and MACC wind speed–direction profiles. The passages of
the AEWs are easier to recognize when the wind vector is
presented as u and v components. The u component of the
measured (Fig. 8g) and simulated (Fig. 8h) wind profiles is
dominated by the AEJ, while the v component captures the
wave trough observed in Figs. 7 and 8. Both the position of
the trough and the amplitude of the wind meridional compo-
nent are well reproduced by the model. A strong coincidence
between the dust plume border and trough is also visible in
both cases.
4.2 Dust long-range transport across the Atlantic
The second case corresponds to a flight between Cabo Verde
and South America performed on 17 June 2017 between
13:24 and 17:21 UTC. This flight gives the opportunity to
study the interface between the SAL and the ITCZ, as well
as the AEJ, the tropical easterly jet (TEJ) (Chen and Loon,
1987) and the ability of the model to reproduce them. The
synoptic situation, presented in Figs. 6b and 9, shows a dust
plume laterally bound by an AEW trough located at 15◦W
(AEW 2, Fig. 7) and an AEW crest located at 40◦W and
south bound by the ITCZ, located between 3 and 8◦ N. In
the DWL measurements, the ITCZ can be recognized by the
presence of strong convective activity and the associated de-
velopment of convective clouds at 6 km (white areas) and be-
tween 2 and 7◦ N.
The DWL and MACC extinction and horizontal wind pro-
files are presented in Fig. 9. The MACC model is able to re-
produce the main characteristics of the aerosol vertical distri-
bution. North of the ITCZ, a dust plume with its upper bound
at 6 km is visible by both the model and the DWL. In the
case of the DWL measurements, the SAL is lower bound by
a characteristic wedge-shaped marine boundary layer topped
by low-level clouds, while in the case of the MACC model,
the lower bound seems to be lower and constant as a function
of the latitude. The model and dropsonde temperature and
water vapor mixing ratio vertical profiles presented in Fig. 10
show a generally good agreement, although a consistent un-
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Figure 10. Temperature (upper row) and water vapor mixing ratio (lower row) measured by the dropsondes launched during the flight on
17 June 2013 (dots, red) and the corresponding MACC model values (crosses, black).
derestimation of the model temperature of around 2◦ K be-
low 1 km can be observed. In the case of the first dropsonde
(DS 1), the temperature and mixing ratio profiles are com-
patible with the differences observed by the DWL, with the
model showing an ABL top inversion approximately 500 m
below the measured one. Although in the case of the DWL
the coverage in the ITCZ is limited by the presence of clouds,
the dust load south of it is clearly reduced by the effect of
wet deposition on both the DWL and the MACC model sim-
ulation. As in the previous section, the model indicates the
presence of aerosols above the SAL, especially in the ITCZ
region, which is not captured by the lidar. Since the extinc-
tion coefficients shown by the model are quite low, an addi-
tional set of extinction plots in logarithmic scale were added
to highlight this feature (Fig. 7c and d). The average extinc-
tion coefficient shown in Fig. 7d for an altitude of 9.2 km
range from 0.003 km−1 between 14:35 and 14:50 UTC to
0.01 km−1 between 15:05 and 15:35 UTC. Because the DWL
relies on the atmospheric aerosols for the retrieval of wind
measurements, such change in the aerosol load should result
in a change in the wind retrieval coverage. Nevertheless, this
is not observed in Fig. 7e and g, where the wind retrieval cov-
erage is limited to a band of approximately 2 km below the
Falcon, independently of the geographical location. While
the extinction coefficients shown by MACC above the SAL
are normally below 0.01 km−1, its detection by the DWL, es-
pecially close to the Falcon, would be expected in the case of
a real feature. The aerosols shown by the model in the up-
per troposphere are likely to be an artifact introduced by the
model in order to compensate the lack of extinction in the
ABL and hence balance the assimilated AOD from MODIS.
The horizontal wind speed profiles are presented in Fig. 7e
and f for the DWL and the MACC model, respectively. The
AEJ, visible in the DWL measurements on the north of the
ITCZ for altitudes 2 km and almost 7 km can also be seen in
the model, although slightly displaced to the north and with
a lower mean speed. Below 1.5 km, northerly and southerly
trade winds are visible in the model and DWL profiles. A
third feature, located to the south of the ITCZ and at around
10 km is the TEJ. While the position of the TEJ is well cap-
tured by the model, the DWL measurements suggest a model
underestimation of the wind speed of around 5 m s−1.
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 8, but for the flight on 11 July 2013. Zonal and meridional wind components are omitted.
4.3 Dust plume in the Caribbean region
The synoptic situation presented in Figs. 6c and 7 shows a
dust-loaded air mass reaching Barbados on 11 July 2013.
This Saharan dust outbreak was the first to reach Barbados
after the passage of the tropical storm Chantal over the Bar-
bados region, between 8 and 9 July 2013. According to the
results from the MACC model, this outbreak left the African
continent 5 days before, on 6 July 2013, together with an
AEW. In contrast to the 12 June and 17 June cases, the
dust moved behind the AEW (AEW 3; Fig. 7) trough in this
case and almost no dust was visible in front of the trough.
This change is likely to be due to the influence of the trop-
ical storm Chantal and the associated wet deposition which
can be clearly seen in Fig. 7 as a decrease in the AOD. On
11 July 2013, two research flights were performed. This case
study focuses on the second flight, which departed from Bar-
bados at 18:04 UTC and landed in Puerto Rico at 21:05 UTC.
The DWL extinction and horizontal wind measurements are
presented, together with the MACC model, in Fig. 10. A
comparison between the DWL retrievals for the first flight
on 11 July 2013 and the corresponding ground-based POLIS
measurements is presented as part of the DWL calibration
validation in Chouza et al. (2015).
As in the previous cases, the modeled SAL shape and ex-
tinction is in relatively good agreement with the DWL mea-
surements, suggesting an adequate treatment of the Saharan
dust long-range transport and deposition processes by the
model. Both measurements and models show a dust plume
with a descending upper bound and a rising lower bound
as it moves westwards together with higher extinction co-
efficients in its lower half. The model results correspond-
ing to the measurements conducted close after the takeoff
from Barbados shows an aerosol plume extending from ap-
proximately 1.7 km up to 5 km bound by two temperature
inversions (not shown). This is compatible with the radio-
sounding and POLIS ground-based lidar measurements pre-
sented in Groß et al. (2015), where the lidar measurements
conducted on 11 July 2013 (23:00–24:00 UTC), 5 h after
takeoff, show the SAL between 1.5 and 4.8 km. In the same
way as the model, the sounding temperature profiles exhibit
inversions at its lower and upper bounds. In coincidence with
previous measurements, the ABL extinction is strongly un-
derestimated by the model and a thin aerosol layer above the
SAL is modeled, but not seen by the DWL.
As can be seen in Fig. 6c, the general circulation in the
region is dominated by the Bermuda high pressure system,
which leads to an anti-cyclonic flow over the Caribbean
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(Fig. 6c). The modeled winds are in relatively good agree-
ment with the measurements. The high wind speeds found
between 4 and 5 km are underestimated by the model by ap-
proximately 3 m s−1, while its wedge shape and direction
are well reproduced. The influence on the lee side of Do-
minica and the Guadeloupe islands can be seen in the DWL
retrievals for latitudes between 15 and 16◦ N. These islands,
with surfaces of 750 and 1600 km2 and elevations of up to
1447 and 1467 m, respectively, introduce relatively large dis-
turbances in the low-level flow. This effect, characterized by
a relatively sudden decrease in the wind speed and a change
in the direction for altitudes below 1.5 km cannot be cap-
tured by the MACC model due to its relatively coarse grid
of 80 km.
5 Summary and conclusions
Aerosol global models are of key importance not only for en-
vironmental and climate change studies but also as air qual-
ity monitoring tools. The evaluation of the model capabili-
ties by mean of comparisons with observations is of great
importance for improvement of the models. In this study, the
ability of the MACC model to reproduce the Saharan dust
long-range transport across the Atlantic Ocean was investi-
gated by means of a comparison with DWL, CALIOP and
dropsonde observations conducted during SALTRACE. For
the first time a DWL was used to characterize the Saharan
dust transport and its associated features.
First, the horizontal wind vector retrievals by the DLR
airborne DWL during SALTRACE were evaluated with a
comparison with collocated dropsonde measurements. The
comparison shows a very good agreement, with a DWL–
dropsonde mean difference of 0.08 m s−1 and a standard de-
viation of 0.92 m s−1 for the wind speed. For the case of the
wind direction, the mean difference was 0.5◦ and the stan-
dard deviation 10◦. These estimated accuracies are in agree-
ment with previous studies (e.g., Weissmann et al., 2005).
The second part of this work focused on the evaluation
of the MACC model using the wind and aerosol backscatter
measurements from the DWL in combination with CALIOP
extinction profiles and dropsondes. Two evaluation regions
were defined: one close to the Saharan dust source on the
west coast of Africa and a second one in the Caribbean re-
gion. Although the wind comparison shows a generally good
agreement in both regions, a systematic underestimation of
the AEJ wind speed was observed in the region close to west
Africa. Since the AEJ is one of the main Saharan dust advec-
tion mechanisms, its underestimation would lead to a wrong
estimation of the amount of dust being transported. Addition-
ally, since the AEJ and the associated vertical and horizontal
wind shear serve as an energy source for the AEWs, the cor-
rect modeling of jet speed and position is crucial to correctly
model the AEWs propagation and evolution. As indicated by
Tompkins et al. (2005), a change in the aerosol radiative ef-
fect climatology can alter the AEJ speed. Thus, the observed
underestimation in the AEJ wind speed could be partially due
to the lack of radiative coupling between winds and aerosols
in this MACC operational analysis run in 2013. Follow-up
studies could explore this coupling of the aerosol and wind
fields in a manner similar to Rémy et al. (2015), specifically
for the SAL. Such a study would allow, in combination with
the results presented in this work, to estimate the importance
of an interactive radiative coupling to correctly simulate the
AEJ intensity, the Saharan dust vertical distribution and its
long-range transport.
Based on CALIOP extinction profiles, the model average
aerosol vertical distribution was evaluated in both regions.
Although a generally good agreement was observed in the
position and geometry of the SAL, a strong systematic un-
derestimation of the marine boundary layer aerosol content
was observed in both regions. Since the MACC model as-
similates MODIS AOD measurements, the total model AOD
is generally in good agreement with CALIOP measurements.
A slight overestimation of aerosol in the upper troposphere
was observed in the model, which is likely to be an artifact
introduced by the model to compensate the lack of aerosol
in the marine boundary layer and thus match the assimilated
MODIS AOD. An additional confirmation of this explanation
could be investigated in future studies by means of a compar-
ison between the model and in situ aerosol measurements.
The good agreement between the modeled and measured
AOD observed in this study serves as an indication of the po-
tential of satellite data assimilation in global aerosol models.
Currently, studies are being conducted in order to assimilate
CALIOP attenuated backscatter vertical profiles in order to
constrain the modeled aerosol vertical distribution. In a simi-
lar way, previous studies showed an improvement of modeled
winds after the assimilation of airborne Doppler wind lidar
measurements (Weissmann et al., 2007). Future satellite mis-
sions like Aeolus (ESA, 2008) and EarthCARE (Illingworth
et al., 2014) will provide a whole new set of wind and aerosol
vertical profile measurements which are expected to lead to
a significant improvement in weather prediction and global
climate models, especially in regions where observations are
sparse.
In addition to the average wind and extinction compari-
son in both regions, three case studies were presented. These
cases, which correspond to the initial, middle and final phase
of the Saharan dust long-range transport process, allowed us
to investigate the characteristic features of the Saharan dust
transport and the ability of the model to reproduce them. The
DWL measurements carried out close to the west African
coast show a SAL extending from 1 km up to 6 km and the
AEJ at altitudes between 3 and 6 km, with speeds of up to
25 m s−1. Additionally, the passing of an AEW and the as-
sociated convective activity allowed us to investigate its ef-
fect on the dust distribution and transport pattern. As the dust
is transported west over the Atlantic Ocean, the top of the
SAL sinks, while its bottom rises. This typical SAL feature
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was confirmed by the DWL retrievals corresponding to the
second and third case studies. The measurements conducted
over the Atlantic Ocean, corresponding to the second case
study, showed a strong decrease in the dust load in the ITCZ
as well as a rise in the lower edge of the SAL for low lati-
tudes. The wind measurements carried out over the Atlantic
revealed the presence of the AEJ north of the ITCZ, with
speeds between 15 and 20 m s−1 and altitudes between 2 and
5 km. As the dust plume reached the Caribbean, approxi-
mately 5 days after leaving Africa, the top of the SAL was
slightly below 5 km and its bottom at 2 km.
Although in all cases we found a good qualitative agree-
ment between the measurements and the model, an under-
estimation of almost 10 m s−1 in the AEJ speed was ob-
served in the first case study. This is approximately 2 times
the observed difference between the mean dropsonde mea-
surements and the model. As expected, due to the rela-
tively coarse resolution of the model, some island-induced
mesoscale (< 100 km) disturbances in the winds where ob-
served by the DWL but not reproduced by the model. The
analysis of the extinction coefficient profiles shows simi-
lar results to those based on CALIOP and MACC spatio-
temporal averages. The modeled extinction values in the
boundary layer corresponding to the three case studies were
far below the measured ones by the DWL, while above the
SAL a thin aerosol layer was observed in the model but not
in the DWL retrievals.
6 Data availability
Data used in this manuscript can be provided upon request
by e-mail to Dr. Oliver Reitebuch (oliver.reitebuch@dlr.de).
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Abstract. Large eddy simulations (LESs) are performed for
the area of the Caribbean island Barbados to investigate is-
land effects on boundary layer modification, cloud genera-
tion and vertical mixing of aerosols. Due to the presence
of a topographically structured island surface in the domain
center, the model setup has to be designed with open lateral
boundaries. In order to generate inflow turbulence consistent
with the upstream marine boundary layer forcing, we use the
cell perturbation method based on finite amplitude potential
temperature perturbations. In this work, this method is for the
first time tested and validated for moist boundary layer simu-
lations with open lateral boundary conditions. Observational
data obtained from the SALTRACE field campaign is used
for both model initialization and a comparison with Doppler
wind and Raman lidar data. Several numerical sensitivity
tests are carried out to demonstrate the problems related to
“gray zone modeling” when using coarser spatial grid spac-
ings beyond the inertial subrange of three-dimensional tur-
bulence or when the turbulent marine boundary layer flow
is replaced by laminar winds. Especially cloud properties in
the downwind area west of Barbados are markedly affected
in these kinds of simulations. Results of an additional sim-
ulation with a strong trade-wind inversion reveal its effect
on cloud layer depth and location. Saharan dust layers that
reach Barbados via long-range transport over the North At-
lantic are included as passive tracers in the model. Effects
of layer thinning, subsidence and turbulent downward trans-
port near the layer bottom at z≈ 1800 m become apparent.
The exact position of these layers and strength of downward
mixing is found to be mainly controlled atmospheric stability
(especially inversion strength) and wind shear. Comparisons
of LES model output with wind lidar data show similarities
in the downwind vertical wind structure. Additionally, the
model results accurately reproduce the development of the
daytime convective boundary layer measured by the Raman
lidar.
1 Introduction
A series of ground-based and airborne remote sensing mea-
surements took place at and around Barbados during the
SALTRACE (Saharan Aerosol Long-range Transport and
Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction Experiment) 2013 summer cam-
paign. Since Barbados is the easternmost island in the
Caribbean and steady easterly trade winds are present, it is
not affected by other surrounding islands. For that reason,
Barbados is suitable for island effect studies both from the
measurement and the modeling point of view. First of all,
mineral dust emitted from the Saharan region is transported
for more than 4000 km over the Atlantic Ocean with almost
no anthropogenic influence. Dust layers arriving at Barba-
dos can be detected with respect to layer height and thick-
ness as well as aerosol composition. Secondly, cloud stud-
ies are possible due to persistent trade-wind circulation at
the eastern Caribbean. For example, extensive investigations
on shallow cumulus cloud properties and their response to
different ambient cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) num-
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ber concentrations took place during the CARRIBA (Cloud,
Aerosol, Radiation and tuRbulence in the trade wInd regime
over BArbados) project in 2010/2011 (Siebert et al., 2013).
Within CARRIBA, airborne in situ measurements were con-
ducted east of Barbados. The field site of the Max Planck In-
stitute for Meteorology (MPI-M), Hamburg, Germany, with
ground-based instruments is located at the east coast as well.
The choice of these locations ensures that the island itself
has very little to no influence on the measurements and thus
marine boundary layer properties can be accurately inves-
tigated. During SALTRACE, the TROPOS (Leibniz Insti-
tute for Tropospheric Research, Leipzig) and LMU (Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universität Munich) field sites were located at
the area of the local Caribbean Institute for Meteorology
and Hydrology (CIMH) near the west coast of Barbados
(see Fig. 1), whereas the DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-
und Raumfahrt) research aircraft Falcon was stationed at the
international airport of Barbados. Regarding the measure-
ment field site, incoming air masses at these sites are already
influenced by the island due to surface roughness change,
different energy fluxes and topographical features. Whereas
the first two properties primarily influence the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL), gravity waves caused by the latter
also propagate within the free troposphere.
There are several works regarding the understanding of
airflow and thermodynamic quantities around Barbados.
A first detailed observational study using pilot balloon mea-
surements was done by DeSouza (1972) and further inter-
preted by Garstang et al. (1975). DeSouza’s calculated ver-
tical wind velocity fields showed a daytime divergence and
nighttime convergence over the island. Mahrer and Pielke
(1976) did a series of two- and three-dimensional numerical
studies and found that DeSouza’s calculations only hold for
a flat island, because he neglected significant effects of ter-
rain slope in his divergence calculations. Heat island effects
on vertical mixing of aerosols at Cape Verde islands were
studied by Engelmann et al. (2011) using aircraft lidar mea-
surements and idealized large eddy simulations (LESs) with
flat island surfaces. They found indications that the differ-
ential heating and the orographic impact control downward
mixing of African aerosols, which results in a complex ver-
tical layering over the Cape Verde region. Taking the topo-
graphical structures into account, Mahrer and Pielke (1976)
pointed out some main characteristics, e.g., diurnal changes
in the vertical wind velocity fields downwind (i.e., west coast
of Barbados) with sinking motions over the center and west-
ern part of the island and an upwind cell off the west coast.
Considering numerical sensitivity studies by Savijärvi and
Matthews (2004, SM04 hereafter), the general conclusion
was that these forced rising and sinking motions and their
consecutive effects can only be explained if island orography
is included in the numerical models. In their 2-D study, SM04
added a 200 m high central mountain to a 20 km wide is-
land and showed that sea-breeze circulations are enhanced by
upslope winds during the day. These topographically forced
components will dominate if the large-scale mean wind is
in the order of magnitude of at least 10 ms−1, which is the
case for Barbados. Smith et al. (1997) assigned different is-
land structures to different mountain wake types. Since the
highest elevation of Barbados (Mt. Hillaby, with a height
of 340 ma.s.l.) does not exceed the critical height for wave
breaking, no wind wake can develop. However, a long trail
of cumulus clouds extending westwards can evolve during
the afternoon hours (cumulus cloud street). Kirshbaum and
Fairman (2015) found that surface fluxes control the down-
wind circulation strength and the trade inversion controls
precipitation and thus the disruption of cloud trails. Other
influence factors like terrain height, wind speed and their
interactions have multiple impacts on flow regimes, turbu-
lence, cloud trail lengths etc. Another study on island ef-
fects with similar topographical heights compared to Bar-
bados was done by Minda et al. (2010). They investigated
the evolution of the convective boundary layer (CBL) above
Okinawa Island, Japan. It was found that for a flat island sim-
ulation, the warmed land already induces a distinct roll cloud
that is in agreement with the observations. However, the in-
clusion of island terrain leads to reinforced moisture uplifts,
which in turn induce strong convection that can penetrate
into the free atmosphere. Idealized numerical studies were
conducted by Kirshbaum and Grant (2012) to investigate the
impact of mesoscale ascent (with an island height of 500 m)
on cumulus convection. There, a particularly important pro-
cess with regard to the mean horizontal cloud size has been
found. The broader the clouds are, the lower is the fractional
entrainment rate in these clouds, which in the end leads to
an increase in precipitation rates downstream. A key result
from another combined theoretical and numerical study by
Kirshbaum and Wang (2014) was that nonlinear interactions
between mechanical and thermal flow over taller mountains
were significant and thus lead to a strengthening of the lee-
side convergence band.
There are also many studies where the focus lies on the
orographic influence of tall islands (e.g., Hawaii Island or
Dominica with mountain heights above 1 km) on the leeward
flow and precipitation patterns. Esteban and Chen (2008)
state that for a strong trade-wind flow, the daily rainfall totals
at the windward side of the island of Hawaii show a nocturnal
maximum due to the convergence of katabatic flow, whereas
for weak trades (≤ 5 ms−1) the rainfall amounts have their
maximum in the late afternoon due to anabatic winds. In
a work by Smith et al. (2009), orographic precipitation for
the Caribbean island Dominica was studied. There, the con-
ditionally unstable trade-wind layer together with terrain-
forced lifting leads to convective triggering over the wind-
ward slope. The reduced instability on the lee side destroys
convective clouds and creates a rainless area. A complemen-
tary study with airborne observations and cloud-resolving
modeling for the same island was performed by Minder et al.
(2013). The comparison showed that the dynamical struc-
tures are very well reproduced but that it was difficult to
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Figure 1. Left panel: part of the Caribbean including the Lesser Antilles. Right panel: topographical map of Barbados. The topographical
data are obtained from the Consortium for Spatial Information (CGIAR-CSI) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data set at 200 m
resolution. The white star denotes the location of the CIMH, which is close to the measurement field site.
reproduce the observed rainfall using the model. Overall,
mesoscale flow controls convection and rainfall over Do-
minica. At lower wind speeds, the circulations seem to be
more thermally driven by solar heating.
The main objective of this work is to study local island
effects on the modification of the boundary layer structure,
microphysical properties and downwind vertical mixing of
aerosols for selected days during the first SALTRACE field
campaign. Regarding aerosols, especially Saharan dust, it is
known from several studies that notable amounts of mineral
dust reach Barbados via long-range transport over the North
Atlantic, e.g., from first observations at the end of the 1960s
(Prospero et al., 1970; Prospero and Carlson, 1970) or from
back-trajectory calculations by Ellis and Merrill (1995).
Within this work, the following questions are addressed:
– How does the model setup have to be chosen to get an
as realistic as possible representation of an island–ocean
system in the trade-wind regime through the example of
Barbados?
– How do turbulent inflow characteristics and grid spac-
ing affect the simulation results?
– Can the daytime convective island boundary layer ex-
plain downward mixing of low-altitude Saharan dust
layers?
– Are the simulation results comparable with lidar mea-
surements over and in the lee of the island?
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with
the general model setup. There, the numerical method, model
physics, computational domain, boundary conditions, initial
data and forcings are described. To generate a turbulent ma-
rine boundary layer, a novel method based on potential tem-
perature perturbations is adopted, verified and applied to our
numerical model and particular setup. Results for two case
studies in June 2013 and two sensitivity tests are presented
and discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the simulation results are
compared with stationary and airborne lidar data. Section 5
provides a summary and concluding remarks.
2 Model setup
All LESs are performed with the latest version of the
non-hydrostatic, fully compressible All Scale Atmospheric
Model (ASAM). An extensive model description is presented
in Jähn et al. (2015), both covering numerical discretization
methods and physical parameterizations. A special feature
of ASAM is the usage of so-called cut cells for the orog-
raphy. There, a grid box is cut by the intersection of the
orographical structure. This method can handle steep terrain
gradients and prevents discretization errors compared to tra-
ditional methods like terrain-following coordinates, also con-
serving the original shape of the topography to a high degree.
The dynamical core solves the flux-form tendency equations
for mass, momentum, energy (in terms of density potential
temperature) and other scalars. The most important physi-
cal parameterizations include a Smagorinsky subgrid-scale
model and a two-moment cloud microphysics scheme. Fur-
ther details on the model are described in Appendix A.
In the next subsections, the computational domain, bound-
ary conditions (BC), data initialization and forcings for the
cases of study are described, followed by a novel method to
generate inflow turbulence.
2.1 Domain and boundary conditions
To simulate atmospheric flow for the island–ocean system,
the size of the model domain has to have appropriate values
dependent on the island size. The main criterion in this case
is that a marine boundary layer has to develop at least sev-
eral kilometers before it interferes with the island area. Also,
the downwind area should approximately be twice of the is-
land width so that resulting structures induced by the island
can be properly represented. Since Barbados is a 24 km wide
(west–east) and 34 km long (south–north) island, a model do-
main with a spatial extent of 102.4 km× 102.4 km is chosen.
The island is located at the domain center. The model top is
set to 5 km altitude. Because of the required domain size and
for computational reasons, the horizontal grid spacing is set
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/651/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 651–674, 2016
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to 1x =1y = 200 m. Such a resolution can be considered a
“coarse” LES; however, it is sufficient to resolve some por-
tion of inertial range scales, as will be shown later on through
spectral analysis.
Due to the presence of the island area, non-cyclic lat-
eral boundary conditions have to be used. Within the finite
volumes/differences discretization strategy adopted herein,
a “zero-gradient” boundary condition is applied to all
scalars and velocity components at each lateral boundary
(north, east, south, west). This means that the boundary-
perpendicular flux for these quantities is set to zero, which
leads to a simple radiation condition near the outlets with
minimal wave reflection. A pressure correction for sound
waves is applied to each actual normal velocity component
and not to the initial wind profile, which also suppresses ar-
tificial wave reflection near the inflow boundary. This setup
ensures stability for the whole simulation time and works ap-
propriately with the turbulence generation method, as shown
at the end of this section.
For the top boundary, a free-slip condition is applied, i.e.,
the gradient of the tangential velocity component is zero. In
order to prevent gravity wave reflection, an additional relax-
ation term is applied on the right-hand side of the momentum
equations:
8n+1 = . . .−1t · ρK(d)(8n(d)−80) , (1)
with a damping function depending on the distance to the top
boundary d:
K(d)=
{
df sin
2
(
π
2
dw−d
dw
)
d < dw ,
0 d ≥ dw .
(2)
This damping layer is applied above dw = 4km model
height (20 vertical layers) with a damping parameter df =
1× 10−3.
Surface boundary conditions are represented by a mo-
mentum flux parameterization based on the Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954):
τzx =−ρCm|vh|u, (3)
τzy =−ρCm|vh|v . (4)
Cm is the drag coefficient for momentum, which is defined
as follows:
Cm =
k2
92M
, (5)
with
9M = ln
(
z+ z0
z0
)
−φm
( z
L
)
, (6)
and φm representing the integrated similarity function. L
stands for the Obukhov length and k is the von Kármán con-
stant.
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Figure 2. Nighttime radiosonde soundings on 22 June 2013 (left)
and 27 June 2013 (right).
The topographic data are obtained from the Consortium
for Spatial Information (CGIAR-CSI) Shuttle Radar Topog-
raphy Mission (SRTM) data set (http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org) at
200 m resolution. A simple smoothing algorithm is applied
to guarantee a proper grid pre-processing. In the smoothed
data set, the maximum elevation is lowered by about 15 m
compared to the raw topography data, which is an acceptable
level.
Table 1 summarizes the model configuration for the Bar-
bados LESs performed in Sect. 3.
2.2 Initial data
The two cases examined (22 and 27 June 2013) mainly differ
in their atmospheric state and geostrophic forcing. Measured
nighttime radiosonde profiles of temperature and humidity
are directly used for model initialization (Fig. 2), which re-
duces the complexity of the simulations due to the absence of
horizontal inhomogeneities and a time-varying background
state. There are two reasons behind the choice of using single
profiles instead of averaging multiple profiles. Firstly, a sin-
gle initial profile is better for comparing the LES results with
lidar data (cf. Sect. 4), which are obtained for a few selected
cases during SALTRACE. Secondly, trade-wind inversions
are only poorly represented when the soundings are averaged
over many cases. This becomes apparent when considering
the sharply defined inversion at the 27 June case, which is
shown later on. Air density and pressure profiles are obtained
by vertical integration with respect to hydrostatic equilib-
rium. Some simplifications are assumed for the geostrophic
forcing. The wind direction is purely east (i.e., d = 90◦ and
vg = 0), which is also for simplicity and to make it easier to
define upwind and downwind regimes later on. The vertical
wind profiles are expressed as piecewise linear functions for
both cases. For the 22 June case, the initial wind at first lin-
early decreases above z= 1600 m altitude and then increases
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Table 1. LES model configuration for the simulations performed in Sect. 3.
Model parameter Value/description
Domain 102.4× 102.4× 5 km3
Grid cells 512× 512× 100
Time step 4 s
Horizontal grid spacing 200 m
Vertical grid spacing 50 m
Start time (LT) 02:00
End time (LT) 22:00
Topography data SRTM, 200 m resolution
Turbulence scheme Standard Smagorinsky SGS model
Cloud microphysics Two-moment scheme (no ice phase) by Seifert and Beheng (2006)
Wind direction East (90◦)
Lateral BC Open radiative
Surface BC Monin–Obukhov
Top BC Free slip
Damping layer For z ≥ 4.0 km
again above z= 3000 m:
ui,1(z)= (7)
−10.0 ms−1
log(z/z0)
log(700 m/z0)
, z ≤ 0.7 km
−10.0 ms−1 , z ≤ 1.6 km
−10.0 ms−1+ 4.29× 10−3 s−1
·(z− 3000 m) , 1.6 km< z ≤ 3.0 km
−4.0 ms−1− 2.0× 10−3 s−1
·(z− 5000 m) , 3.0 km< z ≤ 5.0 km,
with a roughness length z0 = 0.01 m. A change in wind di-
rection to southwest is observed within the layer where the
wind speed decreases. However, this is not captured by the
LES due to the simplifications and assumptions mentioned
above. Therefore, the effect of wind directional shear might
be underestimated in the model for this case. The change in
wind direction (±15◦) is rather small at other altitudes, so
the LES input profile can be considered a good approxima-
tion. For the 27 June case, the initial wind linearly decreases
above z= 3000 m altitude:
ui,2(z)= (8)
−11.5 ms−1
log(z/z0)
log(700 m/z0)
, z ≤ 0.7 km
−11.5 ms−1 , z ≤ 3 km
−11.5 ms−1+ 5.25× 10−3 s−1
·(z− 3000 m) , z > 3 km.
In this profile there is no distinct change in wind direction.
Figure 3 visualizes the measured (green lines) and parame-
terized (red lines) velocity profiles for both cases. The LES
background wind profiles are parameterized to closely match
the soundings. Within the boundary layer, the LES profile
should be near the nighttime measurements (dark-green line)
because this is mainly a representation of the marine bound-
ary layer. For the free troposphere, the LES profile should
roughly be a mean of all three soundings, since no large-scale
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Figure 3. Parameterized (LES) and measured wind profiles from
radiosondes on 22 June 2013 (left) and 27 June 2013 (right). Names
indicate date and time in UTC.
advection term is applied on the wind components during the
simulation time.
Table 2 shows a comparison of the two simulated
cases with respect to mean flow properties, trade inversion
strength, moisture load (all derived from radiosonde pro-
files), CCN concentrations (obtained by ground-based mea-
surements at Ragged Point station) and the location of the
Saharan dust layer (estimated from BERTHA lidar measure-
ments at CIMH). The differences in the geostrophic forc-
ing are already discussed. Regarding the atmospheric stabil-
ity, there is a much stronger trade inversion for the 27 June
case with a local virtual potential temperature gradient of
14 K km−1. As mentioned in the introduction, the trade inver-
sion controls the amount of precipitation and the lifetime of
cloud streets. Furthermore, there is a 18 % stronger moisture
load for the 27 June case, where a faster cloud development
is expected. Due to the vertical and temporal variability in the
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Figure 4. Parameterized diurnal variation in sensible (SHF) and la-
tent heat fluxes (LHF) over island and ocean areas.
CCN number concentrations, a mean value of 300 cm−3 has
been chosen for both cases, which is a typical magnitude for
days with a moderate dust load, where aerosol optical depths
between 0.2 and 0.4 are observed.
2.3 Forcings
Surface sensible and latent heat fluxes over the island and
the ocean are obtained by separate 1-D simulations with full
model physics. The parameterizations there include the radi-
ation scheme (Fu and Liou, 1993) as well as land-use and soil
models. The soil class “loam” was chosen to represent the av-
erage island soil type. Hydraulic and thermal parameters of
this soil type can be found in Doms et al. (2011) and Jähn
et al. (2015). For land surface parameterization, “shrubland”
appears to be a good compromise between coastal beach ar-
eas and forest in the island interior. The roughness length of
this land type is zR,island = 0.2 m, whereas the ocean rough-
ness length is set to zR,ocean = 0.01 m. The usage of direct
(compared to interactive) fluxes reduces computational costs
for the LES runs and makes it easier to potentially repro-
duce these simulations by other models, especially due to
a large number of existing radiation and land-use models.
Figure 4 shows the diurnal variation in sensible and latent
heat fluxes over the island area. The maximum sensible heat
flux over the island is QSHFmax,island = 425 W m
−2 and the
corresponding maximum latent heat flux is QLHFmax,island =
105 Wm−2. Surface heat fluxes over the ocean are constant
during the whole simulation time withQSHF,ocean = 6 Wm
−2
and QLHF,ocean = 56 Wm
−2. Sunrise is at 05:36 LT and sun-
set is at 18:29 LT, whereby the fluxes are shifted by 30 min to
represent the delay due the fact that the soil has to be heated
first before energy exchange with the lower atmosphere can
take place.
Later on, reference simulations with periodic boundary
conditions are performed to obtain information of marine
boundary layer characteristics. For these simulations, large-
scale forcings from the BOMEX LES study of trade-wind cu-
mulus convection (Siebesma et al., 2003) are applied. They
include a piecewise linear subsidence velocity profile with
an absolute peak value of −560 mday−1, radiative cooling
of −2 Kday−1 and large-scale advection of dry air into the
lower boundary layer of −1 gkg−1 day−1:
wsub =

−4.33× 10−6 s−1z , z ≤ 1500 m
−0.0065+ 1.08× 10−5 s−1
·(z− 1500 m) , 1500 m< z ≤ 2100 m
0.0 , z > 2100 m
,
(9)
dθ
dt
=

−2.315× 10−5 Ks−1 , z ≤ 1500 m
−2.315× 10−5 Ks−1
+2.315× 10−8 Ks−1 m−1
·(z− 1500 m) , 1500 m< z ≤ 2500 m
0.0 , z > 2500 m
,
(10)
dqv
dt
=

−1.2× 10−8 s−1 , z ≤ 300m
−1.2× 10−8 s−1
+6× 10−11 s−1 m−1
·(z− 300 m) , 300 m< z ≤ 500 m
0.0 , z > 500 m
(11)
2.4 Turbulence generation – the cell perturbation
method
The LES modeling technique has the advantage of allow-
ing explicit resolution of turbulent production and part of
the inertial range scales, and is today the most accurate and
computationally feasible modeling approach in the context
of high Reynolds number flows. LES results are strongly de-
pendent on boundary conditions, therefore requiring specifi-
cation of realistic inflow turbulence characteristics that prop-
agate through the domain into the area of interest. In order
to ensure that the incoming boundary layer characteristics at
Barbados correspond to fully developed turbulence consis-
tent with the imposed marine boundary layer forcing, we use
the cell perturbation method recently proposed by Muñoz-
Esparza et al. (2014). The cell perturbation method uses
a novel stochastic approach based upon finite amplitude per-
turbations of the potential temperature field applied within
a region near the inflow boundaries of the LES domain.
This method has demonstrated superior performance when
compared to a state-of-the-art synthetic turbulence generator
and is computationally inexpensive (Muñoz-Esparza et al.,
2015).
Previous studies where the cell perturbation method was
developed and validated dealt with transitions from smooth
mesoscale flow to nested LES (Muñoz-Esparza et al., 2014,
2015). In these idealized cases, boundary conditions at the
LES domain boundaries were imposed from the mesoscale
model instantaneous solution (Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions), in which moisture effects were not considered. Herein,
we further extend the application of the cell perturbation
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method to turbulence inflow generation for cloud model-
ing including terrain effects. As explained in earlier sec-
tions, zero-gradient open radiative lateral boundary condi-
tions need to be used in order to minimize wave reflec-
tions at the boundaries that do develop in fully compress-
ible codes like the ASAM LES model when the domain in-
cludes terrain features. In order to test the best configura-
tion for the cell perturbation method in this particular con-
text, we perform a series of calculations where only the up-
stream region of the Barbados island is considered (i.e., in-
coming marine boundary layer). The reduced subset of the
domain consists of a 51.2 km× 51.2 km area in the horizon-
tal, with the same vertical extent and large-scale forcing de-
scribed in Sect. 2.3 for the 22 June 2013 case study. To rep-
resent the marine boundary layer conditions that are going
to be imposed through the entire simulation period, constant
sensible and latent heat fluxes of QSHF,ocean = 6 Wm
−2 and
QLHF,ocean = 56 W m
−2 are used (see Fig. 4).
We explore the sensitivity of the generated turbulence by
the cell perturbation method to the optimum perturbation
Eckert number, Ec= U2g /cpθ̃pm = 0.2, where θ̃pm is the max-
imum potential temperature perturbation, and the perturba-
tions are random and uniformly distributed in the interval[
−θ̃pm,+θ̃pm
]
. Three square cells adjacent to the east bound-
ary are used, which were found to provide the fastest tran-
sition to a fully developed turbulent state (Muñoz-Esparza
et al., 2015). The cell size is set to 4× 4 grid points to en-
sure that the cell wavelength falls within the inertial range of
three-dimensional turbulence. The perturbation timescale, tp,
was obtained from 0 = tpU1(4dx)
−1
= 1 (Muñoz-Esparza
et al., 2015), with U1 being the horizontal wind speed in
the first vertical layer, resulting in a frequency to seed in-
stantaneous perturbations of tp = 145 s. Figure 5 shows in-
stantaneous contours of vertical velocity at z= zi/2= 375 m
for different perturbation Eckert numbers, Ec= 0.2, 0.33 and
0.4, and for the periodic reference run. The cell perturbation
method for the three Ec numbers considerably accelerates
the formation of three-dimensional turbulent structures that
agree with the ones obtained in the reference simulation us-
ing periodic lateral boundary conditions. As the perturbation
Eckert number increases (maximum perturbation amplitude
decreases), the strength of the vertical velocities induced by
the temperature perturbations is progressively reduced, and
the onset of forcing-consistent turbulence seems to qualita-
tively occur at earlier distances from the inflow boundary.
In order to have a better understanding of the turbu-
lence initiation and development processes, the energy spec-
trum evolution in the streamwise direction for the three ve-
locity components is presented in Fig. 6. The cell pertur-
bation method causes a rapid development of the upper-
wavenumber portion of the energy spectrum for the u and
v components. The larger scales (lower wavenumbers) re-
quire longer distances to be established due to large buoy-
ant plumes having to emerge from the surface and pop-
ulate across the entire extent of the boundary layer. This
flow development pattern is consistent with the findings from
Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2014) for convective conditions. In
contrast, the energy spectrum for the vertical velocity re-
veals a rapid growth of turbulent energy that reaches levels
10 times greater than the periodic quasi-equilibrium solution
(dashed black line) and that progressively dissipates as the
flow transitions through the domain. We attribute this behav-
ior to the cell size, 4dx, which for the resolution employed
in this study may fall in the vicinity of the limit of the in-
ertial range. Smaller cell sizes were not considered due to
the energy dissipation at high wavenumbers present in fi-
nite differences/volumes discretizations. There, an interac-
tion with fully resolved scales and triggering of an accel-
erated transition to a developed turbulence state would not
have taken place. In addition, the use of zero-gradient lat-
eral boundary conditions helps to maintain the signature of
the perturbations more than in the case of Dirichlet boundary
conditions, hence contributing to strengthen the periodically
seeded perturbations. By increasing the perturbation Eckert
number from 0.2 to 0.4 (first row vs. third row in Fig. 6), the
energy overestimation is damped, and results after a fetch
of 40 km for Ec= 0.4 are in close agreement with the peri-
odic simulation used as a reference and have reached quasi-
equilibrium converged statistics. The Ec= 0.2 case results in
an energy deficit at wavenumbers close to the integral length
scale, and also at the highest wavenumbers for the w compo-
nent. When the cell perturbation method is not used (NOCP
panels, bottom row in Fig. 6), dramatic energy deficits are
found, together with an unrealistic spiky energy distribution
in which the expected energy production and cascade pro-
cesses are not present.
Finally, we examine the vertical distribution of relevant
boundary layer quantities at a downstream distance of 40 km
from the east boundary (i.e., x = 11.2 km). Vertical profiles
(Fig. 7) show the best agreement with the periodic simula-
tion for the Ec= 0.4 and 0.33 cases, in particular for the
turbulent kinetic energy levels and boundary layer structure.
Momentum flux profiles exhibit slightly larger values in the
first 250 m, due to the differences in the horizontal wind
speed distribution near the surface. However, the boundary
layer structure is similar, with the differences being related
to distinct quasi-equilibrium solutions for the periodic and
the open boundary condition simulations. Similar conclu-
sions are found for the sensible and latent heat fluxes. The
cell perturbation method was originally developed and tested
in the context of dry boundary layers (Muñoz-Esparza et al.,
2014, 2015). It is worth emphasizing that we have herein
demonstrated for the first time, as can be seen from the la-
tent heat flux profile, that the cell perturbation method has
the ability to develop turbulent moisture features that are
in agreement with the imposed forcing. The Ec= 0.2 case
fails to produce a boundary layer structure that is similar to
the reference periodic case, with excessive mixing attributed
to an enhanced effect of the perturbations for the reasons
mentioned above. Also, the NOCP case does not provide
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Figure 5. Instantaneous contours of vertical velocity at z= zi/2= 375 m for different perturbation Eckert numbers, Ec= 0.2,0.33,0.4, and
the periodic case.
realistic turbulent boundary layer features corresponding to
a strongly underdeveloped turbulent state. Therefore, we se-
lect the Ec= 0.4 setup as the inflow to be used for the is-
land simulations presented in the remainder of the paper
since it produces the most rapid development and stabiliza-
tion of forcing-consistent turbulence. For the island cases, we
use a domain with horizontal extent of 102.4km×102.4 km,
which leaves sufficient fetch for the marine boundary layer to
develop prior to the start of interaction with the topography
of Barbados and its local stability effects.
3 Results
To investigate the effects of the Barbados island area on
boundary layer properties, cloud generation and vertical mix-
ing of aerosols, we define two subdomains that are consid-
ered to be representative of the upwind and downwind area,
respectively. Figure 8 shows the position of these two sub-
domains. They both cover a base area of 10 km× 20 km and
are used for averaging of vertical profiles and time series of
the relevant quantities. The upwind domain east of Barbados
(representing the marine boundary layer) is approximately
15 km away from the eastern boundary to avoid contamina-
tion from the inflow boundaries where turbulence has to be
generated first. Looking into the model data, it becomes ap-
parent that the flow has to pass at least half of the island area
(≈ 12 km) before a well-mixed convective layer can fully de-
velop. For that reason, the downwind subdomain is located
between 35 km< x < 45 km and thus covers the west coast
island area and the marine offshore area in equal parts. The
following analysis mainly consists of comparisons between
these two regimes to investigate island effects on various pa-
rameters.
3.1 Overview of simulations performed
Besides the two mentioned case studies, two additional sen-
sitivity studies are part of the island effect analysis. Here, the
22 June 2013 case serves as a reference case (REF). For the
first sensitivity case (NOCP), the cell perturbation method
is disabled so that the upwind flow is strongly underdevel-
oped. With this setup, the effect of having a realistic turbu-
lent boundary layer around the island rather than idealized
constant winds is investigated. In the next sensitivity case
(DX400), the grid resolution is halved from 200 to 400 m
horizontally and from 50 to 100 m vertically to point out the
deficiencies in the use of coarser resolution without appro-
priate resolved turbulence and gray zone modeling (Wyn-
gaard, 2004) for particular aspects of interest in boundary
layers and cloud modeling. In this simulation, the cell pertur-
bation method is also put off since the usage of a turbulent
inflow in coarse resolution studies has not been utilized be-
fore and, moreover, appears to be questionable because the
inertial subrange of the turbulence spectrum is not resolved
anymore. The simulation ensemble is completed by the 27
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Figure 6. Spatial evolution of time-averaged energy spectra of u (left), v (middle) andw component (right) in the y direction at z/zi = 0.5 for
three perturbation Eckert numbers and the NOCP case. Color lines indicate distance from the east lateral boundary in steps of 0.8 km, 51.2 :
−0.8 : 1.6 km, from blue to red. The dashed black line corresponds to the reference spectrum from the periodic computation, additionally
averaged in the streamwise direction.
June 2013 case, mainly characterized by its strong trade-
wind inversion (INV) and stronger background trade winds
compared to the REF case. Table 3 summarizes the settings
for all simulations that deviate from the standard configura-
tion in Tables 1 and 2.
3.2 Boundary layer and cloud characteristics
To get a qualitative impression of the local situation simu-
lated by the LES model, Fig. 9 shows a three-dimensional
snapshot of the temperature and humidity field as well as
cumulus clouds with up- and downdrafts visualized by iso-
surface fields at 12:00 LT for the reference case. The day-
time convection is clearly visible by multiple updraft cells
distributed over the whole island area, which subsequently
leads to the development of non-precipitating shallow cu-
mulus clouds. Advection of heated air from the central and
southern part of the island towards the west can be seen in
the surface temperature field (which is meant as temperature
of the lowest model layer in this context), whereas the cooler
marine flow narrows the thermal wake toward the meridional
center of the domain up to 40 km downwind. This effect
is connected with an island-induced change in wind speed
and direction. The change in the humidity profile can be ob-
served in the vertical cut plane at the western model bound-
ary. A large amount of moisture is transported vertically up-
wards in the central region where also occasional cumulus
clouds are present. A few tens of kilometers away in the
y direction, dryer air from heights of 500–1000 m is mixed
downward.
For further insight into flow dynamics, especially for the
downwind region, Fig. 10 provides the vertical wind field at
z≈ zi/2 for all four considered cases. Looking at the REF
and INV case, several turbulent updraft bands with lengths
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/651/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 651–674, 2016
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Figure 7. Vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed 〈U〉 (top left panel), potential temperature 〈θ〉 (top middle), turbulent kinetic energy
〈TKE〉 (top right), momentum flux 〈τm〉 (bottom left), sensible heat flux ρ0cpd〈w
′θ ′〉 (bottom middle) and latent heat flux ρ0L0〈w
′q ′v〉
(bottom right) at a downstream distance of 40km from the east boundary for different Ec numbers and the NOCP case (averaged along the
y direction and in time). The solid black line corresponds to the reference profile from the periodic computation, additionally averaged in the
streamwise direction. The profiles are valid for the 22 June 2013 case.
Table 2. Parameter values of the cases to be examined: 22 June and 27 June 2013.
Parameter Unit 22 June 27 June
2013 2013
Maximum geostrophic wind |ug| ms
−1 10.0 11.5
Top altitude of trade-wind inversion zinv, t m 2200 2000
Bottom altitude of trade-wind inversion zinv, b m 1600 1800
Inversion strength dθv/dz Kkm
−1 5.67 13.89
Surface pressure p0 hPa 1014.2 1013.9
Integrated water vapor content up to z= 2 km kgmkg−1 22.14 26.16
CCN concentration at 1 % supersaturation NCCN,1 % cm
−3 300 300
Top altitude of Saharan dust layer m 2800 2900
Bottom altitude of Saharan dust layer m 1800 1700
of about 10 km in the zonal direction and vertical veloci-
ties up to 2.5 m s−1 develop all over the island area. How-
ever, one main band at y ≈ 52 km remains persistent, even at
higher altitudes. This updraft band is a result of the dynamic
and thermal instability over the island, forming quasi two-
dimensional horizontal vortex rolls with their axes aligned in
the downwind direction (e.g. Etling and Brown, 1993). To-
ward the evening, as the surface sensible heat flux is not pos-
itive anymore and convection fades away, the band decouples
from the island and vanishes (not shown). Turbulent updraft
cells within the marine boundary layer with vertical veloci-
ties between 0.5 and 1 m s−1 are also visible since a turbu-
lent inflow is generated with the cell perturbation method de-
scribed in Sect. 2.5. In the INV case, these updrafts are a bit
weaker, which is most likely due to the stronger mean hori-
zontal wind speed. Wave-like structures in the upwind verti-
cal velocity field are observed in the NOCP case. There, the
flow remains laminar in this region, and since no perturbation
is applied but surface fluxes are present, these artificial con-
vergence lines are forming. Note that this effect is not seen in
the REF and INV case. This underscores the importance of
having an explicit inflow turbulence generation when work-
ing on LES scales. Just by visibly comparing the “coarse”
simulation DX400 with the other cases, it becomes appar-
ent that there is a lot of structure loss in the vertical wind
field. All up- and downdraft bands – even the main updraft
band downwind – are almost perfectly aligned in the x direc-
tion. This shows the importance of using a grid spacing that
resolves the inertial subrange of the velocity spectrum (cf.
Bryan et al., 2003). Note that with coarser grid spacings the
orographical structures of the island are also less represented.
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Figure 8. Definitions of subdomains for spatial averaging to cover
different boundary layer characteristics: upwind marine regime east
of Barbados (right) and downwind island regime over the west coast
area (left).
Figure 9. Perspective view of surface temperature and specific hu-
midity field at the western boundary for the REF case. Clouds are
visualized by 0.1 gkg−1 isosurface in white coloring. Red color-
ing depicts an isosurface of 2 ms−1 updrafts. Snapshot taken at
12:00 LT. A model area of 80 km× 60 km× 5 km is shown.
Figure 11 shows the surface wind fields and liquid water
path for all simulated cases at 14:00 LT. In all these cases,
the island convection affects both the strength (up to 4 ms−1
stronger wind speeds compared to marine surface winds) and
direction (±30◦) of the wind in the downwind area of Bar-
bados, thus leading to strong surface convergence and sub-
sequently forming the updraft band as seen in Fig. 10 at
y = 52 km. Despite having this elongated band, very little
cloud formation is observed in this area for the REF, NOCP
and INV cases, which is also the case for other times of the
day (not shown). This means that no continuous cloud street
is modeled on 22 and 27 June 2013, respectively. While cloud
streets occur on around 60 % of undisturbed days, there are
several effects that suppress cloud street generation (Kirsh-
Table 3. Parameter choices for the sensitivity simulations per-
formed.
Simulation Date 1x, 1y 1z Turbulent
name inflow
(m) (m)
REF 22 Jun 2013 200 50 yes
NOCP 22 Jun 2013 200 50 no
DX400 22 Jun 2013 400 100 no
INV 27 Jun 2013 200 50 yes
baum and Fairman, 2015). In the REF (and NOCP) case, the
relatively low moisture load (RH= 80 % near the surface,
decreasing below 60 % at z≈ 1300 m) and a weak trade-
wind inversion leads to a suppression of the development of
a cloud trail. Both moisture and stratification are increased
in the INV case but the stronger mean trade winds (almost
12 m s−1) are the suppressing factor here (Kirshbaum and
Fairman, 2015). Due to the absence of a turbulent inflow ve-
locity field, the cumulus clouds over the island are horizon-
tally aligned to the mean wind direction in the NOCP case.
In the REF and INV cases, more realistic scattered cumulus
cloud fields over the island area and downwind are modeled.
Besides the distinct cloud bands, the DX400 case shows fur-
ther very notable differences in the cloud field. First of all,
clouds are broader because of the coarser grid spacing. In
addition to that, a continuous cloud street is modeled, which
can be considered an artifact since such a cloud band is not
seen in either other simulations or satellite observations. Fur-
thermore, the downwind horizontal velocity field is slightly
stronger compared to the other cases. We attribute this be-
havior to the lack of resolved small scales that cannot extract
energy from the large eddies and therefore grow and become
more coherent. This effect is also observed to a lesser extent
for the NOCP case.
In the following, the diurnal development of the convec-
tive island boundary layer is investigated. Figure 12 shows
time series of boundary layer and cloud properties for the
downwind region around the west coast of Barbados. Further
mean quantities of boundary layer and cloud characteristics
are diagnosed and summarized in Table 4. The REF and the
INV case have some properties in common. They both show
a strong increase in cloud cover in the downwind region be-
tween 07:00 and 08:00 LT up to a maximum value of about
16 %. The boundary layer height zi displays a diurnal varia-
tion, growing up to z= 1350 m around 13:00 LT in the REF
case. For the INV simulation, zi is approximately 100–150 m
shallower. This parameter is calculated via the bulk Richard-
son criterion, where the boundary layer height is defined as
the height where the bulk Richardson number Rib exceeds
a value of 0.25, with
Rib =
g
θv0
θv− θv0
u2+ v2
z , (12)
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Figure 10. Vertical wind at z= 375 m a.s.l. at 14:00 LT for the four simulation cases (see Table 3).
Figure 11. Horizontal cut planes (xy) of surface wind vectors and contours of liquid water path for all four simulation cases (see Table 3).
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Figure 12. Time series of boundary layer height, maximum vertical
velocity, cloud cover, cloud base height and liquid water path for
the downwind domain. Spatial averaging as indicated in Fig. 8.
where θv0 is the virtual potential temperature at the sur-
face. Being relatively similar in boundary layer character-
istics and cloud cover, there is a clear distinction between
REF and INV with regard to cloud microphysical proper-
ties. Due to higher cloud base height in the REF case, the
cumulus clouds tend to grow deeper, which is seen in the
mean liquid water path (LWP) values as well as in the cloud
base and top heights (see Table 4). The cloud cover, how-
ever, is fairly comparable for these two cases. Peak updraft
values also show a diurnal variation, starting from approx-
imately wmax = 1 ms
−1 (which is equivalent to the upwind
area value) up to wmax = 7 ms
−1 around noon. The DX400
case has overall weaker peak updrafts; however, this does not
mean that there is less vertical transport of energy, moisture,
momentum etc. Due to the coarser grid spacing in every spa-
tial direction there is a higher net upward transport.
To further investigate daytime-dependent vertical mixing
and layering, Fig. 13 shows hourly averaged vertical pro-
files boundary layer and cloud parameters for the downwind
domain compared to the daily upwind average. Comparing
again the REF and INV cases, daytime-dependent differ-
ences in the density potential temperature and specific hu-
midity profiles can be noticed (not shown). Lower levels at
z < 700 m are warmer and dryer compared to the marine
background. The vertical turbulent transport is evidenced by
the profiles of sensible and latent heat fluxes. The sensible
heat flux is linearly decreasing within the mixing layer up
to heights between 700 m< z < 900 m, depending on the
time of day. The maximum latent heat fluxes occur between
600 m< z < 800 m. Above that layer, the cloud water con-
tent reaches its maximum, which is connected to latent heat
release and thus to an increase in the sensible heat flux and
a decrease in the latent heat flux. In the INV case, the trade
inversion around z≈ 2000 m inhibits further cloud develop-
ment above this height, whereas in the REF simulation there
is also a notable amount of cloud water above 2000 m. The
presence of wind shear above 1500 m height leads to a sec-
ondary maximum of TKE around z= 2000 m, which is not
the case in the shearless INV simulation.
In the NOCP case, i.e., without a turbulent inflow, persis-
tent updraft bands form over the island area, which is consis-
tent with the modeled cloud field from Fig. 11. The inflow
characteristics have little effect on boundary layer proper-
ties like TKE, vertical velocity variance (not shown), sen-
sible and latent heat flux (cf. Fig. 13). However, the values
for the NOCP case tend to be a bit higher than in REF, es-
pecially between 500 and 700 m. One reason for this could
be that the upwind marine boundary layer already vertically
transported some amount of energy, which is missing in the
NOCP case. More remarkable differences are noticeable with
regard to cloud development. The LWC around z≈ 1000 m
during noon is nearly doubled for the NOCP case. There is
also a particularly pronounced secondary maximum of LWC
around z≈ 2100 m in the same order of magnitude. With the
average over the whole daytime period taken, the mean LWP
is more than doubled in the NOCP case compared to the REF
case, which is in agreement with higher LWC values and also
higher cloud cover (≈+3 %).
More undesired effects become apparent when using
a coarser spatial resolution as in the DX400 case, which is
most noticeable in the averaged vertical profiles. First of all,
there is less variability in the potential temperature and spe-
cific humidity fields for altitudes z > 1000 m, which can be
explained by the lack of turbulent vertical transport within
the boundary layer (this effect can be seen in the vertical
profile of TKE in Fig. 13 and in the profile of the vertical
velocity variance). The LWC, however, has maximum val-
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Table 4. Diagnostics the four sensitivity simulations (see Table 3), including cloud cover, cloud base height zcb, cloud top height zct, boundary
layer height zi , water vapor path (WVP), liquid water path (LWP), and maximum updraft values wmax. All quantities are spatially averaged
for the downwind area and temporally averaged between 06:00 and 18:00 LT.
Case Cloud cover zcb zct zi WVP LWP wmax
(%) (m) (m) (m) (kgmkg−1) (gm−2) (ms−1)
REF 7.8 967 1167 1240 27.6 8.5 5.0
NOCP 11.0 1066 1269 1222 27.7 18.8 5.2
DX400 9.7 1029 1237 1262 29.3 19.0 3.7
INV 8.6 846 1024 1174 33.2 5.9 4.5
ues of 0.028 g m−3 around z≈ 2000 m, which is a factor of
2 higher compared to the REF case. This is accompanied by
strong latent heat fluxes in these layers. Cloud growth is also
more inhibited at finer resolutions due to explicit entrainment
of dryer environmental air (e.g. Bryan et al., 2003). Having
a distinct and quite symmetric diurnal variation in bound-
ary layer and cloud properties in the other cases, the evening
transition in the DX400 case is poorly represented, where
still a notable number of clouds exist and a deeper boundary
layer is modeled around 20:00 LT.
3.3 Vertical mixing of aerosols
After the long-range transport of Saharan dust into the
Caribbean region, these dust layers arrive at Barbados with
mean base heights of about 1.5–2 kma.s.l. Due to a possible
interaction with the convective island boundary layer, ver-
tical mixing of aerosols is investigated in this subsection.
As already shown in Sect. 2, these aerosol layers are rep-
resented by passive tracers in the model. They are initialized
with a relative concentration of 1 within the layer where the
aerosol is detected and 0 otherwise. This approach has al-
ready been used for heat island effect studies in Engelmann
et al. (2011). These relative concentrations can be related to
mass concentrations of Saharan dust, e.g., 180 µgm−3. This
mass concentration and the Saharan dust layer heights are
estimated from ground-based multi-wavelength aerosol lidar
measurements and provide a rough idea of the magnitude of
these quantities. Especially the particle depolarization ratio
indicates that the pure dust layer begins at around 1.5 km
altitude. A detailed analysis of dust layers during the cam-
paign can be found in Groß et al. (2015). Figure 14 dis-
plays height–distance profiles of the boundary layer tracer
φBLT and the Saharan dust tracer φSDT near the west coast of
Barbados. In both cases, the turbulent character over the is-
land section is visible as a vertical distribution of the passive
tracer within the higher boundary layer and the correspond-
ing decrease in tracer concentration. It is more pronounced
for the southern part of the island, which is due to the broader
land area width (20 km in the south compared to 10 km in the
north). It also indicates the wind shear at the island bound-
aries (e.g., at y = 43 km), which causes the advection of air
masses from z > 700 m into the boundary layer. This effect is
more pronounced further west (not shown). In the REF case,
the mean boundary layer height around noon was calculated
to be zi ≈ 1400 m. The passive tracer analysis additionally
shows some local overshoots at heights over 2 km a.s.l. The
Saharan dust tracers do have a different vertical structure.
For the REF simulation, the tracer is thinned out, with maxi-
mum concentrations between 1.9 km< z < 2.4 km, whereas
in the INV case it is between 1.7 km< z < 2.5 km. There are
also no overshoots visible beyond z= 1.7 km. The stronger
turbulent mixing in the REF case can be explained by the
presence of wind shear around z≈ 1.5 km height, whereas
in the INV case the strong trade-wind inversion suppresses
further development of turbulence in higher altitudes. The
logarithmic scale indicates the tracer diffusion, which shows
that about 1 % of the maximum concentration is present at al-
titudes between 1.3 and 1.5 km (depending on the case) and
locally down to 1.0 km altitude due to the island effect.
Although there are already some indications of downward
aerosol transport, a better quantification of these effects is
still needed to achieve a better understanding of the pro-
cesses behind it. For that reason, mean vertical profiles are
calculated in the same manner as the boundary layer and
cloud analysis. Figure 15 shows vertical profiles of tracer-
related quantities for the REF and the INV case. The tracer
profile is being deformed by vertical transport processes,
which can be originated by larger-scale or turbulent pro-
cesses. To distinguish between those two, the total vertical
tracer flux 〈wφSDT〉 and the turbulent vertical tracer flux
〈w′φ′SDT〉 are computed. According to the model data, there
is already a persistent downward movement east of Barbados
between 1.5 km< z < 3.0 km, which corresponds to a sub-
sidence velocity of w =−407 m day−1 for the REF case and
w =−345 mday−1 for the INV case. There is a total rela-
tive downward flux for the downwind area in the REF case
at 1.2 km height, with a maximum magnitude of 〈wφSDT〉 =
−0.03 ms−1. The height of this local extremum depends on
the time of day, with higher altitudes in the morning and
around noon and lower altitudes toward the evening. A net
positive upward flux is always present above z= 2 km, be-
coming zero at z= 3 km. About one-third to one-half of the
total downward flux is caused by turbulent mixing, having its
local maxima at z= 1.8 km, which is the lower bound of the
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Figure 13. Vertical profiles of liquid water content 〈LWC〉, resolved turbulent kinetic energy 〈TKE〉, sensible and latent heat flux ρ0cpd〈w
′T ′〉
and ρ0L0〈w
′q ′v〉 for all four considered cases (REF, NOCP, DX400 and INV from top to bottom). Spatial averaging as indicated in Fig. 8.
Black dashed lines represent the marine upwind area and are temporally averaged between 08:00 and 20:00 LT. Colored solid lines represent
for hourly averages during different times of the day for the downwind area.
Saharan dust layer. The daytime turbulent downward mixing
is about 5 times stronger in the INV case but is shifted ap-
proximately 400 m toward the surface compared to REF. Due
to the tracer subsidence, the layer also reaches these altitudes
of maximum turbulent downward mixing, which would not
be the case if the dust layer remained at its initial height of
1.7 km. The downwind total tracer flux, however, is positive
(upwards) for all altitudes and is almost 1 order of magnitude
stronger compared to REF. Since the mean wind speed only
slightly differs between the two cases and surface fluxes are
the same, it can be concluded that atmospheric stability (es-
pecially inversion strength) and the presence of wind shear
in the sub-inversion layer have a major impact on altitude
and strength of layers with preferably upward or downward
mixing properties. The model data suggest that the net effect,
i.e., effects from both mean transport and turbulent mixing, is
downward transport around the dust layer base for the down-
wind region in REF and a net upward transport in INV.
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Figure 14. Meridional cut planes (y–z profiles, 3 km off the west
coast of Barbados) of the relative passive tracer concentrations and
relative humidity for the REF (top panel) and the INV case (bottom
panel). Red/orange contour coloring represents the Saharan dust
tracer concentration φSDT and blue contour coloring represents the
boundary layer tracer concentration φBLT on a logarithmic scale.
White circles denote the location of the northern and southern is-
land edges. The snapshots are taken at 12:00 LT.
4 Comparison with lidar data
4.1 Doppler wind lidar: velocity fields
In order to qualitatively evaluate the results obtained by the
LES model, a comparison with the measurements performed
by an airborne Doppler wind lidar (DWL) is presented in this
section. Vertical and horizontal wind speed measurements
from a flight on 20 June 2013 are compared to the simu-
lation results of the 27 June 2013 case. A simulation with
initial data at 20 June 2013 could not have been performed
because no nighttime radiosonde data were available on this
particular day. Although the measurements and the simula-
tion correspond to different days, the comparison of the ra-
diosonde profiles used for the LES initialization launched on
27 June and the dropsonde measurements obtained during
the measurement flight on 20 June show a good agreement
in the altitude of the trade inversion, relative humidity levels
and temperature profile (Fig. 16). Especially the measured
horizontal wind speed profile from the dropsondes matches
better to the 27 June than the 22 June simulation case.
The airborne DWL used for this comparison was deployed
onboard the DLR Falcon 20 research aircraft during the
SALTRACE campaign. The system, based on an instrument
developed by Lockheed Martin Coherent Technologies and
enhanced by DLR to provide airborne measurement capabil-
ities, can be operated in either nadir-pointing mode or scan-
ning mode (Reitebuch, 2012; Chouza et al., 2015). The nadir-
pointing mode allows the retrieval of vertical wind speeds
with a vertical resolution of 100 m and a horizontal reso-
lution of approximately 200 m with a random error lower
than 0.15 m s−1 and a systematic error lower than 0.05 ms−1.
Note that these resolutions are almost identical to the grid
spacings used in the LES. The overflight took place between
10:36 and 10:44 LT at a flight altitude of 2900 m.
Figure 17 shows the flight track corresponding to the over-
flight (plane 2 in the figure) together with the LES results of
the vertical wind speed for the 27 June case at 10:30 LT. For
this overflight, vertical wind measurements on the lee side
and over the island are available.
A comparison between the measured and the simulated
vertical wind speed profiles is displayed in Fig. 18, where
some main structures can be recognized in both profiles.
Strong vertical winds associated with convective activity
over Barbados can be observed in both the simulation and the
measurements. In the case of the measurements, the presence
of convective clouds limits the lidar coverage over the island
(between 47 and 63 km on the x axis). For the measurements
performed on the lee side of Barbados and for altitudes above
1 km a series of waves with a wavelength of approximately
10 km and an amplitude of 2 ms−1 can be recognized. A sim-
ilar feature can be seen in the LES data, but with a slightly
weaker amplitude.
To get a better idea of the horizontal distribution of these
waves at a certain level, Fig. 19 shows the vertical wind
speed at the trade-wind inversion height for different times
during the day. It seems that the strength of daytime con-
vective activity plays a minor role since the overall pattern
looks very similar in all three snapshots, with the excep-
tion of minimally stronger fluctuations toward the afternoon
hours. A marked wave structure in the lee of the island is vis-
ible, which is the result of trapped gravity waves due to the
strong inversion. Again, a similar wavelength amplitude of
about 10 km can be seen and stronger amplitudes (compara-
ble to the DWL measurements) originating from the northern
part of Barbados are also visible.
Figure 20 shows a comparison between the mean and the
variance of the measured and simulated vertical wind speed
on the lee side (between 0 and 35 km on the x axis) of Bar-
bados. The mean vertical wind profiles of the measurements
(black line) show a reasonable agreement with the LES re-
sults regarding the overall structure (e.g., cut planes 1, 2
and 5, which are located at the southern and northern edge
of Barbados, covering a similar spatial area as in the flight
route). The mean vertical velocity below 1 km height indi-
cates a downdraft region on the lee side of Barbados. This
can be explained by the daytime circulation pattern in the lee
of Barbados since the updraft band located between the cen-
ter and southern part of the island causes downdrafts at its
lateral flanks. Planes 3 and 4 reflect this behavior with pos-
itive vertical velocities below 1 km height. The variance of
the vertical wind field shows an overall increase with alti-
tude both for measurement and model results. However, the
strength of these fluctuations is increased in the measurement
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Figure 15. Vertical profiles of the passive Saharan dust tracer 〈φSDT〉 (left panel), the total vertical tracer flux 〈wφSDT〉 (middle panel) and
the resolved turbulent tracer flux 〈w′φ′
SDT
〉 (right panel) for the REF case (top row) and the INV case (bottom row). Solid line colors and
spatial as well as temporal averaging as in Fig. 13. The horizontal brown dashed line represents the initial location of the Saharan dust tracer
between 1800m≤ z ≤ 2800m for REV and between 1700 m≤ z ≤ 2900 m for INV.
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and DS2 (dotted lines) was launched 200 km to the east of Barbados at 13:22:51 UTC.
data, which could result from differences in the forcing, e.g.,
stronger surface fluxes than the prescribed ones in the LES
model.
4.2 Multi-wavelength Raman lidar: convective
boundary layer structure
A stationary lidar system deployed at the CIMH during
the SALTRACE campaign was the polarizing Raman lidar
BERTHA (Backscatter, Extinction, lidar Ratio, Temperature,
Humidity profiling Apparatus; Tesche et al., 2011). Contin-
uous measurements were performed on 22 June 2013 from
09:49 to 17:23 LT and after sunset (around 18:30 LT) from
19:32 to 22:30 LT.
The range-corrected signal for the 532 nm cross polarized
channel is shown in the top panel of Fig. 21. The vertical res-
olution is 7.5 m and the time resolution varies from 3 to 15 s.
The mean wind speed (< 3 km altitude) was approximately
10 ms−1, which results in a horizontal resolution of 30 to
150 m. A first strong dust layer in a very dry environment
(20–30 % RH) was detected between 1.8 and 2.8 km, topped
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Figure 17. Locations of the five considered vertical planes for the
comparison between the LES results and the DWL measurements
within a domain of 60 km (y) and 80 km (x) up to an altitude of
2.5 km (z). The vertical wind (in m s−1) along the planes is indi-
cated in red (updrafts) and blue (downdrafts). Plane 2 is similar to
the Falcon flight track. Planes 1 and 5 have no intersection with the
island area, which is visualized by surface cut cells of the computa-
tional grid. Ocean area is in blue.
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Figure 18. LES model output of zonal height–distance profiles of
vertical wind speed component (upper panel) at 10:30 LT. DWL
vertical wind speed component (lower panel) between 10:36 and
10:44 LT. Location indicated in Fig. 17. Island area is between
47 km< x < 63 km.
by a second, weaker dust layer between 2.8 and 3.7 km which
was more humid (40–50 % RH). Temperature inversions set
the limits of the total dust layer or Saharan Air Layer. The
lidar signal shows clouds all over the day around 1 km height
and close to 1800 m. On average, 20 clouds per hour cross
the lidar beam with an increasing number in the afternoon,
leading to a cloud cover (in this context defined on a tempo-
ral scale) of roughly 50 %. At nighttime only a single cloud
was detected within 3 h of measurement, which confirms the
convective character of the daytime clouds at the investigated
day over the west coast of Barbados. The bottom panel in Fig.
21 shows the LES model output of the corresponding height–
time profile of relative humidity for this day and the same lo-
cation. The diurnal variation in convective vertical moisture
transport is clearly pronounced. Clouds (white/red coloring)
develop at the same altitudes as in the BERTHA lidar mea-
surements. Even higher and deeper clouds up to the top of
the trade inversion at z= 2 km are resolved. Higher cloud ac-
tivity can be noticed in the measurements, whereas the LES
model results show fewer clouds toward the late afternoon.
This effect can be attributed to the relatively low ocean la-
tent heat flux from the marine boundary layer forcing, which
tends to dry out the lower troposphere over a longer period
of time (i.e., toward the afternoon and evening hours). Addi-
tionally, there is a notable increase in moisture during the af-
ternoon (see the 16:01 LT radiosonde launch compared to the
other ones) within the first 800 m of the lower troposphere.
Because of the fact that no additional large-scale forcing (in
this case, advection of moist air) is applied during the simu-
lation time, this effect expectedly cannot be captured by the
LES.
Further comparisons regarding the cloud base height are
conducted, revealing an even better agreement between the
BERTHA lidar measurements and the model results. Fig-
ure 22 shows the temporal evolution of the cloud base height
derived from the REF case LES output and the cloud base
height derived from BERTHA lidar measurements during
22 June 2013. The cloud base was detected from the lidar sig-
nal with an accuracy of ±50 m. The algorithm sets the cloud
base if the 52.5 m vertically smoothed 532 nm total signal
increases by a factor of 2 within 50 m. To get an overview
of the day, the temporal resolution was set to 30 s. This pro-
cedure reproduces the temporal cloud evolution in Fig. 22.
The spread gives an idea about the cloud thickness due to the
fact that if a cloud overpasses the lidar beam, it is very likely
that cloud water near the cloud top is detected at the begin-
ning and/or at the end of the overpass. However, in some
cases, it indicates some single clouds that start at an altitude
of 1600 m. At noon, the cloud base gets higher and the clouds
are generally thinner, which can be seen the in range of varia-
tion in the lidar data, which is very low at this period of time.
Overall, there is less variability in the LES data due to the
spatial averaging over the downwind region.
5 Conclusions
We have presented a numerical study for investigating island-
induced effects on boundary layer structure, cloud genera-
tion and vertical mixing of aerosol layers at the easternmost
Caribbean island of Barbados. The simulations were per-
formed with the model ASAM on large eddy scale, where
the horizontal resolution of 1x =1y = 200 m is adequate
to still resolve the lower wavenumber end of the inertial sub-
range of the turbulence spectrum.
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Figure 19. LES model output of vertical wind fields around the trade-wind inversion height at z= 1975m at 10:00, 14:00 and 18:00 LT on
27 June 2013. The gray dashed line indicates the Falcon flight track (similar to cut plane 2 in Fig. 17).
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In order to generate inflow turbulence consistent with the
upstream marine boundary layer forcing, the cell perturba-
tion method based on finite amplitude perturbations was
used. This method has been successfully adapted to moist
boundary layer simulations with open lateral boundary con-
ditions. Spectral analysis and examinations of vertical pro-
files of boundary layer quantities were used to determine the
optimal Eckert number for the simulations. It was found that
a value of Ec= 0.4 is most suitable for the island simula-
tions, guaranteeing rapid development of turbulence that is
very close to results from periodic BC simulations. This per-
turbation Eckert number differs from the optimum Ec= 0.2
derived for neutral stability (Muñoz-Esparza et al., 2015).
These weaker-amplitude temperature perturbations appear to
be due to a combination of the use of open boundary condi-
tions and near production range grid resolution.
After the model was set up, several simulations were per-
formed to analyze island effects. The atmospheric state is
described by a horizontally homogeneous profile obtained
via nighttime radiosonde launches. On the one hand, the
used profile cannot be seen as a representative state, which
could have been achieved by averaging multiple profiles.
On the other hand, these quasi-idealized simulations en-
abled the possibility to compare the LES output data with
DWL measurements. Large-scale forcings are not applied
during the simulation time, i.e., a time-invariant background
state is used, which makes it easier to analyze daytime
changes in boundary layer and cloud characteristics as a re-
sult of convective island activity. The radiosonde profile from
22 June 2013 served as a reference case for a crucial sensi-
tivity study, which revealed the following:
– Disadvantages of neglecting a turbulent inflow and
modeling within the “terra incognita” or “gray zone”
become apparent (Wyngaard, 2004). If the turbulent in-
flow generation is turned off, i.e., no marine boundary
layer develops, cloud properties are drastically changed
over and in the lee of the island. There, cloud cover,
liquid water path and cloud base height have signif-
icantly higher values compared to the reference case.
Also, the cloud morphology is different, having hori-
zontally aligned cloud bands instead of scattered cumu-
lus clouds.
– Using a generally coarser horizontal grid spacing of
1x =1y = 400m shows the same issues regarding
cloud properties. Additionally, boundary layer turbu-
lence is not well resolved but vertical energy transport
is enhanced overall, which leads to the formation of
a cloud street along the updraft band past Barbados.
This has not been seen in the other cases and can thus
be considered an artificial effect.
– For the two considered cases (22 and 27 June 2013),
analysis of the daytime convective boundary layer
shows generally similar vertical profiles for both, al-
though slight differences were detected due to wind
shear effects in particular. Also, for the case with the
strong trade inversion, the boundary layer grew approxi-
mately 150 m deeper. Significant differences were again
visible in cloud properties. In the latter case, the trade
inversion inhibited cloud growth beyond 1800 m alti-
tude, whereas local overshoots through the weaker in-
version occurred in the 22 June case.
Vertical mixing of aerosols, in our case Saharan dust lay-
ers, has been qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed by in-
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Figure 21. Top panel: BERTHA lidar measurements at CIMH and three radiosonde profiles of 22 June 2013. The range-corrected signal of
the 532 nm cross-polarized channel is shown. The aerosol layer (in yellow) reaches up to 3.7 km. The signal peaks (in red) are liquid clouds
through which the lidar beam cannot penetrate, resulting in the lack of signal above the cloud. At 14:04 LT the temporal resolution was
changed from 15 s to 3 s. Bottom panel: LES model results of relative humidity at the CIMH grid point for the REF case, corresponding to
22 June 2013.
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Figure 22. Temporal evolution of the spatially averaged cloud base
height from the LES REF case (black line) and cloud base height
derived from BERTHA lidar measurements (green circles) during
22 June 2013 at the west coast near the CIMH.
cluding passive tracers in the LES model. They are initialized
at the same heights as they are seen in lidar data during the
considered days. The model data suggested that a continuous
subsidence velocity within these layers was present, which
led to a mean sinking of 400 m toward the surface. Layers
of turbulent downward mixing have also been detected be-
tween 1200 and 1700 m altitude. It can be concluded that if
the dust layer reaches this height range, turbulent downward
mixing of aerosol takes place, which is separated from large-
scale subsidence effects. The exact position of these layers
and the strength of downward turbulent mixing and trans-
port are mainly controlled by atmospheric stability and wind
shear. It became apparent that for the INV case the net direc-
tion of vertical transport is upwards for heights around the
Saharan dust layer base. A larger number of simulation cases
would provide further insight into this effect and the influ-
ence of trade inversion strength.
Qualitative comparisons with DWL measurements were
carried out to validate the LES model results. A lot of simi-
larities were found despite comparing different days, which,
however, were very similar in terms of atmospheric stability,
mean wind and temperature profile. First of all, large-scale
changes in dynamics occur, which expectedly cannot be di-
rectly captured by the model. Furthermore, the vertical wind
field shows a similar structure for both measurements and
LES, highlighting the convective activity over the island and
trapped gravity waves around the strong trade inversion. The
amplitude of these waves was a bit higher in the measure-
ments, which is also seen in the vertical wind variance pro-
file. Taking these comparison results into account and con-
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necting them to the boundary layer and tracer analysis, it is
possible that turbulent (downward) mixing of aerosol layers
could be even more enhanced than the LES model results
suggest.
From the stationary Raman lidar BERTHA, which was de-
ployed near the west coast of Barbados, cloud base heights
and thickness were estimated and compared with the LES
data. With these two techniques combined, a consistent pic-
ture of the diurnal convective activity and cloud generation
over the island was gained for the most part.
Possible future model development could focus on the di-
rect and indirect aerosol effect as well as shadowing effects.
This would lead to a better understanding of the effects of
dust particles in connection with low-level clouds on their
radiative feedback, e.g., as shown in Ge et al. (2014).
Furthermore, finer horizontal grid spacings than 200 m
would be desirable to either confirm the robustness of the
obtained results or reveal additional effects of finer resolved
turbulent structures. This would lead to a better simulation
of stably stratified areas, e.g., at the trade inversion. Also, it
can be expected that, with a higher effective model grid res-
olution, the computed velocity variances would be closer to
the measurement results of the Doppler lidar system. How-
ever, this requires a great deal of computational effort, espe-
cially when performing sensitivity tests with a larger number
of simulations.
As a general conclusion of this work, the simulations per-
formed provided a detailed image of downwind boundary
layer structure, cloud and vertical mixing processes, which
agree well with lidar measurements. The model data can also
help to better interpret the ground-based observations gained
during the SALTRACE campaign at the Barbados west coast
(CIMH field site).
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Appendix A: Numerical setup and model physics
ASAM numerically solves the fully compressible flux-form
Euler equations:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv)= 0 , (A1)
∂(ρv)
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv)=
−∇ · τ −∇p− ρg− 2× (ρv) , (A2)
∂(ρφ)
∂t
+∇ · (ρvφ)=−∇ · qφ + Sφ . (A3)
Here, ρ is the total air density, v = (u,v,w)T is the three-
dimensional velocity vector, p is the air pressure, g is the
gravitational acceleration,  is the angular velocity vector of
the Earth, φ is a scalar quantity (representing energy and mi-
crophysical variables) and Sφ is the sum of its corresponding
source terms. The subgrid scale (SGS) terms are τ for mo-
mentum and qφ for a given scalar. The energy equation in
the form of Eq. (A3) is represented by the density potential
temperature θρ (Emanuel, 1994):
θρ = θ
(
1+ qv
[
Rv
Rd
− 1
]
− qc
)
. (A4)
Hence, the air pressure can be diagnosed via the equation
of state
p = ρRdθρ
(
p
p0
)κm
, (A5)
where θ = T (p0/p)
κm is the potential temperature, qv =
ρv/ρ is the mass ratio of water vapor in the air (specific hu-
midity), qc = ρc/ρ is the mass ratio of cloud water in the air,
p0 is a reference pressure and κm = (qdRd+qvRv)/(qdcpd+
qvcpv+ [qc+ qr]cpl) is the Poisson constant for the air mix-
ture (dry air, water vapor, cloud water, rain water) with
qd = ρd/ρ. Rd and Rv are the gas constants for dry air
and water vapor, respectively. The Coriolis parameter f =
2ω sinϕ = 3.3× 10−5 s−1 is calculated from a latitude value
of ϕ = 13.18◦, with ω being the angular velocity of the Earth.
To parameterize the SGS stress terms in Eqs. (A2) and
(A3), a standard Smagorinsky model is used to represent
the influence of the eddies smaller than the grid size into
the resolved flow structures. The SGS stress terms are τij =
uiuj −uiuj for momentum and qij = uiqj −uiqj for poten-
tial temperature. The effect of subgrid-scale motion on the
resolved large scales τij is represented by
τij =−2νtSij , (A6)
where Sij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
is the strain rate tensor and νt the
turbulent eddy viscosity. By taking stratification effects into
account, the eddy viscosity is determined by
νt = (Cs1)
2max
[
0,
(
|S|2
(
1−
Ri
Pr
))]1/2
, (A7)
where Ri is the Richardson number and Pr is the turbu-
lent Prandtl number (Lilly, 1962; Smagorinsky, 1963). The
Richardson number is defined as
Ri=
g
θρ
∂θρ
∂z
|S|2
, (A8)
where 1 is a length scale based on the grid spacing and
Cs = 0.2 is the Smagorinsky coefficient as estimated by Lilly
(1967), and using the Einstein summation notation for stan-
dardization:
|S| =
√
2SijSij . (A9)
By using the cut cell approach, tiny and/or anisotropic cells
might occur in the vicinity of topographical structures. Thus,
the length scale has to be a function of all local grid spacings
in orthogonal direction and prescribed correction functions
(cf. Scotti et al., 1993; Jähn et al., 2015).
The cloud microphysics parameterization is based on the
two-moment scheme Seifert and Beheng (2006) with adjust-
ments applied from Horn (2012) and without ice phase. In
this scheme, mass and number density of the hydrometeor
classes’ cloud droplets and raindrops are represented. A to-
tal of seven microphysical processes are included: condensa-
tion/evaporation, CCN activation to cloud droplets at super-
saturated conditions, autoconversion, self-collection of cloud
droplets and raindrops, accretion and evaporation of rain.
The aerosol activation process is prescribed by a power law
function based on grid space supersaturation s:
NCCN(S)=NCCN,1 %s
κ , (A10)
with the hygroscopicity parameter κ = 0.462. By having
CCN number concentration measurements available for dif-
ferent supersaturations, an extrapolated value of the CCN
number concentration at 1 % supersaturation can be deter-
mined. It is assumed that all CCN are activated at a critical
supersaturation value of smax = 1.1 %.
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Appendix C
Acronyms
AEJ African Easterly Jet
AeroCom Aerosol Comparison between Observations and Models
AERONET Aerosol Robotic Network
AEW African easterly wave
AMMA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses
AOD atmospheric optical depth
AR5 fifth Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assesment report
ASAM All-Scale Atmospheric Model
BERTHA backscatter extinction lidar-ratio temperature humidity profiling apparatus
BOMEX Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment
CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
CALIPSO Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations
CCN cloud condensation nuclei
CFD computational fluid dynamics
CIMH Caribbean Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology
CPC condensation particle counter
CW continuous-wave
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
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DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
DOD dust optical depth
DWL Doppler wind lidar
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
ERF effective radiative forcing
GATE Global Atmospheric Research Program Atlantic Tropical Experiment
GMES Global Monitoring for Environment and Security
GPU Graphical Processing Unit
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
ITCZ Intertropical Convergence Zone
LES Large Eddy Simulations
LITE Lidar In-space Technology Experiment
MACC Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
POLIS Portable Lidar System
SAL Saharan Air Layer
SALTRACE Saharan Aerosol Long-range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction Ex-
periment
SAMUM-1 first Saharan Mineral Dust Experiment
SAMUM-2 second Saharan Mineral Dust Experiment
TROPOS Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research
WIND Wind Infrared Doppler Lidar
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